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Abstract
Identiﬁersareanessential componentofonline communication. Email addresses
and instant messenger usernames are two of the most common online identi-
ﬁers. Ǥis dissertation focuses on the ways that social, technical and policy fac-
tors aﬀect individual’s behavior with online identiﬁers.
Research for this dissertation was completed in two parts, an interview-based
study drawn from two populations and an examination of the infrastructure for
managing identiﬁers in two large consumer services. Ǥe exploratory study ex-
amines how individuals use online identiﬁers to segment and integrate aspects
of their lives. Ǥe ﬁrst population is drawn from employees of a ﬁnancial ser-
vice ﬁrm with substantial constraints on communication in the workplace. Ǥe
secondpopulation is drawn fromadesignﬁrmwithminimal constraints on com-
munication. Ǥe two populations provide the opportunity to explore the social,
technical, and policy issues that arise from diverse communication needs, uses,
strategies, and technologies. Ǥe examination of systems focuses on the infras-
tructure that Google and Yahoo! provide for individuals to manage their iden-
tiﬁers across multiple services, and the risks and beneﬁts of employing single
sign-on systems.
Ǥis research contributes to our understanding of theways that identiﬁers shape
online self-representationandcommunication. Speciﬁcally, interviewdatahigh-
light the ways in which individuals’ preferences for the creation and manage-
ment of identiﬁers conﬂict with external factors. Ǥese conﬂicts lead to frustra-
tion, arbitrary decisions, and complicated management issues. Ǥis thesis con-
cludes with recommendations for system designers and policy implementers.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Properly speaking, a man has as many
social selves as there are individuals
who recognize him and carry an image
of him in their mind.
William James
ǫePrinciples of Psychology
1.1 Purpose ofǢis Study
Ǥis dissertation examines people’s use of online identiﬁers such as email ad-
dresses and instant messenger usernames in everyday communication. Ǥough
we know that people use multiple identiﬁers online. We know liǣle about the
motivations leading to maintaining multiple online identiﬁers, the eﬀects caused
by this behavior, or the complex ways individuals use multiple identiﬁers to
negotiate multiple domains of their lives.
Examining individuals’ use of multiple online identiﬁers such as electronic
mail addresses and instant messenger usernames provides compelling insight
into people’s strategies to both segment and integrate aspects of their lives.
By beǣer understanding the multiple functions of online identiﬁers, we can
inform the design and implementation of technical infrastructure to support
those functions and the policies and regulations that govern them.
In everyday life, people segment their lives to manage their time, impressions,
and relationships. For example, individuals commonly segment their lives into
distinct domains such as home and work (Nippert-Eng 1996b). Erving Goﬀman
wrote, “Ǥe individual in ordinary work situations presents himself and his
activity to others, the ways in which he guides and controls the impression they
form of him and the kinds of things he may andmay not do while sustaining
his performance before them” (Goﬀman 1959, p. 77). Home and work are only
two of many possible contexts. People segment and integrate aspects of their
lives including family, friends, school, professional organizations, and social
organizations. Ǥese are networks that overlap in time, location, and context.
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1.2 Background of the Problem
Much of modern electronic communication hinges on digital identiﬁers, there-
fore, identiﬁers are increasingly relevant in people’s everyday lives. Ǥese
identiﬁers include email addresses, instant messenger IDs, usernames, domain
names, URLs, phone numbers, and social network IDs. Many of these identi-
ﬁers are globally unique—meaning that exactly one person on the planet is
able to make use of that identiﬁer, a relatively rare historical occurrence un-
til recently. In addition, the Internet is rapidly absorbing traditional telephony
functions, resulting in evenmore identiﬁers, such as Skype IDs, SIP URIs for
VoIP calls, and ENUM registries that link phone numbers to IP addresses (Han-
dley et al. 1999; Klensin and IAB 2002).
According to the Pew Internet & American Life Project, email remains the dom-
inant form of online communication—91 percent American’s use email, 38 per-
cent send instant messages and 35 percent use social networking sites (Jones
and Fox 2009). Pew also reports that 53 percent of working adults maintain
both personal and work email accounts, and more than half of these check their
personal accounts at work (Madden and Jones 2008).
Each of these methods of communications require identiﬁers such as user-
names, account numbers, email address, and passwords. As the number of
online communications channels grows, so do the number of identiﬁers that
people must maintain, along with the overhead required to manage them.
Digital identiﬁers are the product of both individual’s desires and larger so-
cial, technical, and policy forces. First, people oǍen use online identiﬁers to
project a certain image of themselves to diﬀerent audiences—an online exten-
sion of Goﬀman’s notion of “face” (Goﬀman 1959). Goﬀman described the way
individuals maintain diﬀerent personae for diﬀerent aspects of their lives as
“performances.” Interviewees used these performances to segment or integrate
portions of their lives. For example, many used one identiﬁer for friends and
family, another for business and another still for online dating sites.
1.3 Identity and Identiﬁers
In his book Identity Crisis, Jim Harper provides a useful working deﬁnition of
identiﬁers–“Identiﬁers are facts that distinguish people and entities from one
another. What we oǍen call a ‘characteristic’ or an ‘aǣribute’ becomes an iden-
tiﬁer when it is used for sorting and organizing people and institutions in our
thoughts and records.” Harper names four categories of identiﬁers: (1) some-
thing you are, (2) something you know, (3) something you have, and (4) some-
thing you are assigned. Ǥe ﬁrst three are commonly described as components
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of “identity.” Ǥe fourth item is a useful discriminator for modern systems that
keep track of identity.
Harper writes, “Most people think their ‘identity’ and their personality are
preǣymuch the same, andmost people think it is normal to have just one. Hav-
ing multiple personalities may be a psychological disorder, but it is not at all
unusual to have multiple identities” (Harper 2006, p. 14).
I deﬁne online identiﬁers as alphanumeric strings that people and systems em-
ploy to diﬀerentiate users, objects, devices, and data from one another. Ǥese
identiﬁers may or may not be unique within or across systems. I focus on iden-
tiﬁers used by individuals rather than devices, networks, or services.
1.4 Identiﬁers and Namespaces
Ǥere are a wide variety of types of online identiﬁers with an even wider range
of uses and combinations. In the following sections, I aǣempt to disentangle
and categorize both the types of identiﬁers as well as the behaviors associated
with them. Ǥe description of the types of identiﬁers and their uses is inher-
ently problematic, as it involves a seemingly absurd number of abstractions,
although I would argue that this is part of what makes it a compelling topic. Ǥe
description is further complicated identiﬁers that are reused, repurposed, or
interconnected, with other services.
Typically, each system provides a set of identiﬁers in namespace speciﬁc to that
system. Some systems allow users to authenticate and communicate with iden-
tiﬁers from other systems, but this is less common. For the purposes of this dis-
sertation, a namespace is a logical container that uniﬁes a group of identiﬁers.
Ǥe namespace contains the set of all possible identiﬁers within a system. For
example, firstname.lastname@university.edu, with university.edu being the
namespace. Some systemsmake use of existing email addresses or identity sys-
tems such as OpenID, SAML, or Shibboleth. Ǥe interconnection of namespaces
is currently in ﬂux and has been for some time. Trends in both the adoption
of open standards for messaging andmarket demand clearly indicate greater
interconnection in the near future.
1.5 Email Addresses and Instant Messenger IDs
A fully speciﬁed Internet email address is a rare category of identiﬁer, as it is
individually and globally unique as well. Most identiﬁers must be qualiﬁed to
be unique, such as a name combined with a physical address or phone number
with both an area or city code and a country code. An email address is com-
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posed of two or more namespaces. Ǥe username portion of the namespace to
the leǍ of the @ symbol is locally unique to the domain name portion to the
right. Ǥere is minimal discussion of the entire email address as an identiﬁer
in the literature andmore substantial discussion of domain names.
Identiﬁers are one component of identity. An identity is unique when it is in-
dividually identiﬁable. For example, an email address, johndoe@illinois.edu,
is both unique and individually identiﬁable, while sales@somecompany.com is
unique but not individually identiﬁable. Ǥe namemost people refer to me, Ben
Gross, is not a unique identiﬁer as other individuals use the same name.
In this work, I distinguish between email addresses and email accounts. An
email address is a globally unique and routable identiﬁer. Even though email
is well documented, the standards do not precisely deﬁne an “email account”
(Klensin 2008; Masinter andWing 1999; Klensin 2004). My working deﬁnition
is an account on a server that a user may log into and that can receive email
that is stored on the system aǍer it is delivered. Accounts may have multiple
email addresses associated with them and an account typically requires a pass-
word and allows the user to both send and receive email. A system hosting a
forwarding email address, such as an alumni email address, may only be capa-
ble of passing messages to another system that receives and stores the email.
Instant messenger usernames fall into two categories of identiﬁers, email ad-
dresses and independent usernames that are not also routable email addresses.
Some services such as AOL support both types of identiﬁers. Instant messen-
ger services allow users to maintain collections of usernames as a “buddy list”
or roster that serves as a directory of contacts that typically also display status
information and presence information. Instant messenger client are increas-
ingly integrated with address books, email clients, uniﬁed messaging systems,
and presence enabled documents. Instant messenger services allow both unidi-
rectional and bidirectional connections. With bidirectional connections, each
personmust explicitly approve the other to communicate.
1.6 Social Network Service Identiﬁers
In social network services people explicitly articulate their social network and
may then view or traverse the network of connections. Typically, each individ-
ual on the service maintains a proﬁle that lists his or her name, username or
nickname, and other personal information. Ǥe proﬁles in many social network
services serve as additional identiﬁers.
Social networks identify users with a numeric ID in the service’s internal database
that may be mapped onto another unique identiﬁer, such as a username, that is
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used for signing in and for internal messaging services. Some social network
services only oﬀer a numerical ID, while others provide users with the option
to select a username and URL as an identiﬁer. Many users are deﬁned by their
network of connections rather than by a unique, persistent identiﬁer.
Email addresses are the identiﬁers that typically connect services and commu-
nications channels to one another. For example, most social networks, require
email addresses to register with the service and to locate other users within the
service. Both the searcher and the searched must have provided the same email
address, in order for the discovery process to be eﬀective.
1.7 Scope of the Study
I conducted interviews in two populations on individuals’ use of online identi-
ﬁers. Ǥe two populations, a regulated industry (ﬁnancial service) and an un-
regulated industry (design professionals), provide the opportunity to explore
the social, technical, and policy issues that arise from diverse communication
needs, uses, strategies, and technologies. Both populations studied were com-
prised of professional employees in the Bay Area, althoughmany of the ﬁnd-
ings are generalizable to the broader population.
I primarily investigated the social, technical, and policy aspects of multiple
email addresses, instant messenger usernames, and to a lesser extent phone
numbers, web site logins, and social network IDs. While email is still the most
common type of online messaging, newer forms of messaging including instant
messaging, text messaging, and messaging in social networks have supplanted
email for certain populations and demographics.
In chapter 2 on page 7, I discuss the historical and contemporary works that
inﬂuenced this dissertation and a discussion of the importance not limiting
analysis to a single identiﬁer. Chapter 4 on page 37 discusses ﬁndings from the
interviews. In chapter 5 on page 75 I describe the mechanisms Google and Ya-
hoo! for managing identiﬁers, a discussions of the beneﬁts and risks of single
sign-on systems, and the implications of the OpenID and OAuth standards for
delegated authentication and authorization. Chapter 6 on page 100 discusses
design implications of the ﬁndings, how address books and phone numbers re-
late to identiﬁers, problems with BCCmessages and web-based sign-ins, and
issues of namespace speculation and collisions. I summarize my conclusions in
section 7.1 on page 121 and provide an overview of the evolution of my research
in appendix D on page 159. Appendix A on page 143 lists the questions from the
semi-structured interview guide and appendix B on page 149 describes the in-
terview codes. I describe my early pilot studies in appendix C on page 157.
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1.8 Research Questions
1. How and why do people use multiple online identiﬁers in everyday life?
2. How and why do people manage these identiﬁers?
3. What constraints aﬀect the frequency and circumstances of use?
4. What is the lifecycle of an identiﬁer?
5. What value do people place on their identiﬁers?
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Ǥe research spans computer science and social science including work in in-
formation retrieval, databases, sociology, anthropology, computer human in-
teraction (CHI) and computer supported cooperative work (CSCW).Ǥis com-
bined research will serve as a base on which I will build my ownwork.
Many studies analyzing user behavior in messaging systems overlooked the use
of multiple identiﬁers. OǍen studies select a single aspect of the social, tech-
nical, and policy groupings, leaving out signiﬁcant factor that aﬀect behavior.
In addition to a review of the literature, I explore the idea that analyzing only a
single identiﬁer or a single aspect of the social, technical, and policy elements
prevents a system understanding of online identiﬁers in messaging. Recogni-
tion that usability and design are tightly connected to the eﬀectiveness of secu-
rity implementations was a common theme across many of the papers cited.
2.1 Role and Identity
Studies document that people use multiple email addresses to manage multiple
social roles (danah boyd 2002). In Goﬀman’s dramaturgical perspective, peo-
ple’s actions are dependent on an audience in a place and time. Ǥis metaphor
of the theater is applicable to individuals’ use of multiple addresses and clear
examples appeared repeatedly in my interviews (Goﬀman 1959; Lemert and
Branaman 1997). Goﬀman describes a “front” or “front stage” that includes the
actor’s equipment, the actor’s manner, other performers, and the audience. Ǥe
back stage refers to the place where the actor is present without an audience,
although in practical terms unless one is alone there is always an audience,
but generally back stage refers to a more private place. Finally, in dramaturgy
there is a notion of the outside—a place where the actor is not performing and
a border—the boundary between stages or the outside. Goﬀman has an apt de-
scription of identity management: “the individual in ordinary work situations
presents himself and his activity to others, the ways in which he guides and
controls the impression they form of him and the kinds of things he may and
may not do while sustaining his performance before them” (Goﬀman 1959).
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Back et al. compared a questionnaire containing a self-reported personality
assessment with multiple independent personality ratings based on an indi-
vidual’s email address. Ǥe authors found a statistically signiﬁcant degree of
correlation for the stereotypes of neuroticism, openness, agreeableness, con-
scientiousness and narcissism but not for extraversion. Even with the absolute
minimum of information—an email address—participants where able to make
assessments about another individual’s personality that matched that individu-
als own assessments.
Based onmy own interviews, there seem to be three aspects the authors did not
consider: (1) that individuals may have diﬀerent email addresses that accen-
tuate or hide personality traits; (2) that some email addresses might have been
automatically assigned or chosen from a limited pool such as with Yahoo! or
MicrosoǍ where many addresses have already been allocated, and (3) that the
sample was very young and therefore likely to have felt fewer social or profes-
sional constrains when selecting the address (Back et al. 2008).
In “A Design Study of the Integration of Email and Role Management for Uni-
versity Students”, Baker, et al. describe a prototype email system that incorpo-
rates notions of role management (Baker et al. 2003). Ǥey argue that students
are a particular population that would beneﬁt from the ability to manage var-
ious roles including school, work, friends and family. Ǥe authors conducted
surveys on their college campus to determine common email use and assess
user’s unmet needs. Baker, et al. then mocked up a prototype system to per-
form user testing. According to a 2002 Pew study “Ǥe Internet Goes to College”
two thirds of college students used two or more email addresses (Jones 2002).
If the system described could not accommodate these additional addresses it
would force students to use an additional application to manage their mail.
Ǥese surveys show problems with existing email clients and point to poten-
tial improvements through the integration of additional information relevant
to student life as well as the ability to manage roles. Ǥe authors do not take
into account the fact that roles oǍen overlap.
A study examining the network of developers working on the Debian open
source project, found that developers needed to maintain a distinct and veri-
ﬁable identity to maintain status in the community. Ǥe persistent identiﬁers
in this case were PGP public keys identiﬁed by a name and an email address.
Ǥe public keys provided the developers veriﬁable and persistent identities,
even aǍer an email address change (O’Mahony and Ferraro 2004).
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2.2 Controlling Access
Typically, there are three components (1) authentication, (2) authorization, and
(3) accounting that computer security professionals consider essential for de-
signing user access to systems. Auditing is a fourth component that is used as a
veriﬁcation check. Authentication is the process by which systems determine
that a person aǣempting to access the system is a valid user. Ǥemost com-
mon example is a valid username and password combination. Authorization
is the mechanism the system uses to determine what system resources a valid
user is actually permiǣed or not permiǣed to access. In large systems this is
frequently controlled by a separate system component. Accounting is the sys-
tem component that tracks user logins and activity, which is used for billing,
auditing, and capacity planning. Auditing is the process where accounting in-
formation is tested to determine if it is valid, veriﬁable, and reliable.
Accounting logs are sampled and tested to provide third parties with assur-
ance that the logs are in a known state. Security audits and ﬁnancial audits
were historically separate, although compliance regulations such as SOX are
increasingly causing overlap between the two. More detailed explanations can
be found in standards from the IETF Authentication, Authorization, and Ac-
countingWorking Group (Vollbrecht et al. 2000b,a; Farrell et al. 2000; Aboba
et al. 2000). I describe the constraints inﬂuences of access control on my inter-
viewees in “Identity and Access Control” in section 4.6.2 on page 71. I describe
OpenID—an authentication standard used bymany popular services in sec-
tion 5.4 on page 95 and OAuth—awidely adopted authorization protocol in sec-
tion 5.5 on page 96.
Literature analyzing access control mechanisms most oǍen discuss forms of
Mandatory Access Control (MAC) Discretionary Access Control (DAC) or Role
Based Access Control (RBAC).Ǥe primary guide to implementation of MAC
and DAC is the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC) usually
just referred to by security professionals as the “ Orange Book” named aǍer
the color of the cover of the standards manual (Department of Defense 1985).
Companies that aǣempt to conform to these security levels and pass the veri-
ﬁcations tests do this because so they can sell this hardware or soǍware to the
Department of Defense.
Ǥe Orange Book speciﬁes two types of access control Mandatory Access Con-
trol (MAC) and Discretionary Access Control (DAC) as well as a formal language
to describe them. In addition the Orange Book standards are wriǣen solve mil-
itary information problems that do not necessarily map problems in industry
other domains. Many of the security levels speciﬁed in the Orange Book are
considered outdated. MACs specify access based on classiﬁcation, usually the
four main ones: conﬁdential, classiﬁed, secret and top secret. DAC is similar
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to ﬁle permissions in a modern ﬁle system such as AFS, NTFS and ZFS that can
allow or disallow access at the level of an individual user. In 2005 the Orange
Book was replaced with an international standard called the Common Criteria
for Information Technology Security Evaluation and is commonly known as the
Common Criteria (ISO 2005).
RBAC is a more recent form of access control, in the commercial sector it is
largely used for access control in operating systems and database systems. A
ﬁrst implementation of a RBACmechanismwas ﬁrst proposed in 1992 and sec-
ond implementation was proposed in 1996. Ǥese two implementations were
combined into a National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) stan-
dard in 2000 and then into an American National Standard Institute (ANSI)
industry standard in 2004 (Ferraiolo et al. 2001; Sandhu and Kuhn 2000). Ǥe
standard for RBAC adopted NIST and ANSI was a reﬂection of common indus-
try practice at the time (Ferraiolo et al. 2007). Growing criticism of the stan-
dard and new recommendations will lead to a revised standard (Li et al. 2007).
2.3 Reducing Cognitive Overhead
Many people feel overwhelmed by their volume of incoming email and so they
develop strategies to cope with this overload. Researchers developed systems
that helped to reduce email overload (Bälter 1997, 2001; Hudson et al. 2002;
Whiǣaker and Sidner 1996). Both academic and industrial research studies
show that email applications include many functions besides communication;
these include task management, timemanagement and delegation. Researchers
have used this knowledge in developing prototype systems that allow users to
improve upon andmore easily use and understand these new functions (Bel-
loǣi et al. 2003, 2002; Ducheneaut and Belloǣi 2001; Gwizdka 2002a,b; Mackay
1988; Baker et al. 2003).
Reducing cognitive overhead is one of the major factors causing users to seg-
ment their email collections by using multiple addresses. Many interviewees
categorized at least part of their email collection by the sender of the message.
Bälter and Jovicic found similar behavior in their studies (Bälter 1998; Jovicic
2000a). Nardi concluded that organizational tools allow individuals to cre-
ate beǣer organizational schemes (Nardi and Barreau 1997). Organizing col-
lections by the sender of the message is one such simple scheme. Developers
are improving email applications to help users organize by sender, including
senders whomaintain multiple addresses. Experiments with building elec-
tronic mail systems on top of databases and other indexed data structures to
improve the management of collections and retrieval of messages began with
theWALNUT project at Xerox PARC in the mid 1980’s (Donahue and Orr 1986;
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Kent et al. 1988). Ǥe electronic mail industry as a whole is moving in the direc-
tion of database management.
However, an analysis of email use in only one domain may yield misleading
ﬁndings regarding the degree of email overload users experience. For example,
the Pew survey “Email at Work: Few Feel Overwhelmed andMost are Pleased
with theWay Email HelpsǤemDoǤeir Jobs” found that most users in 2002
could easily manage their email and did not feel that they were experiencing
email overload. Ǥe researchers found that individuals’ work accounts gen-
erally received less spam than their personal accounts because of ﬁlters em-
ployed by companies and that more spamwas directed at personal accounts
than business accounts. Ǥree quarters of the participants in the survey said
that less than 10% of their work email was personal or spam. Ǥe study found
that younger workers mixed work and personal email more freely and spent
more time with personal email at work, they did not fully record the use of
multiple email accounts. Users reported that they spent relatively liǣle time
with personal email at work (Fallows 2002).
One confounding variable was that users might have meant that they use their
work accounts infrequently for personal email as opposed to infrequently us-
ing personal email accounts at work. Ǥis study did not ask users howmany
email addresses they had in total. According to my own data, at least half of
users typically have more than one address. Because the “Email at Work” study
did not collect data on whether users had multiple accounts and in what con-
text they answered the questions, there are possibly multiple interpretations.
For example, users may have meant that their work email account had very
liǣle spam and that it did not consume substantial time or energy while they
were at work. However, their personal email account could have had substan-
tial amounts of spam and they may have spent substantial amounts of time pro-
cessing it while at work. Ǥe Pew says that users’ personal accounts typically
received more spam than their work accounts, but the survey questions did not
ask about the separation.
2.4 Rhythms, Time, and Place
Time and space are essential categories through which individuals segment
their world (Nippert-Eng 1996b; Zerubavel 1996, 1991). Researchers have in-
vestigated the temporal aspects of electronic mail use. Bälter employed time
andmotion studies and Ducheneaut employed ethnography to interpret the
nuances of email management (Bälter 2000; Ducheneaut and Belloǣi 2001).
Gelernter, Fertig and Freeman implemented the Lifestreams system that ex-
ploits the temporal dimension for navigation and retrieval of messages. Ǥe
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Lifestreams system stores and presents its data as a time ordered stream so that
the user selects and navigates through time periods (Fertig et al. 1996a,b; Free-
man and Fertig 1995; Freeman and Gelernter 1996). Ǥe TimeStore system em-
ploys a time-based display to for temporal queues to help users locate messages
in their collection (Baecker et al. 2000; Jovicic 2000a,b).
People exhibit reliable rhythms of computer activity during the day. Beogle,
Dourish, Reddy and Tyler examined the daily rhythms of computer users. Ǥese
rhythms can be analyzed and used to predict future behavior as well as the
times that are likely to be most successful in reaching another person (Begole
et al. 2003; Reddy and Dourish 2002; Tyler and Tang 2003). Literature study-
ing the conﬂuence of space, place and computational functionality is typically
described as location aware, context aware computing, or as the overarching
descriptions of ubiquitous or pervasive computing (Dourish 2001; Ljungstrand
2001; Hong and Landay 2001).
Studies by the Pew Internet & American Life Project show that users alter their
behavior along the dimension of space. For example, people check and send
at diﬀering frequencies depending on their location (Fallows 2002; Harwood
and Rainie 2004; Lenhart and Rainie 2001; Madden 2003). People communicate
with diﬀerent groups in diﬀerent locations. Separating home life and work life
is common (Nippert-Eng 1996b). Ǥe anomalous category of in-between work
and home—such as when traveling—is also an important category that inﬂu-
ences people’s email behavior. Role is oǍen associated with location, however
it cannot be consistently correlated to location, particularly as users blend per-
sonal and professional, home and work as well as working whenmobile. Ǥe
anomalous categories such as traveling are increasingly enabled by widespread
wireless networking and capable networked mobile devices (Gross 2004).
2.5 Email Standards
Standards are a critical component of the socio-technical infrastructure and
may be comprised of both social norms and technical speciﬁcations. Numerous
standards govern electronic mail; a few of these are essential to understanding
the technical reasons for users’ adoption andmaintenance of multiple email
addresses. Ǥe standards include those developed by established standards
bodies as well as de-facto standards used by popular email clients and servers.
Many standards have been substantially revised over time and have been fur-
ther clariﬁed and expanded by subsequent standards. Most standards govern-
ing email on the Internet are known as RFCs or Request for Comments and are
maintained by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).Ǥe original concept
that the RFCs would be informal, once they have been accepted and are not ex-
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pired or draǍ documents, they are treated as formal and all implementations
are expected to conform to them.
A selection of standards related to multiple electronic mail addresses follows.
Ǥe basic structure of modern Internet email is deﬁned by two standards. Ǥe
“Simple Mail Transfer Protocol” (RFC 5321), which describes how the email
message is to be routed based on information in the headers (Klensin 2008).
Ǥe “Internet Message Format” (RFC 5322) deﬁnes the structure of an email
message including the headers or ﬁelds contained in an email address that
describe the sender and recipient as well as the date, time, subject and other
essential information (Resnick 2008). Technical literature may still refer to
earlier versions of the standards such as RFC 822 and RFC 821 or RFC 2821 and
RFC 2822. Email retrieval is speciﬁed by the Post Oﬃce Protocol (POP3) and In-
ternet Message Access Protocol (IMAPv4) standards (Crispin 2003; Myers and
Rose 1996). Authentication to email servers and authentication for email re-
laying are oǍen handled through a combination of the Simple Authentication
and Security Layer (SASL) and the SMTP Service Extension for Authentication
(SMTP-AUTH) (Melnikov and Zeilenga 2006; Siemborski andMelnikov 2007).
2.6 Accounts, Security and Phishing
Neither bank fraud nor the practice of conning individuals into revealing their
private information to defraud is a new phenomena (Podgor 1998). Electronic
forms of these crimes have captured public aǣention and in the late-1990s, the
term phishing became a prevalent word to describe the practice. Phishing typ-
ically refers to the process where a fraudulent, but realistic looking web ser-
vice or application is created to collect personal information such as username
and password pairs, bank accounts, credit card numbers and social security
numbers. Ǥese accounts are then used from everything from spamming op-
erations to bank fraud and identity theǍ. In some cases the phishing sites are
hosted on otherwise legitimate servers that have been compromised or where
the web server was vulnerable to Cross Site Scripting (XSS) aǣacks or Cross-
Site Request Forgeries (CSRF/XSRF). In other cases multiple techniques are
used–these include viruses, trojans, and forms of tools that compromise sys-
tems commonly called malware.
Estimates on the cost of phishing vary widely as do the models used for the es-
timations. Somemodels used include only costs related to people defrauded by
phishing while others include malware and other types of fraud. A 2007 na-
tional survey of 4500 adults by the Gartner Group estimated that phishing cost
more than three and a half billion dollars in the United States in 2007. ¹. Her-
¹Gartner Survey Shows Phishing Aǣacks Escalated in 2007; More than $3 Billion Lost toǤese
Aǣacks http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=565125 (accessed January 20, 2010)
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ley and Florêncio put forth a far more conservative estimate of $61 million in
annual losses (Herley and Florêncio 2008).
One of the most remarkable aspects of the problem is that despite warnings,
many users will fall for even basic aǣempts at phishing. In “Why Phishing
Works,” Dhamija et al. provide a categorization of individual’s strategic failures
to detect fraudulent web sites (Dhamija et al. 2006). In “Ǥe Emperor’s New
Security Indicators,” Schechter et al. show that users continue to enter cre-
dentials into online banking sites even when security indicators are removed
and warnings are displayed. For example, of the roughly half the users who
completed the study using their own personal accounts 92% continued to log in
even aǍer the user selected veriﬁcation image was removed and replaced with
a note saying that the security systemwas currently being upgraded (Schechter
et al. 2007). In “AnalyzingWebsites for User-Visible Security Design Flaws”
Falk et al. show that more than three quarters of 214 US ﬁnancial institutions
exhibit at least one serious security problem that would inhibit even an in-
formed user frommaking good security decisions in the event of a compromise
or other problem (Falk et al. 2008).
Research indicates the diﬃculties that services face when aǣempting to mit-
igate phishing aǣacks. In “RUST: A Retargetable Usability Testbed forWeb-
site Authentication Technologies,” Johnson et al. conducted work building on
Schechter et al., which evaluatedMicrosoǍ CardSpace and Verisign Secure Let-
terhead. Ǥe authors found that even though the vendors made explicit design
choices that aǣempt to oﬀer resistance to phishing when implementing these
new authentication technologies that users could still be guided into a fraudu-
lent web site at an earlier point in the interaction. For example, most users who
received and email directing them to a “secured” site would still enter their cre-
dentials if the site looked relatively convincing and they received a message
saying the site was partially down for maintenance (Johnson et al. 2008).
A successful aǣack can be applied across multiple accounts. One study, “A
Large-Scale Study OfWeb Password Habits” by Florencio and Herley fromMi-
crosoǍ research describes ﬁndings from an experiment that collected data
about account and passwords frommore than a half a millionMicrosoǍ Tool-
bar users. It’s widely accepted that most individuals maintain a limited number
of passwords compared to the number of locations that they need to enter a
password. Typically, one for sites they consider to be very secure such as online
banking and several passwords for sites they consider less secure. Users in-
crease the number of passwords when sites require frequent password changes
or have speciﬁc restrictions on combinations of numbers, leǣers or punctua-
tion characters. Ǥe problem is that in current practice large service providers
are not islands. Individuals reuse credentials across sites and therefore likely
have the same credentials at both large and small sites, meaning that each site
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has the potential to be the weakest link in a global authentication chain.
Florencio and Herley’s research is useful and important as it provides a large
sample of user behavior surrounding passwords and account use. Ǥe authors
found that the “average user has 6.5 passwords, each of which is shared across
3.9 diﬀerent sites. Each user has about 25 accounts that require passwords, and
types an average of 8 passwords per day.” Ǥeir data showed that 0.4% of users
type their credentials into a veriﬁed phishing sites each year and that users
forget their passwords frequently, in the case of Yahoo!, about 1.5% percent of
users a month. Ǥis means that the mechanisms to recover or reset passwords
when users forget them are critical (Florêncio and Herley 2007).
Rabkin’s “Personal Knowledge Questions for Fallback Authentication: Secu-
rity Questions in the Era of Facebook” examines the additional security ques-
tions typically used during the password recovery process when the user has
forgoǣen his or her password. Rabkin evaluated the security questions from
twenty banking and investment web sites and broke them into categories of
ambiguous (could have more than one answer), not memorable (user was likely
to forget), inapplicable (was not relevant to the user), guessable (likely to be ob-
vious), aǣackable (information available on social networks), automatically at-
tackable (possible to harvest data and test) and secure. Only slightly more than
one-third of all questions were classiﬁed as secure. Ǥis is troubling as many of
the sites did not employ either CAPTCHAs to deter simple automated aǣacks or
two-factor authentication such as SMS to for an additional layer of veriﬁcation
with the password recovery even when they provided these mechanisms for
standard authentication (Rabkin 2008).
Aǣacking the browsers on gaming andmobile devices is a recent trend. Ǥe
number of consumer devices with full-featured browsers is large and growing
rapidly. In April 2010, Apple accounced that there were more than 85 million
iPhone and iPod Touch devices running it’s iPhone operating system. ² Nin-
tendo ﬁnancial statements from October 2009 show that it has shipped more
than 110 million Nintendo DS units worldwide. ³
Niu, Hsu and Chen presented “iPhish: Phishing Vulnerabilities on Consumer
Electronics,” which examined web-browsers from three consumer devices, the
Apple iPhone and two gaming devices, the Nintendo DS and NintendoWii. Ǥe
authors conducted a user study with Apple iPhone users and found that de-
sign choices made for the limited real estate of device made is impossible for
even knowledgeable and security savvy users to adequately evaluate potential
phishing sites. For example, at the time of the study there were no explicit anti-
phishing protections built into either the mail client or the browser. (Niu et al.
²Apple Previews iPhone OS 4 http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2010/04/08iphoneos.html (ac-
cessed April 13, 2010)
³Consolidated Results for the SixMonths Ended September 2008 and 2009 http://www.
nintendo.co.jp/ir/pdf/2009/091029e.pdf (accessed January 20, 2010)
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2008). Current versions of Nokia, Symbian, and Android-based smartphones
use the same underlying browser base as the iPhone.
2.7 Surveys of Online Communication
Notable surveys include those from Pew Internet & American Life Project, the
Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey (CPS), the National Opinion Re-
search Center’s (NORC) General Social Survey (GSS), “A Nation Online” from
the US Department of Commerce’s Economics and Statistics Administration
(ESA) and the National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NTIA) (Bureau 2006; Davis et al. 2005; Gallagher and Cooper 2004; Victory and
Cooper 2002).
Ǥe Pew studies include: Teens and Technology: Youth are Leading the Transi-
tion to a FullyWired andMobile Nation, Generations Online, and How Amer-
icans use Instant Messaging. Ǥese studies are useful as they are nationally
representative and cover a wide range of longitudinal online behaviors. Pew
provides questionnaires and data extracts upon request (Lenhart et al. 2005;
Shiu and Lenhart 2004; Fox andMadden 2006).
Data collected for the Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey (CPS) rely on
limited questions about online communication. Ǥe CPS began to ask people
if they used the internet for email or phone calls in 1998. Ǥemost recent 2002
CPS report contains questions about email, instant messaging, phone calls over
the internet and web use. However, the questions conﬂate email and instant
messaging into one response and chat rooms and LISTSERVs into another. Ǥis
is problematic for several reasons. In the ﬁrst set there is no way to separate
email from instant messaging.
Ǥe questions in the second set are overly restrictive typically as chat rooms
typically refer to a feature of AOL although there are many related systems
that may not be considered “chat rooms.” LISTSERV is a commercial mailing
list product from LSoǍ and while it is widely known in academic and research
circles, It is likely that the use of this termmay lead to under-reporting. Ǥe
two questions do separate one-to-one communication from one-to-many how-
ever it was one clear if this was the intent and they leave out a wide range of
other types of systems that would include many users such as Yahoo!, MSN and
Google groups, USENet and a myriad of web-board system. Ǥere were no ques-
tions in the CPS about instant messaging, chat rooms or mailing lists prior to
2002 (Bureau 2006).
Ǥe National Opinion Research Center’s (NORC) General Social Survey (GSS)
contains a much richer set of questions about the use of email and chat rooms.
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Ǥe questions particularly focus the amount of time and locations these ser-
vices are used as well as the number of social connections. Ǥere is only a single
mention of instant messaging in the most recent dataset from 2004 “Of these
(NUMPROBS) friends and relatives that you feel really close to, howmany do
you stay in contact with through electronic mail or instant messaging?” which
again conﬂates email and instant messaging.
Ǥe GSS does mention other methods of communication in a small number of
places such as “Not counting e-mail, about howmanyminutes or hours per
week do you use theWeb? (Include time you spend visiting regular web sites
and time spent using interactive Internet services like chat rooms, Usenet groups,
discussion forums, bulletin boards, and the like.)” However, there are multiple
types of messaging systems conﬂated in a single question that it is of limited
use for analysis (Davis et al. 2005). Zhao provides further analysis on the dis-
tinctions between time spent and social vs. asocial uses of the internet (Zhao
2006).
Both the 2002 report “A Nation Online: How Americans Are ExpandingǤeir
Use of the Internet” and the 2004 report “A Nation Online: Entering the Broad-
band Age” from the US Department of Commerce’s Economics and Statistics
Administration (ESA) and National Telecommunications and Information Ad-
ministration (NTIA) contained limited detail about types of online communica-
tion, in fact there is a explicit footnote “Ǥe survey did not distinguish between
e-mail and instant messaging” (Gallagher and Cooper 2004; Victory and Cooper
2002).
Recent academic studies have relied on commercial market research including:
Putnam’s “Bowling Alone”, Shah’s “‘Connecting’ and ‘Disconnecting’ With Civic
Life: Paǣerns of Internet Use and the Production of Social Capital” and Kotam-
raju’s “Living LikeMe: Lifestyle, Social Stratiﬁcation and Technology” (Putnam
2000; Dhavan V. Shah 2001; Kotamraju 2006).
2.8 Overview ofModern Online Identiﬁers
To present a more complete picture of how identiﬁers and namespaces aﬀect
messaging, I provide a brief history and overview of selected inﬂuential mes-
saging systems. I will restrict my use of the termmessaging in this dissertation
to standards, soǍware, and systems which are used for human readable com-
munications. Ǥere are many types of digital message passing systems that are
solely intended for machine-to-machine communication. In many ways this
overview overlaps with the history of modern networking protocols and oper-
ating systems. A full and complete history would necessarily include a much
longer timeline and would be include postal services, semaphores, telegraph,
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and the telephone. Such a history is far beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Earlier histories of communication include “Ǥe Victorian Internet” by Tom
Standage and “America Calling: A Social History of the Telephone to 1940” by
Claude Fischer (Standage 1998; Fischer 1992).
I discuss early systems used to cary messages including ARPANET, UUCP, and
Usenet. Ǥemessaging systems primarily follow the lineage up to NSFNET and
the modern internet. I focus my aǣention on systems that are interoperable
and distributed. Ǥere are of course many other system lineages and networks
and community systems in particular such as PLATO (Programmed Logic for
Automated Teaching Operations) which began at UIUC in the early 1960s, the
Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES) started byMurray Turoﬀ in
1976 andWhole Earth Ĺectronic Link (theWELL) started by Stewart Brand and
Larry Brilliant in 1985, and many variations of MUDs (Multi-User Dungeon) and
MOOs (MUD, object oriented).
ǤeWELL still exists as of 2009. It is owned by SalonMagazine and is still an
operational community system, much of the content is now available to the
wider Internet Two well known books catalog many of these systesm “Ǥe Net-
work Nation” by Hiltz and Turoﬀ and “Ǥe Virtual Community” by Howard
Rheingold (Hiltz and Turoﬀ 1993; Rheingold 1993). Al-Sulaiym et al. cataloged
one hundred and thirty-seven distinct public, private and research data net-
works in 1997 (Al-Sulaiym et al. 1997).
2.8.1 FromARPANET to NSFNET to the internet
ǤeDepartment of Defense’s Advanced Research and Projects Agency (DOD
ARPA, currently DARPA) funded ARPANET in 1968 as an experiment in packet
switched networking that was ﬁrst developed in the early 1960’s. Previously
point-to-point or circuit switched networking, which was the standard archi-
tecture of the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) had dominated elec-
tronic communications. ARPANETwas formally a research network and no
commercial uses were allowed. An Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) enforced the
non-commercial rule.
Data on the ARPANET used the Network Control Program (NCP) provide three
major functions: (1) connection establishment, (2) ﬂow control, and (3) recon-
nection (Crocker 1970). Robert Khan and Vinton Cerf began to develop the In-
ternet Protocol (IP) and then the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) in 1973,
which were standardized by IEEE in 1974. TCP/IP oﬃcially replaced NCP on the
ARPANET on January 1st, 1983 with an event known as “Flag Day” (Salus 1995;
Kowack 2008; Leiner et al. 1997). RFC 773 “Comments on NCP/TCPmail service
transition strategy” by Vinton Cerf discusses many of the details with convert-
ing the host-based addressing of NCP which essentially was a host to host based
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ﬁle transfer to the TCP/IP based email that could be routed via intermediate
hosts.
Ǥe dominant form of IP addresses is known as IPv4, while it has been extended
from it’s early implementations, the core remains unchanged. IP address are
32-bits long wriǣen in the form of, 192.168.1.50, as four 8-bits blocks. Each block
has a range of 0-255 and is known as a “doǣed quad” or “octet.” While there
are technically more than four billion (4,294,967,296 or 232) addresses in the
IP address space, they were originally not perceived as a scarce resource and
were oǍen handed out in very large allocations known as blocks called “classes”
Ǥere were ﬁve blocks of classes, labeled A-E, although only classes A-C con-
tained standard IP addresses. A “Class A” address block has more than 16 mil-
lion addresses in it and sometimes multiple class A blocks were given to a sin-
gle institution, as was the case withMIT and HP. A “Class B” address contained
approximately 65 thousand addresses while a class C address contained about
250 addresses. Ǥere is currently signiﬁcant contention for IP addresses, par-
ticularly from large ISPs and developing countries.
In late 1980s, there was a realization that far more machines would be con-
nected to the Internet than imagined. Ǥere was a concern that the way ad-
dresses were allocated would cause the address space to be prematurely de-
pleted without systematic changes. In 1992 a “classes” system of address alloca-
tion was proposed with RFC 1338 and formalized in 1993 with RFC 1519 Classless
Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) addressing, which outlined a strategy to assigned
addresses in more tailored and signiﬁcantly smaller increments (Fuller et al.
1992; Bradner andMankin 1993).
Initial proposals to replace IPv4 were released, in 1992 and the IETF issued a
call for papers with RFC 1550 for what it called IPng (IP Next Generation) in
1993 (Bradner andMankin 1993). RFC 1883 speciﬁed the ﬁrst formal standard
for IPng called IPv6 in 1995 (Deering and Hinden 1995). ⁴ IPv6 addresses are 128
bits long compared to the 32 bits of IPv4 so there are 2128 addresses available.
IPv6 is expected to contain a large enough address space for applications that
wish to assign an address to sensors or RFIDs. Work on eﬃciently allocating
addresses has been part of the IPv6 speciﬁcation from early on. Ǥemigration
from IPv4 to IPv6 is not expected in the near future. Ǥere is signiﬁcant indus-
try resistance as substantial amounts of legacy networking equipment and op-
erating systems cannot interoperate with IPv6 (Heidemann et al. 2008; Hain
2005).
In 1981 the National Science Foundation (NSF) funded CSNET, a “Computer Sci-
ence Network” connecting computer science departments. Ǥe CSNET inter-
connected with ARPANET via a TCP/IP gateway. NSF funded the ﬁrst round of
⁴History of the IPng Eﬀort http://playground.sun.com/ipv6/doc/history.html (accessed January
20, 2010)
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super-computing centers in 1985 and then funded NSFNET in 1986 partially to
help interconnect these new centers. ⁵ CSNET and NSFNETwere separate net-
works. CSNET eventually merged with BITNET to form CREN (Corporation for
Research and Educational Networking), an entity that supported higher edu-
cation networking until 2003. NSFNETwas TCP/IP based from the beginning
and thus was compatible with the later developments of ARPANET. NSFmain-
tained its own Acceptable Use Policy formally prohibiting commercial transac-
tions until 1995 when the NSFNET backbone stopped and the network was split
across a series of regional networks (Leiner et al. 1997; Mills and Braun 1988;
Aiken et al. 2004). Signiﬁcant commercial transactions were already common
by the time NSFNETwas shut down. Brian Kahin’s 1990 Commercialization
of the Internet summary report details the beginning of the gradual and con-
tentious transition (Kahin 1990).
2.8.2 Electronic Mail
Ray Tomlinson, an employee of BBN—amajor defense contractor heavily in-
volved in early internet infrastructure—is considered to have sent the ﬁrst
email message over the ARPANET in 1970 (Hafner 1998). Ǥe standard that de-
ﬁned the early predecessor of modern internet mail was RFC 720 published in
1977 which remained as the standard until it was replaced with RFC 822 in 1982.
RFC 822 is still the basis of current email systems although it has been updated
and clariﬁed by RFC 2822 in 2001 and then RFC 5322 in 2008 (Crocker 1976, 1982;
Resnick 2001, 2008).
Ǥe ﬁrst mailing list on ARPANET calledMsgGroup, which discussed messag-
ing, appeared in 1975 and was active until 1986. ⁶ Message #2 of MsgGroup de-
scribed the lists purpose as:
My reason for seeking to establish a group of people concerned with
message processing was (and remains) to develop a sense of what
is mandatory, what is nice and what is not desirable in message
services. We have had a lot of experience with lots of services and
should be able to collect our thoughts on the maǣer.
Ǥe samemessage contains an early reference to junkmail, recognizing that
long before the advent of bulk commercial spam, unwanted email messages
could be a burden.
Again, those of you who do not wish your message ﬁles to be ﬁlled
with “junkmail”, feel free to withdraw. I hope from all this to de-
⁵Ǥe Internet -Ǥe Launch of NSFNET http://www.nsf.gov/about/history/nsf0050/internet/
launch.htm (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁶Re: I suggest looking at theMsgGroup Archives. http://web.archive.org/web/20011123115802/
www.tcm.org/msggroup/about-msggroup.txt (accessed January 20, 2010)
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velop a long term strategy for where message services should go on
the ARPAnet and indeed in the DoD. Let’s have at it.
Ǥe sum of all email addresses is a namespace in its own right, but it is a “com-
pound namespace” made from a combination of a username, a domain name,
(possibly subdomains) and hostnames. For example, user@sub.example.com.
As ﬁg. 2.1 shows, each of the circles comprise an independent namespace. Ǥe
IP address and the User ID (UID) are sometimes refereed to as an address space
since they are entirely numeric. Typically users do not see either, although
both are still allocated from a ﬁnite pool of resources. Ǥe domain portion may
have a variable number of components as some institutions delegate email to
machines in subdomains or even speciﬁc hosts. Ǥe compound nature of the
domains is made possible through the Domain Name System (DNS).
Figure 2.1: Namespaces that make up an email address
2.8.3 UUCP and USENET
In 1976Mike Lesk developed UUCP (Unix to Unix Copy) at AT&T Bell labora-
tories. UUCP used an exclamation point to delimit hosts in the message rout-
ing path (ex. host1!host2!host3!user)Ǥis is typically called bang path style ad-
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dressing. As internet style addressing becamemore common, UUCP and inter-
net style addressing was sometimes intermixed (ex. host1!host2!user@host.
domain.com). To further complicate maǣers sometimes internet addresses
with email gateways would use percent signs as delimiters for the gateways
(ex. user%subdomain.host.com@host2.subdomain2.com). UUCP did not be-
come standardized for email delivery until RFC 976 in 1986, which aǣempted
to deﬁne a uniﬁed standard for both UUCP and internet email addressing nota-
tion (Horton 1986).
Usenet began in 1979 as an early experiment by Steve Bellovin to relay news an-
nouncements. Initially, Usenet depended on UUCP to transfer messages and
ﬁles. Ǥe Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) was developed in 1986 to de-
liver Usenet traﬃc over TCP/IP rather than UUCP (Kantor and Lapsley 1986).
By the early 1990’s, almost all Usenet traﬃc was delivered using NNTP. Ǥe
growth of Usenet exceeded expectations and the Usenet soǍware was repeat-
edly rewriǣen to aǣempt to handle the growth in the number of messages (Salus
1994, 1995). ⁷
Google obtained multiple historical Usenet archives from the period of 1981 to
2001 andmerged them into a single collection of more than 800million mes-
sages. Google incorporated this archive into its index. ⁸ Table 2.1 on the next
page shows the growth rate of Usenet messages over the twenty-year span. ⁹
As the number of newsgroups andmessages on Usenet, the namespace for the
newsgroups became contentious both because of the management issues for
very large clusters of groups, the content the groups contained as well as the
resources it took to propagate the content over expensive links, particularly in-
ternational links. Between 1986 and 1987, Usenet underwent a process called
“Ǥe Great Renaming” where the administrators of the main Usenet traﬃc
hubs (called “Ǥe Backbone Cabal”) unilaterally renamed all newsgroups into
a series of seven hierarchies, which eventually became eight. Ǥese were called
the “Big 7” and “Big 8” respectively. ¹⁰ In 1987, the nowwell known catch all hi-
erarchy alt (for alternative) was added to include groups that either did not ﬁt
or were too controversial for the standard for the soc or talk portions of the hi-
erarchy (Salus 1995). Eventually the alt hierarchy grew to contain more news-
groups than any other hierarchy. ¹¹ Ǥere are also a substantial number of other
hierarchies outside Big 8 and the alt hierarchies, these other include categories
⁷Usenet SoǍware: History and Sources http://www.faqs.org/faqs/usenet/software/part1/ (ac-
cessed January 20, 2010)
⁸20 Year Archive on Google Groups http://www.google.com/googlegroups/archive_announce_
20.html (accessed January 17, 2010)
⁹Google Groups Archive Information http://groups.google.com/group/google.public.support.
general/msg/d88f36fb3e2c0aac (accessed January 17, 2010)
¹⁰Modern Usenet Newsgroup Hierarchies History http://www.livinginternet.com/u/ui_modern.
htm (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹¹Alt Hierarchy History - Brian Reid, Usenet Newsgroups, Backbone Administrators http:
//www.livinginternet.com/u/ui_alt.htm (accessed January 20, 2010)
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1981: 4 000 (fromMay 11)
1982: 27 000
1983: 62 000
1984: 108 000
1985: 158 000
1986: 101 000
1987: 117 000
1988: 185 000
1989: 480 000
1990: 1 203 000
1991: 2 085 000
1992: 9 920 000
1993: 8 011 000
1994: 14 737 000
1995: 21 064 000
1996: 52 635 000
1997: 80 044 000
1998: 107 063 000
1999: 129 113 000
2000: 132 585 000
2001: 149 808 000 (through Dec 20)
Table 2.1: Number of Usenet articles per year
such as the regional chi hierarchy and the microsoǍ related hierarchy.
2.8.4 BITNET
BITNET began in 1981 as a network primarily to interconnect university net-
works. By the early 1990s there were gateways between BITNET andmost other
major messaging networks. BITNET’s major sponsor Corporation for Research
and Educational Networking (CREN) ended support in 1996, which removed the
major backbone for the network. By that timemost users had migrated their
messaging to ARPANET and early TCP/IP internet services. In addition to be-
ing a major early provider of email, BITNETwas also the platform on which the
ﬁrst version of Listserv was developed. Listserv was one of the earliest email
list management packages and is still a major commercial email list manage-
ment vendor today (Grier and Campbell 2000; Salus 1995).
2.8.5 Social Networks
Any characterization of the scope of modern messaging must consider social
networks. I will use the deﬁnition given by boyd and Ellison where they “de-
ﬁne social network sites as web-based services that allow individuals to (1) con-
struct a public or semi-public proﬁle within a bounded system, (2) articulate
a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and tra-
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verse their list of connections and those made by others within the system. Ǥe
nature and nomenclature of these connections may vary from site to site” (boyd
and Ellison 2007). Popular services include Facebook, Myspace, Hi5, and Bebo.
Each of these services has multiple internal messaging systems including forms
of email, forums, bulletin boards, and instant messaging. Ǥey also may gate-
way somemessages to external networks. For example, a user can optionally
choose to have Facebook gateway any internal message received to an external
email address. Early on in the service, Facebook would only forward the header
information to email and the user would be required to log into Facebook to
view the full message. Even now, the gateway only forwards from Facebook to
an external email address; users must log into the Facebook service to respond
to the message.
Most of social network services provide forms of email, instant messaging, sta-
tus updates, mechanisms to leave recommendations, testimonials, and to reg-
ister likes or dislikes of posts and status updates. Services such as Facebook
are large enough that they are their own communication substrates. Facebook
states that it has more than 400million active users as of April 2010 and that
half of its users are logged in every day. Ǥere are more than 60million status
message updates per day from 35 million Facebook users. ¹²
Studies have shown that email is a major factor in maintaining social networks,
both local and far-reaching. Social networks serve as a replacement for the
long-term aﬃliations with colleagues at once commonplace institutions. Ǥese
social networks grew through organizational displacement and change as well
as outsourcing and the rise of freelance work. Ǥe increased communications
abilities provided by Internet, instant messaging, fax, voicemail, and email al-
low the networks to exist and facilitate their growth.
As the resources provided by institutions and institutional networks decrease,
the importance of personal networks grows. Individuals with “intentional”
networks take time to maintain their networks, particularly when they think
the nodes in this network will be useful. Some nodes may be reactivated aǍer
a long period of inactivity, however accessing the network is much easier if the
nodes are maintained (Nardi et al. 2000; Wellman 1996).
Boyd, Schwartz, Wood and Tyler have shown that approximations of an indi-
vidual’s social networks, communities and communities of practice can be au-
tomatically derived by analyzing email collections and traﬃc analysis of the
ﬂow of email on a network (Boyd and Poǣer 2003; Schwartz andWood 1993;
Tyler et al. 2003). Most of these studies, focus on a particular role or identity
of a user for analysis and do not take into account multiple roles and email ad-
dresses.
¹²Facebook Statistics http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics (accessed April 12,
2010)
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A person’s social network is an important aspect in understanding their com-
munication paǣerns and needs, particularly with regards to email. However,
while the studies focus on how the tools allow people to maintain networks
they do not focus on the cases where the technology hinders, restricts or pre-
vents growth andmaintenance of the network. For example, incompatible net-
works cause an increase in the number of applications needed to communicate
and thus increase the complexity and overhead of communication.
Ǥe views of the network presented by social network services have two addi-
tional features over the views of the network presented by instant messenger
clients. Ǥe ﬁrst addition is that social network services typically allow users to
see egocentric views from the perspective of other users. Ǥe second addition
is that social network services allow users to see individuals with two or more
degrees of separation. Instant messenger clients typically only allow users to
see their own contacts.
Social network services oǍen allow users to assign types or classiﬁcation to
contacts in addition to various types of groupings. Common types of groups
supported by social network services include aﬃnity-based groups (clubs, fans
of a band), institutional aﬃliations (schools, workplace), location-based groups
(country, town, metro area) in addition to user-deﬁned groupings. Contacts
may be classiﬁed into multiple overlapping groups. Some services place re-
strictions on the number or types of groups to which a user may belong. For ex-
ample, Facebook has twomajor types of groupings, networks and groups—both
of which may be used to permit or restrict access within the privacy seǣings.
Ǥe default Facebook seǣings permit users to browse the proﬁles of other users
with the same institutional network. Facebook limits individuals from joining
more than one geographic network or more than ﬁve institutional networks.
Access control in social networks typically has three uses. First, access control
permits or limits access to personal information and certain types of informa-
tion may have more granular access. Second, access control permits or limits
access to information about events or other community information. Ǥird, ac-
cess control permits or limits the ability of users to communicate with one an-
other. Social network services are rapidly becoming the services where users
have the most complex interactions with access control mechanisms. In some
cases the number of options that a user may conﬁgure is staggering. Typically,
these seǣings are presented as privacy options, which is oǍen particularly im-
portant to the users of these services due to the amount of centralized personal
information. For example, see two of the Facebook privacy seǣings pages. Fig-
ure 2.2 on page 27 shows the array of seǣings available for the “basic” privacy
seǣings.
In addition to the basic seǣings, there are seǣings for contact information,
search, news feed and the wall. Ǥere are numerous metrics to gauge individ-
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ual’s sensitivity to disclosure of personal information. One metric is simply to
examine the public outcry. Examples include changes to defaults that allowed
proﬁles to eﬀectively become public and then indexed by search engines, the
Facebook Beacon controversy where Facebook installed additional tracking in-
formation that provided approved partners with information about Facebook
users such as their shopping activities.
Facebook has experimented with changes to the display of personal informa-
tion that initially caused controversy, but later became popular such as Face-
book news feeds where a brief summary of a user’s activity and connections are
presented as a stream of information to contacts. Ǥe stream included changes
to personal information, relationship status, adding or removing friends, groups,
or applications are all listed (unless explicitly limited). Initially, there was a
large public outcry. However, since that time, most major services have dupli-
cated this feature. Services such as FriendFeed base their entire business model
around displaying user streams. ¹³
Individuals who wish to interconnect more than one type of service with must
then navigate multiple namespaces as well as multiple access control mecha-
nisms. For example, Facebook allows its users to update their Facebook status
automatically using messages that a user has posted to their Twiǣer account
as long as the Twiǣer account is unprotected. Ǥe seǣings in ﬁg. 2.4 on page 29
provide some insight into the number of decisions must make, both about ac-
cess control as well as the presentation of the content.
2.8.6 MassivelyMultiplayer Online Games and VirtualWorlds
Ǥe user-base of Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) games is now large
enough they have substantial messaging systems. World of WarcraǍ from Bliz-
zard Entertainment is indisputably the largest MMO. World of WarcraǍ is only
available as a paid subscription service. According to MMOGDATA.net, as of
November 2009, World of WarcraǍ had nearly twelve million subscribers glob-
ally, which was approximately ﬁǍy seven percent of the more than 20million
total MMO subscribers. ¹⁴
Multiple types of communication exist in MMORPGs and virtual worlds. As
with the Internet at large they are predominately textual. Ǥere are both one-
to-one chats similar to instant messenger, or group chats similar to IRC. Ǥere
are also location-constrained types of chat where a user’s messages are broad-
cast to any other player within a certain “blast radius” in the game. Some games
also have across world chats where everyone who is a part of a particular group
is involved in a single global chat. InWorld of WarcraǍ, there are several in-
¹³FriendFeed http://friendfeed.com/ (accessed January 07, 2010)
¹⁴MMOData http://mmodata.net/ (accessed January 17, 2010)
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Figure 2.2: Conﬁguring the basic privacy seǣings in Facebook
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Figure 2.3: Conﬁguring the custom privacy seǣings in Facebook
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Figure 2.4: Conﬁguring the connection between Facebook and Twiǣer
game oﬃcial messaging systems in addition to many external message boards,
text and voice chat services some of which are used real time for game play.
It is common for users in particular in-game groups to use multiple external
communication services simultaneously for communication, coordination ca-
maraderie (Ducheneaut et al. 2007; Steinkuehler andWilliams 2006).
2.8.7 Instant Messaging and Presence
Ǥe basic concept of instant messaging dates back to the earliest time-sharing
systems. ǤeMIT Compatible Time-Sharing System (CTSS) provided a prim-
itive form of instant messaging in 1965. ¹⁵ Ǥe Unix talk command shipped
with 4.2 BSD in 1983 and oﬀered real-time communication between Unix ma-
chines (Quarterman et al. 1985). Zephyr, part of theMIT Athena project from
1986 oﬀered an experience similar to manymodern IM clients in 1986 with
real-time chat, buddy lists and presence (Arfman and Roden 1992). ICQ, ﬁrst
released in late 1996 by the Israeli startupMirabilis, popularized the modern
form of instant messaging. ICQ originally used numeric unique identiﬁers
called Universal Internet Number (UINs). Ǥese numbers were assigned in
sequential order, making lower numbers desirable, as they are an indicator
of being an early ICQ adopter. Much later in the service’s history, 2007, ICQ
made it so that email addresses could be aǣached to UIN numbers for logging in
¹⁵Ǥe History of Electronic Mail http://www.multicians.org/thvv/mail-history.html (accessed
January 20, 2010)
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and account recovery. American Online (AOL) launched its AOL Instant Mes-
senger service (AIM) in 1997 and purchased the ICQ service fromMirabilis in
1998 (Angwin 2001). ¹⁶ ¹⁷ AǍer the acquisition, AOL no longer allowed ICQ to
market its service in the United States to reduce competition. ¹⁸ In 2000 AOL
made AIM and ICQ interoperable so users of each service could add users from
the other service to their buddy lists.
Ǥe Jabber project began in 1998 to create an open protocol for instant messag-
ing and presence (Adams 2002). In 2004 Jabber became an oﬃcial standard
with the approval of RFC 3920 and 3920 (Saint-Andre 2004a,b). Ǥe oﬃcial
name for Jabber is the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP).
Jabber is now used as a general messaging transport mechanism and for signal-
ing in Voice over IP (VOIP) systems.
Ǥere are many instant messaging and presence systems that only well known
in speciﬁc regional markets. For example, the service QQ is quite large, accord-
ing to 2009 ﬁnancial documents from its parent company, it has nearly one bil-
lion registered users and ﬁve hundred million active users, but its popularity is
largely conﬁned to China. ¹⁹ In addition, some services such as FaceBook, main-
tain their own IM systems speciﬁc to that network.
2.8.8 Twiǡer
Twiǣer is a relatively newmessaging service that contains aspects social net-
working and weblogs. ²⁰ Twiǣer launched in 2006 and gained substantial pop-
ularity among the early adopters by 2007. Messages on Twiǣer, called Tweets,
are oǍen wriǣen as a response to the question “What are you doing?” that is
prominently displayed in the Twiǣer text entry box (Krishnamurthy et al.
2008). Tweets have a 140-character limit to match the same limit that most car-
riers have for SMSmessages.
Ǥe social network connections in Twiǣer are unidirectional. A user becomes
a follower when they request to receive messages from another user. Twiǣer
proﬁles may be public or private, but these are the only two possible states.
Two accounts would be needed if a user wanted to make some content public
and some content private. An account may switch back and forth between pub-
lic and private although all previous messages also take on the current state. All
followers must be approved for private Twiǣer proﬁles. Many services such as
Twiǣer search engines rely on the fact that the majority of Twiǣer proﬁles are
¹⁶Instant Messenger - AIM - Instant Message Your Online Buddies for Free - AIM http:
//www.aim.com/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹⁷ICQ 7 http://www.icq.com/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹⁸Private communication with ICQ staﬀ.
¹⁹Tencent Holdings 2009 Interim Report http://www.tencent.com/en-us/content/ir/rp/2009/
attachments/200901.pdf
²⁰Twiǣer http://twitter.com/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
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public. All public messages including@replies are listed in a “public timeline”
available for anyone to see.
Twiǣer provides its own namespace for Twiǣer usernames. Messages may be
addressed directly to another user in the form of @username. Replies to a spe-
ciﬁc user are referred to @replies. Ǥese replies are treated specially by the
system and are listed in a separate category for the web interface for a user and
are also segregated bymany third party clients. Users can choose to receive
@replies by on people they follow, everyone, or no one. Twiǣer also supports
direct messages that are not listed in the public timeline for the user. Users
may optionally receive direct messages by SMS and by email (Honeycuǣ and
Herring 2009; Java et al. 2007).
Messages may be wriǣen using a web interface, an SMS interface, Jabber based
instant messenger, or with another application that makes use of Twiǣer’s API.
Twiǣer messages may be read by all of these mechanisms in addition to RSS ag-
gregators. Ǥe service aǣempts to keep its standard functionality simple, but
enables a great deal of interoperability via its API. Twiǣer’s API has allowed
many services to build additional functionality on top of Twiǣer. For example,
Facebook allows its users who use Twiǣer to have any Tweet they send auto-
matically update their Facebook status.
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Chapter 3
Methods
3.1 Overview ofMethods
Research for this dissertation was completed in two parts, an interview-based
study drawn from two populations and an examination of the infrastructure
for managing identiﬁers in two large consumer services. Ǥe exploratory study
examines how individuals use online identiﬁers to segment and integrate as-
pects of their lives. Ǥe ﬁrst population is drawn from employees of a ﬁnancial
service ﬁrmwith substantial constraints on communication in the workplace.
Ǥe second population is drawn from a design ﬁrmwith minimal constraints
on communication. Ǥe two populations provide the opportunity to explore
the social, technical, and policy issues that arise from diverse communication
needs, uses, strategies, and technologies. Ǥe examination of systems focuses
on the infrastructure that Google and Yahoo! provide for individuals to manage
their identiﬁers across multiple services, and the risks and beneﬁts of employ-
ing single sign-on systems.
Ǥe semi-structured instrument is described in appendix A on page 143. Each
interview lasted thirty to sixty minutes. Ǥe goal of the interviews was to un-
derstand the motivations for and the eﬀects of participants’ use of multiple on-
line identiﬁers. As the interviewees are limited to professionals in Bay Area
technology companies, the interview data is supplemented with ﬁndings from
nationally stratiﬁed surveys. Ǥe interview data was coded and analyzed with
HyperRESEARCH, a qualitative data analysis package. ¹
Ǥe interview questions emerged from discussions with commiǣee members
and colleagues, from experiences with preliminary interviews, and from con-
sultation of the qualitative methods literature (Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln
1994; Loﬂand and Loﬂand 1994). Ǥe design of the semi-structured interview
guide was inﬂuenced by Nippert-Eng’s “Islands of Privacy” study, Kazmer’s
dissertation “Disengagement from Intrinsically Transient Social Worlds,” and
Whiǣaker and Nardi et al.’s netWORK/ContactMap project. (Nippert-Eng and
¹HyperRESEARCH http://www.researchware.com/products/hyperresearch.html (accessed
January 20, 2010)
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Melican 2004; Kazmer 2002; Whiǣaker et al. 2002; Nardi et al. 2000)
3.2 Analytical Frameworks and Contributions
Ǥis dissertation draws upon Nippert-Eng’s “Home andWork” study where
she constructs a framework for analyzing how individuals create boundaries
to segment and integrate their lives at home and at work (Nippert-Eng 1996b).
Nippert-Eng’s project “Islands of Privacy” included in depth interviews last-
ing as long as sixteen hours each. Ǥe interviews were drawn from a sample
of convenience and consisted of upper middle class individuals in the Chicago
area. Ǥe study focused on social accessibility, boundaries, privacy, and secu-
rity (Nippert-Eng andMelican 2004; Nippert-Eng et al. 2005). Nippert-Eng’s
work builds on Evitar Zerubavel’s work on how people make distinctions in
their daily life and how people create social classiﬁcation systems for space,
and in particular, time (Zerubavel 1979, 1991).
Ǥe construction of the interview as well as the lens of analysis employed also
draws on the work of Erving Goﬀman. His metaphor of the theater predates the
popular use of online communication bymany decades, but the behaviors he
describes still clearly appear when analyzing interactions in online communi-
cation. Goﬀman’s description of a “front” includes the stage, the equipment,
other actors, and the audience. Ǥis concept maps well to online identities. Ǥe
split between the concepts of the “front stage” and the ‘back stage’ are useful
for interpreting how individuals use segmentation to manage multiple online
identiﬁers. Online, communications, and social networks in particular have
increased the chances of role-conﬂict (Goﬀman 1959, 1967).
While I do not formally employ Actor NetworkǤeory (ANT), it has inﬂuenced
how I framed and investigated my questions. ANT is a qualitative theory that
describes how to study socio-technical systems in the ethnomethodological
tradition (Latour 2004a,b). It falls under the domain of history and sociology of
science and technology. ANT allows for a more integrated understanding of the
interactions of people, machines and institutional structures (Bowker and Star
1998; Collins 1985; Latour 1987). Online identiﬁers in messaging systems are a
collection of heterogeneous, distributed, and loosely connected socio-technical
systems—precisely the type of network that Actor NetworkǤeory purports
to describe. An examination of online identiﬁers that did not take into account
the contribution of both human and nonhuman actors would be incomplete.
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3.3 Populations
Two populations of business users were used in this study; the ﬁrst drawn from
a ﬁnancial service ﬁrm and the second from a design ﬁrm. Both ﬁrms are lo-
cated and were founded in the Bay Area during the early 1990’s. Ǥe ﬁrms have
existed long enough to have some institutional history, but not so long that the
ﬁrms have had to repeatedly reinvent themselves.
Both institutions have inherently technical products. Ǥe predominance of
high-technology companies located in the area causes Bay Area residents to
have greater and earlier exposure to popular technology. Ǥe institution’s tech-
nical core competence and individual’s increased exposure to technological ad-
vancements maymake them less representative compared to the US as a whole.
However, data emerging from these institutions may have the advantage of
serving as a bellwether for more mainstream use. Pew research suggests that
advanced users are good predictors of future trends (Fallows 2002). Eric von
Hippel terms these individuals “lead users” and describes them as “users whose
present strong needs will become general in a marketplace months or years in
the future” (von Hippel 1986; Lilien et al. 2002).
3.4 Sampling and Contact Process
In this study I conducted a total of forty-three interviews—twenty-four from
the ﬁnancial service population and nineteen from the design population. All
participants were contacted via a messages sent to their work email address.
Interviewees were informed that participation in the study was voluntary, that
they would not be compensated for their help and that audio from the inter-
views would be captured with a portable digital recorder. Ǥey were informed
that the interviews would be transcribed for analysis. I provided each partici-
pant with a disclosure and conﬁdentiality form as mandated by the UIUC Insti-
tutional Review Board. Ǥe interviews lasted thirty to sixty minutes each and
were conducted individually in a company conference room at a time that was
convenient for the employee.
3.5 Financial Service Professionals
Ǥeﬁnancial service population provides insight into the daily behaviors and
constraints inﬂuencing employees working in a highly regulated communi-
cations environment. Ǥese regulations originate from sources such as gov-
ernmental statutes and policy, institutional policy, industry agreements, and
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professional codes of ethics. Ǥe regulations were oǍen encoded into technical
system that enforced policy on the network and on the individual’s desktop.
Financial service professionals rely heavily on communications technologies in
their daily work practices. Large ﬁnancial ﬁrms typically make use of sophis-
ticated integrated messaging systems. Ǥe ﬁnancial service ﬁrm used in this
study has approximately four thousand employees spread over oﬃces across
the United States. Ǥe Bay Area oﬃces, fromwhich the subjects were drawn,
hold approximately about 500 employees.
Subjects were selected in the following fashion. Ǥe company’s research direc-
tor generated a sample of thirty-three individuals from the Bay Area employee
roster list. Ǥe research director contacted the individuals and asked if they
would like to voluntarily participate in the dissertation study. Twenty-four
employees responded—including 17 men and 7 women. Ǥe sample roughly re-
ﬂects the makeup of the divisions, positions, and gender of the Bay Area oﬃces.
A total of thirty three individuals at the ﬁnancial service ﬁrmwere contacted
resulting in a 70% response rate.
3.6 Design Professionals
Design professionals are known to have a great deal of autonomy and latitude
in their workplace communications. Creative problem solving is expected and
employees are encouraged to examine a wide range of sources when designing
customer solutions. Some projects for customers in a regulated environments
caused the employees of the design ﬁrm to be constrained by those regulations,
but this was rare. In short, within the constraints of a modern corporation, em-
ployees of a design ﬁrmwork in an environment that is comparatively only
minimally regulated. Ǥe design ﬁrm employed approximately 35 individuals
in its Bay Area oﬃce at the time of the interviews.
Ǥe president of the ﬁrm’s administrative assistant sent an email to all employ-
ees asking them if they would like to participate in the study. Ǥe administra-
tive assistant collected responses and scheduled the interviews. A total of 19
employees were interviewed, 9 men and 10 women. Ǥere were 35 employees
total, resulting in 54% Response rate. Interviewed a bit more than half of the
employees at the time.
3.7 Analysis of Production Services
In order to map the complexities that individuals face when creating, using,
andmanaging identiﬁers with mainstream consumer services, I analyzed mul-
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tiple products from Google and Yahoo! as well as the integration with OpenID
and OAuth protocols. Ǥe analysis of services presented in chapter 5 on page 75
was completed using multiple personal accounts registered on each systems.
Some accounts were pre-existing and others were created to test new registra-
tion processes and compare accounts with active data with those that did not.
Additional data was gathered from public support systems and forums.
I worked at Google as an intern on Google Accounts for six months starting in
Fall of 2005 and six for months as a research consultant at MicrosoǍ working
on theMicrosoǍ LiveID team in 2008. All details about Google andMicrosoǍ
contained in this dissertation were obtained from public sources and experi-
mentation with publicly accessible interfaces. Ǥere is no proprietary informa-
tion or information that required elevated levels of access.
3.8 Methodological Limitations
Ǥemethodological approach employed in this research has several limitations.
First, the corporations imposed constraints on my ability to collect data. For ex-
ample, I was given a limited amount of time to interview each participant and
I was not able to directly analyze individual email collections. Given unlimited
amount of time, I would have investigated the overall use of identiﬁers such as
phone numbers, physical addresses, logins, and passwords. While my ability to
directly observe individuals at length was limited, I was on site in each location
for a signiﬁcant period of time over several weeks, which eﬀectively allowed
for observations. Even with these limitations, I believe that both populations
were excellent sources of data.
Gaining access to the companies was a complicated and lengthy process. It took
me nearly a year and a half in talks with three ﬁnancial ﬁrms to gain access to
one. I took approximately nine months and engaging with two design ﬁrms
before I obtained a large enough sample from the second ﬁrm.
Ǥe interview questions largely focus on use of multiple email addresses with
multiple instant messenger usernames. I ask about SMS usage, althoughmost
people in the US only have one mobile phone number and thus one SMS identi-
ﬁer. While I asked participants about their use of social network services, their
use is not a substantial part of this dissertation. Many of these systems provide
their ownmessaging platform that is largely independent of other email and
public instant messaging networks. Communicating via social networks such
as MySpace, Facebook, and LiveJournal are likely to be underrepresented in my
study. At the time of my interviews, many of the participants were older than
the average age of the users of these services.
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Chapter 4
Findings from Interviews
4.1 Demographics of Populations
Demographic information includes: sex, age, level of education, number of
years of general computer use, number of years of email use, and number of
years of instant messenger use.
Ǥemean age of the ﬁnancial service population is 38.250 years old. Ǥemin-
imum age is 23 and the maximum age is 63. Ǥemedian is 38.250. Ǥe stan-
dard deviation is 10.468. Ǥe standard error is 2.137. Ǥe age spread was wider
than with the design ﬁrm. I conducted the interviews at the main oﬃce, which
housed the more senior employees.
Ǥemean age of the design population is 33.211 years old. Ǥeminimum age is
25 and the maximum age is 43. Ǥemedian is 33. Ǥe standard deviation is 4.211.
Ǥe standard error is 0.9660.
Ǥemean age of the combined populations is 36.023 years old. Ǥeminimum
age is 23 and the maximum age is 63. Ǥemedian is 34. Ǥe standard deviation
is 8.604. Ǥe standard error is 1.312.
Ǥe interviews were coded using a qualitative data analysis package, Hyper-
RESEARCH. Approximately 28 Codes emerged from interviews. Ǥe codes are
described in detail in appendix B on page 149. I did not end up employing role
and segmenting public and private.
4.2 Overview of Inﬂuences
Interviewees described their reasoning, preferences, and behaviors surround-
ing creating, managing, and maintaining multiple online identiﬁers. Intervie-
wees preferences ranged from desiring many identiﬁers to segment diﬀerent
life spheres to desiring a single identiﬁer for all online communication. Both
the behaviors and the explanations provided included examples of the mun-
dane, the sophisticated, and the highly idiosyncratic.
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Demographics Years with technology Identies
ID Sex Age Education Job PC Email IM Cell SMS Email IM
1 Male 33-44 College 11 17 15 10 12 0 2 1
2 Female 18-32 Post grad 5 11 11 13 17 0 4 1
3 Male 18-32 College 1 4 4 6 4 4 3 2
4 Male 33-44 College 3 18 10 3 19 2 3 4
5 Female 45-54 College 7 17 15 3 9 0 2 1
6 Male 55-63 College 8 15 11 2 8 0 2 1
7 Female 33-44 College 3 17 14 3 14 5 2 2
8 Male 33-44 College 9 21 16 3 1 0 7 1
9 Male 33-44 Post grad 9 20 16 8 21 0 5 3
10 Male 33-44 College 2 25 19 2 11 5 5 1
11 Male 18-32 College 2 8 4 6 5 0 2 2
12 Male 33-44 Post grad 4 13 11 0 7 0 6 0
13 Male 33-44 Post grad 5 15 9 10 8 0 1 1
14 Male 18-32 College 9 11 9 9 14 6 3 2
15 Female 33-44 College 7 14 10 12 12 0 5 1
16 Male 45-54 Post grad 18 37 25 11 15 7 10 2
17 Female 55-63 College 6 18 18 6 9 0 3 1
18 Male 33-44 College 11 21 10 9 9 0 2 1
19 Male 18-32 College 4 6 6 4 7 0 4 2
20 Male 33-44 Post grad 7 17 16 7 7 3 3 3
21 Male 45-54 College 7 20 8 10 10 0 3 2
22 Female 33-44 College 7 10 10 7 7 0 3 1
23 Male 18-32 College 6 26 11 13 13 2 4 1
24 Female 33-44 Post grad 3 12 8 3 6 4 3 1
Table 4.1: Financial Population
Factors that inﬂuenced interviewee’s preferences and behaviors included psy-
chological factors, factors enforced by external forces such as soǍware limita-
tions, and simple pragmatism due to constraints on time and overall interest.
Four broad categories emerged that enabled or constrained the use of multiple
identiﬁers: (1) personal social factors, (2) external social factors, (3) infras-
tructure factors, and (4) policy factors.
Ǥe social factors included behaviors that assisted in segmenting or integrating
aspects of the individual’s life. Separation between work and personal life was
both frequently explicitly chosen by the interviewees and externally enforced
by institutions. Other common social behaviors discussed included the desire
to gain status and prestige by demonstrating aﬃliation with an identiﬁer, the
abandonment of obscure identiﬁers for others considered more meaningful
andmemorable, and the desire for privacy. Some individuals utilized multi-
ple identiﬁers to help them focus on a particular task and avoid interruptions.
For example, multiple instant messenger accounts allowed some individuals to
limit communication to a speciﬁc group of people. Spamwas one major source
of unwanted interruption leading many to alter their behaviors.
Ǥe infrastructure that people employed oǍen had a major inﬂuence in en-
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Demographics Years with technology Identies
ID Sex Age Education Job PC Email IM Cell SMS Email IM
1 Female 33-44 Post grad 1 14 14 10 10 5 7 1
2 Female 18-32 College 1 18 12 11 3 0 5 1
3 Male 33-44 College 7 24 17 10 11 5 3 1
4 Male 33-44 College 1 22 15 10 9 1 2 4
5 Female 33-44 Post grad 3 19 13 12 7 4 5 3
6 Female 18-32 College 1 21 9 9 6 2 5 2
7 Male 33-44 College 1 23 16 11 7 2 20 2
8 Male 33-44 College 3 25 17 8 17 9 4 1
9 Male 33-44 Post grad 2 28 12 9 9 5 6 1
10 Female 18-32 College 1 16 13 9 7 2 3 1
11 Male 18-32 College 1 8 7 6 9 9 7 3
12 Female 33-44 College 1 24 9 14 9 5 8 2
13 Female 18-32 College 1 20 12 8 2 2 3 3
14 Male 18-32 Post grad 2 13 13 7 2 5 4 1
15 Female 33-44 College 1 12 9 7 0 0 3 3
16 Female 33-44 College 1 7 7 7 17 6 7 1
17 Male 33-44 College 2 19 16 16 12 3 5 1
18 Male 33-44 College 3 25 23 2 0 0 3 1
19 Female 18-32 College 2 15 15 11 11 5 2 2
Table 4.2: Design Population
abling or constraining behaviors around identiﬁers. Ǥe infrastructure was
composed of a mix of computers, soǍware, peripherals, network equipment,
network connectivity andmobile devices. Several interviewees described switch-
ing to web-based email services when they were unable to correctly conﬁgure
their desktop email client. Infrastructure includes: (1) personally owned or
managed infrastructure, (2) infrastructure owned ormanaged by the indi-
vidual’s Internet Service Provider (ISP), and (3) the infrastructure owned or
managed by the individual’s employer or university.
Finally, policy was a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the use of identiﬁers and typically
derived from three major sources: (1) government, (2) institutions, and (3)
network providers. Each source contained two types of policies, (a)wriǡen
or stated policies, and (b) policies embedded into and enforced by the infras-
tructure. Technical restrictions evolving out of institutional policy included
security, archiving, retention, legal, and policy restrictions. In nearly every
case, social, technical and policy inﬂuences were interconnected.
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Number Code
1 Access control
2 Additional Communication Channels
3 Addressing and Address Books
4 Aﬃliation, Status, and Prestige
5 Cognitive Overload
6 Communication Channel Selection
7 Control Aǣention and Availability
8 Desiring an Identiﬁer
9 History of Identiﬁer
10 Identiﬁability
11 Identiﬁer
12 Identity
13 Integrate and Simplify
14 Lose or gain Identiﬁer
15 Permanence and Continuity
16 Personal Branding
17 Privacy
18 Problems and Errors
19 Regulation and Policy
20 Role
21 Security
22 Segment Known and Trusted from Unknown and Untrusted
23 Segment Public and Private
24 SegmentWork, Personal, and Social Groups
25 Social Constraints
26 Strategies
27 Technical Constraints
28 Tools
Table 4.3: Codes used for interviews
4.3 Social and Personal Inﬂuences on Identiﬁers
4.3.1 Managing Presentation of Self
Segmentation: Segmentation occurs when an individual has multiple identi-
ﬁers that partition aspects of his or her life. Segmentation may be intentionally
chosen such as when a person chooses to separate family communication from
communication with friends. Segmentation may be externally forced when an
individual has multiple instant messenger identiﬁers allowing access to diﬀer-
ent instant messaging networks. In addition, segmentation may be uninten-
tionally forced when an employer explicitly restricts the use of personal email
with employer email accounts, but also block access to external email accounts.
Mark, the president of the design ﬁrm, is well known in the design community.
He describes his thoughts on segmenting the personal from the professional.
I’m a member of a professional association. I use [domain] for that,
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Code Total Min Max Mean Std Dev
Access Control 17 0 3 0.395 0.695
Additional Communication Channels 158 0 10 3.674 2.818
Addressing and Address Books 259 1 22 6.023 4.626
Aﬃliation, Status, and Prestige 23 0 3 0.535 0.855
Cognitive Overload 94 0 13 2.186 2.639
Communication Channel Selection 46 0 5 1.07 1.421
Control Aǣention and Availability 90 0 10 2.093 2.486
Desiring an Identiﬁer 22 0 2 0.512 0.668
History of Identiﬁer 108 0 8 2.512 1.764
Identiﬁability 48 0 8 1.116 1.966
Identiﬁer 231 0 15 5.372 3.388
Identity 39 0 7 0.907 1.716
Integrate and Simplify 57 0 7 1.326 1.874
Loose or Gain Identiﬁer 27 0 4 0.628 0.976
Permanence and Continuity 27 0 3 0.628 1.024
Personal Branding 26 0 5 0.605 1.178
Privacy 61 0 8 1.419 1.855
Problems and Errors 192 0 12 4.465 2.729
Regulation and Policy 118 0 10 2.744 2.172
Role 3 0 1 0.07 0.258
Security 41 0 6 0.953 1.447
Segment Known and Trusted 75 0 5 1.744 1.449
Segment Public and Private 8 0 3 0.186 0.588
SegmentWork, Personal, and Social Groups 198 0 17 4.605 3.472
Social Constraints 89 0 8 2.07 2.176
Strategies 396 1 26 9.209 5.994
Technical Constraints 192 0 14 4.465 2.881
Tools 88 0 9 2.047 2.149
Table 4.4: Frequency of code occurrences
because it’s a personal endeavor. Right, it’s not something that I get
work time or work credit for, or anything like that. And I like to just
remindmyself that it’s a personal choice that I’m involved with. So
that’s the fundamental split is personal and work.
Mark’s statement that he uses multiple identiﬁers to segment his professional
identity from his identity at work is particularly interesting. He distinguishes
both the personal from the professional and the professional from the work-
place. I expand on this distinction between professional and work spheres and
discuss why they are important in section 4.3.2 on page 47 “Personal Branding.”
Role: In his book “Encounters,” Erving Goﬀman deﬁnes role in this way.
Ǥe role perspective has deﬁnite implications of a social-psychological
kind. In entering the position, the incumbent ﬁnd that he must take
on the whole array of action encompassed by the corresponding
role, so role implies a social determinism and a doctrine about so-
cialization. We do not take on items of conduct one at a time but
rather a whole harness load of them andmay anticipatorily learn
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Figure 4.1: Interlocked social, technical and policy inﬂuences
to be a horse even while being pulled like a wagon. Role, then, is
the basic unit of socialization. It is through roles that tasks in soci-
ety are allocated and arrangements made to enforce their perfor-
mance (Goﬀman 1961, p. 87).
I found that individuals maintained multiple identiﬁers to segment the roles
they assumed in their daily lives. Role and identity are oǍen conﬂated with
identiﬁers as individuals tie their identities to roles that are, in turn, tied to
identiﬁers. Ǥere is no guarantee of transitivity between roles, identities, and
identiﬁers—it is not reliable to map an identity to a particular role or identity
or vice versa (Goﬀman 1959; Lemert and Branaman 1997). Ǥe problem of man-
aging identity becomes a piece of a larger information management problem
Harold, an interaction design intern at the design ﬁrm, exempliﬁed this con-
cept of transitivity with his use of a “support” role account for his personal con-
sulting practice.
I mean, some business things that I will send out as depending on
what I want it to look like …So for my clients, cause I have my own
company, so - but I also acted like the technical support for one of
my clients. And I’ll send an email and make it look like it’s coming
from a support team. When it’s just me. And that - so that’s not re-
ally my account. I’m just faking it.
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Role conﬂict: Many interviewees considered it important to create a separa-
tion between speciﬁc life roles and associated identiﬁers. For example, inter-
viewees reported feeling embarrassed emailing a professional contact with a
personal address with a username that was not suﬃciently professional. Goﬀ-
man refers to this unwanted overlap of professional and personal roles as “role
conﬂict” (Goﬀman 1959). Interviewees who experienced a single case of role
conﬂict oǍen altered their behavior to prevent the situation from repeating.
One interviewee used her professional email address to purchase and sell items
on eBay. It is noteworthy that once a transaction is ﬁnalized on eBay intervie-
wees gain access to each other’s email address. A buyer was able to search for
interviewees email address and contacted her about other details he discovered
online. Because of this role conﬂict, she nowmaintains an independent address
for her eBay email, separating her shopping role from her work role. Further-
more, she accesses her eBay email through a web interface and her work email
through a desktop application. Ǥis conﬁguration enforces a visual separation
of the two roles so that it is more diﬃcult to make an error.
Meaningful andmemorable identiﬁers: Ǥe extent to which an identiﬁer is
meaningful and memorable aﬀects how simple it is to memorize the identiﬁer,
and how easy it is to communicate it to others. Ǥe interviewees in my sample
tended to viewmemorable andmeaningful identiﬁers as more valuable and
these identiﬁers were more heavily utilized. Identiﬁers viewed less favorably
were used less frequently. Interviewees described diﬃculty ﬁnding a desir-
able identiﬁer that was memorable and unique. David and Irving stressed the
importance of memorable andmeaningful identiﬁers.
David is a designer who began working at the ﬁnancial service ﬁrm in 2004.
When asked why he acquired a Gmail address that was his full name, he said
It’s like a domain name in many ways that if people can relate it
to you or it’s particularly memorable, obviously the best of both
worlds is to do both, yeah, that’s the best of both worlds.
Irving is an institutional administrator whose primary use of email is personal
rather than work related. When asked why his email address was at excite.com,
an early email service, he responded
I’m still using Excite because I …maybe I came in early and I didn’t
have to add a lot of numbers to my last name.
Established consumer services oǍen have saturated namespaces, making it dif-
ﬁcult for new subscribers to ﬁnd a meaningful and memorable identiﬁer that
has not yet been allocated. Many users reported repeatedly trying to ﬁnd an
identiﬁer that had not been “taken.” Ǥis idea of “namespace saturation” is ex-
panded in section 4.4.1 on page 53.
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Liminal identiﬁers: Interviewees described situations where they had created
an identiﬁer, then forgot the password and no longer had access to the email
account linked with that identiﬁer. Without access to the email account, they
were not able to recover the password and were unable to verify ownership to
regain control of the identiﬁer. Ǥese “liminal identiﬁers” are identiﬁers for-
merly owned or controlled by a user who has since lost control of the identiﬁer.
Individuals in this predicament continued to view the identiﬁer as “theirs.” Al-
though the individual no longer has control of the identiﬁer, no one else, with-
out intervention by the service provider, will be able to control it in the future.
In a sense, it is an identiﬁer that is both owned and lost.
Mark, the president and a founder of the design ﬁrm, describes his experiences
with liminal identiﬁers.
Ǥe only services right now that I don’t have [username] on are my
AOL Instant Messenger and Yahoo!. AOL Instant Messenger, I’m
preǣy sure is because I was [username], in fact …when I signed
up on AOL, and so I did [username]. I leǍ AOL, you know, unsub-
scribed, whatever, leǍ the service. When I got AIM, you know,
I tried for [username] and it was taken and for some reason I am
distinctly under the impression that it’s my [username] that’s still
locked up in some name space there that I just can’t get at, like it’s
just shut oﬀ now. So, on AOL and I think something similar hap-
pened with Yahoo!.
Permanence and continuity: Email addresses oǍen become an external rep-
resentation of the self. Some individuals did not initially consider their online
identiﬁers to be important andmade liǣle aǣempt to manage them online. For
some individuals, the issue of maintaining a consistent identity grew in impor-
tance over time.
For some, the longevity of an identiﬁer had great importance. Ǥey would even
refer to the identiﬁer as a “permanent” identiﬁer. Ǥe only identiﬁers that in-
terviewees described as permanent were email addresses and domain names.
Even though some individuals maintained instant messenger IDs long period
of time, none of the interviewees described an instant messenger ID as perma-
nent. Permanence was one factor in individual’s decision on which identiﬁer to
use, however identiﬁers designated for long-term use were given higher status.
Jim is a soǍware engineer at the ﬁnancial service ﬁrm. He discussed how he
made explicit decisions on which email address to give out based on the perma-
nence of the address.
Yeah. See I’m looking for a house right now and I give my real estate
agent my Hotmail account. Ǥings haven’t heated up enough where
I’m talking daily, so it’s—you know, I check it aǍer work and if any-
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thing becomes more urgent, then I can give themmy [workplace]
email. But right now I don’t like to give anybody really my [work-
place] email, because I don’t think it’s permanent, you know?
Sometimes people would come to think of an identiﬁer as permanent, while at
other times, an identiﬁer would be selected speciﬁcally for its potential longevity.
Sally had recently graduated from Berkeley and was working a series of tempo-
rary jobs. She described the process of obtaining a permanent identiﬁer. She
clearly considered memorability andmeaningfulness to be important factors
when choosing a long-term identiﬁer.
I knew that my Berkeley [address] wasn’t forever, so I wanted some-
thing more permanent aǍer I graduated, plus I didn’t like my Berke-
ley email address because it had a number in it, because I couldn’t
come up with a permutation of my name that was not already taken.
So I got a Gmail one and I was able to get my ﬁrst and last name,
which suited me quite well, because that I don’t have a middle name
so that’s my name in Gmail. It’s short. It’s only 11 characters.
Aﬃliation, Status, Prestige: Some users chose a particular address based on
the aﬃliation, status or prestige it connoted. Aspects of permanence or con-
tinuity oǍen overlap with aspects of status. For example, university alumni
email addresses typically provide the individual with both the status and pres-
tige of the university in addition to beneﬁting from the long-term institutional
stability and permanence of the address. Victor, a design researcher, talks
about the status and prestige associated with his university email address.
I remember speciﬁcally starting to use my cs, my computer science
email address as my primary email address, as opposed to using the
university one where everybody could be. I think I felt like it was an
exclusive thing for me to use that.
Conversely, some addresses are seen as lower status, unprofessional or even
disposable addresses. Holly, a product manager at the ﬁnancial service ﬁrm,
describes her frustration with the tensions between having an existing email
address that appears unprofessional and the overhead of managing a new email
address, even if that address is more professional.
I’m puǣing up this website. And I’m going to have this like totally
unprofessional email address on there …You know, it’s going to be
this professional website, with this weird personal Yahoo! email
address on there. It just doesn’t look good, but at the same time, I
can’t manage more than two inboxes. It’s hard enough to do two.
Interviewees associated trust with permanence and continuity. Trust provides
an additional incentive for individuals to maintain long-term identiﬁers and
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also reduces the overhead to communicate, as the identiﬁers are already known
and recognizable. Victor discusses his desire to continue receiving emails from
acquaintances that continue to use his old email address.
So I guess part of that is because most of my friends have had an
email address for me for a while, so I haven’t had anybody change.
I’m not somebody who has purposely has gone back and said, okay,
start using this address for me now. Because I’ve managed to main-
tain all my old addresses, because I assume that I need to keep them
working. To some degree, that’s why I’ve kept my old URLs is be-
cause I know that people have [the address]. I want to keep that able
for them to be able to get to me.
On the other hand, having a long-standing email address also increases the
chance that a user will receive a greater amount of spam.
Privacy Users selected additional identiﬁers for practical reasons as well. For
example, people are oǍen conscious about the amount of personal information
an identiﬁer can reveal. An identiﬁer may reveal personal aspects such as part,
or all of, a person’s name, gender, workplace or institutional aﬃliation. An
identiﬁer may also be used to discover and aggregate other information stored
in online services under the same or similar identiﬁer.
Ǥe notion that knowledge of an individual’s identiﬁer is equivalent to power
over those identiﬁed is old enough to have biblical references. Many creation
myths talk about the power of names. Golemwere automatons formed out of
clay and brought to life when one of the names of God was inscribed on their
forehead. Stories describing how the golem unquestioningly carried out bid-
ding of their masters emphasize the power given to names. Similarly, Vernor
Vinge’s 1984 short story “True Names” is oǍen cited as inﬂuential description
of the power of names in science ﬁction (Vinge 1984).
Ǥey all spent a good deal of their time in this plane trying to de-
termine the others’ True Names. It was not an empty game, for
the knowledge of another’s True Name eﬀectively made him your
slave—asMr. Slippery had already discovered in an unpleasantly
ﬁrsthand way.
Individuals oǍen select addresses based on the level of privacy or anonymity
they expect the address will provide. Some people wish to control the disclo-
sure of identity progressively so they provide unknown or untrusted individ-
uals with an identiﬁer that does not list their full or real name. By using an
identiﬁer that has limited to no connection with the personal or professional
aspects of their lives individuals achieve a measure of control over the disclo-
sure of their identity. Lisa, a senior design practitioner described the tension
betweenmaintaining a public identiﬁer andmaintaining personal privacy.
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It’s a liǣle more anonymous, slightly. Because at least you don’t
know the gender of the person. But it’s still, you know, has my last
name. And that’s something that actually is disturbing about the
whole online world is because I own property. You can look upmy
name and ﬁnd out where I live and what house I own and, of course,
since I work here now, we have this public identity. And so you can
put it all together and, you know, stalkers can go for it. Ǥat freaks
me out a bit.
4.3.2 Personal Branding
Ǥe presentation of self,and in particular the separation of roles and projection
of identity, factored the selection of identiﬁers for all interviewees. While these
concerns appeared in most of my interviews, one subset of users expressed
unique concerns about presentation of self. Individuals who performed free-
lance work or who had plans to start their own business had a heightened aware-
ness of the importance of identiﬁers for managing the public impression of
themselves. In particular, the designers I interviewed saw their career as in-
dependent of their current place of employment. Interviewees oǍen described
their identiﬁers in the same language used to describe the brand of a product.
In several cases, interviewees explicitly talked about managing a “personal
brand” where they were sculpting themselves as a product, both online and
oﬄine. Ǥis type of impression management takes Goﬀman’s work on the man-
agement of “face” to a new level.
Interviewees who were involved in producing creative works oǍen used their
“branded” web site as a portfolio. Many had a well-established professional
reputation before their tenure at their current job, including outside consult-
ing, publications, or a weblog. For these individuals, their professional success
depends on the identiﬁability of their professional product—a self that is ex-
tended beyond home and work. In addition to managing the multiple facets of a
single persona and separating their private life from the workplace, those who
were concerned with personal branding were maintaining the continuity of
their own professional persona as separate and distinct from their workplace
persona.
Several interviewees articulately described their thoughts on personal brand-
ing as they had given the topic a considerable amount of thought. Ǥey focused
on the degree to which their identiﬁer was unique or ﬁnable, and what per-
centage of the identiﬁers they “owned” or controlled through various online
namespaces. Scoǣ, a director at the design ﬁrm, made conscious eﬀorts to
brand himself over time.
I have recently tried to switch now that I’ve become a liǣle more
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professionally known, speaking and things like that. So I’ve tried to
make my typical usernames now just my name. Just so that when
people see it, they can identify with me.
Ǥe personal and institutional workplace identities may commingle. Intervie-
wees reported making a distinction between broadly professional activities and
those solely linked to their workplace when choosing which identiﬁer to use in
communication. Scoǣ describes his initial thoughts on his professional iden-
tity as well as his categories for segmenting work, professional and personal
aspects of his life.
I went from being an independent consultant to working for the or-
ganization and so for a long time I was giving out the [address]@yahoo,
because I didn’t have like an organization, you know, to say and
I was not using my domain at the time the second domain that I
had and I was giving that out and it would—I would like, if it’s a
personal contact, someone who I wouldn’t do business with—you
know, you have to do that evaluation as to who you’re talking to
and what audience and what’s having a Yahoo! account say about
me. What’s having my own domain say about me. Is it professional
enough? Is it too ridiculous for a consultant to have their own do-
main. If I point this person to my domain and they look me up on-
line, are they going to see what they want to see, or should I just
pretend that doesn’t exist right now and keep it on a personal level?
So there’s some evaluation. And nowadays, it’s more along the lines
of do I want this person bothering me at work?
Interviewees were primarily concerned with three main categories of identi-
ﬁers: (1) domain names used for websites, weblogs, and email addresses; (2)
email addresses, which were sometimes connected to their domain name, and
(3) instant messenger IDs. Several interviewees reported obtaining domain
names for “future projects” such as companies they planned to start, but did
not actively use them. Braden, a senior designer, echoes the sentiment of many
interviewees when he talks about his domain names and his blog.
I have four, only one of them is really actively used. Ǥe other two
are for a rainy day when I want to start that company or that project.
I have a blog and then—yeah, so a blog and then perhaps this other
venture that we’re working on right now that I will eventually start
up, but right now it’s just a blog.
More interviewees had websites or weblogs hosted on personal domains than
had active email addresses on those domains. No one reported having a per-
sonal domain that they used solely for email. Individuals were more concerned
with the domain names used in URLs and email addresses than they were with
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instant messenger IDs, although this may be inﬂuenced by the comparatively
limited number of available instant messaging services.
I discussed the case of Mark earlier. He identiﬁes himself with a consistent
username across many services and a personal domain that contains his blog.
Mark reported that he thought it was odd for people to be able to contact him
by his standard identiﬁer onmost services, except for instant messenger, which
was diﬀerent. He believes that sometime in the distant past he had control of
that instant messenger ID, but had then lost it with no mechanism to prove it
was his and regain control of that identiﬁer.
Ǥemajority of interviewees responded that they were happy with the identi-
ﬁers they use for personal branding, althoughmany reported that the identiﬁer
they now use was not their ﬁrst choice, only individuals who acquired their
username early in the history of the service or those with very unique names,
could reliably select their ﬁrst choice of an identiﬁer. I discuss the diﬃculties
individuals reported in ﬁnding unused identiﬁers further in “namespace satu-
ration” section 4.4.1 on page 53.
Personal branding captures many aspects of the “presentation of self ” that ap-
peared when analyzing interviewees behaviors surrounding identiﬁers. Many
interviewees were very aǣached to their identiﬁers, as they had put substan-
tial eﬀort into their own branding exercise. Ǥe branded identiﬁers tended to
be chosen because they were meaningful, memorable, easy to communicate to
others, and easily remembered. None reported a personally branded identiﬁer
that included a number or even any punctuation in the case of domain names.
4.3.3 Integration
Cognitive overhead: Segmentation cannot be explained without looking at its
opposite—integration. Many interviewees expressed diﬃculty with manag-
ing multiple email addresses. Ǥe interviewees reported that a cognitive load is
associated with each identiﬁer that is actively managed. While each identiﬁer
may oﬀer a degree of functionality or social ﬂexibility. It also increases com-
plexity and the cognitive load of management. Cognitive load may come from
the individual needing to remember additional username and password combi-
nations, from the additional volume of spam or other unwanted email, from the
overhead of needing to decide which identiﬁer to distribute to which individual
or from having to remember how to interact with additional applications and
user interfaces to manage the identiﬁer.
Strategies of integration: Users adopted three distinct common strategies of
integration to reduce cognitive overhead—using a single identiﬁer for all com-
munication in a channel, managing multiple identiﬁers from a single interface,
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andmanaging multiple channels from a single interface.
Ǥe ﬁrst strategy interviewees reported was to use a single identiﬁer, such an
email address, for all communication in that channel. In practice this meant
limiting the number of identiﬁers used. One of the most common coping be-
haviors for managing multiple addresses was to collapse them by routing mes-
sages frommultiple addresses to a single address. Even though some individ-
uals had a large number of addresses, it was uncommon to check more than
three accounts frequently. Users reported that it was both cognitively and
technically simpler to have more receiving addresses than sending addresses.
For example, the interviewee with the largest number of email addresses for-
warded email from all addresses into a single address. Interviewees typically
had more addresses that receive email than addresses fromwhich they send
email. Most interviewees reported that they received more messages than they
sent, so their email experience was primarily focused on receiving and reading
messages rather than sending messages.
Ǥe second strategy was to manage multiple identiﬁers from a single applica-
tion or service. Historically, only desktop email applications supported man-
aging multiple email accounts within a single application, although web-based
services such as recent releases of Gmail and Yahoo! Mail have added function-
ality to manage external email accounts in addition to their own. Previously,
only third party instant messenger applications such as Trillian, Pidgin IM, or
Adiumwere capable of managing multiple instant messenger accounts or mul-
tiple accounts with the same service. Web-based instant messenger services
such as Meebo and eBuddy allow people to manage multiple instant messenger
accounts from a single web-based service. ¹ ² ³ ⁴ ⁵
Managing multiple communication channels from a single application or ser-
vice was the third strategy employed. Uniﬁed messaging systems typically re-
fer to the combination of voice, voicemail, email, fax, and instant messaging.
Most modern email and webmail clients integrate with at least one instant
messaging network, making it simple respond to an email via IM. When the
individual uses both the email and instant messenger service from the same
provider, most IM clients will provide notiﬁcation of new email. Recent ver-
sions of MicrosoǍ Outlook integrate theMicrosoǍ instant messenger service
with email. Ǥe Apple Mail client integrates email with iChat, which supports
AOL AIM and Jabber. With the Gmail service, the IM functionality and pres-
ence information is included in mail client and the email and IM history are
saved together for searching.
¹Trillian http://www.trillian.im/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
²Pidgin, the universal chat client http://www.pidgin.im/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
³Adium http://adium.im/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁴meebo.com http://www.meebo.com/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁵Web andMobile Messenger for MSN, Yahoo, ICQ, AIM, Google Talk, Facebook | eBuddy http:
//www.ebuddy.com/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
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All the major instant messenger service providers (AOL, Google, MicrosoǍ,
Skype, and Yahoo!) oﬀer integrated SMS, voice communication and video com-
munication. UniﬁedMessaging platforms fromMicrosoǍ, Cisco and others
integrate many communication services with telephony functions. Service
providers have begun to make agreements to allow interoperability between
instant messenger networks. For example, Yahoo! Messenger andMicrosoǍ
Messenger users may directly communicate with one another using existing
identiﬁers on the separate services. Ǥe Gmail service allows users to access
their AOL AIM account fromwithin Gmail, but does not provide direct interop-
erability between the two service’s networks or namespaces.
More people desired a single identiﬁer, that they could use for all communica-
tion in theory, thanmanaged to achieve anything close to this goal in practice
due to social, infrastructure and policy constraints. Only a single interviewee
reported having one email address in practice and even that individual also
maintained a separate instant messaging identiﬁer.
4.4 Technical and Infrastructure Inﬂuences on
Identiﬁers
Ǥe constraints of infrastructure oǍen prevented individuals frommaking use
of identiﬁers they desired. Infrastructure constraints derive from limitations
in hardware and soǍware, incorrect seǣings, an inability to deploy a working
conﬁguration, and Internet Service Provider (ISP) constraints. Limitations in
hardware or soǍware may be due to missing or incompatible functionality or
protocol implementations.
Two short examples illustrate the complexity infrastructure requirements.
In order for an individual to send or receive email if their messaging service
provider uses MicrosoǍ Exchange, they must use either theMicrosoǍ Outlook
client or another application that implements one set of supportedMicrosoǍ
Exchange access protocols. If the Exchange administrator has enabled the POP
and IMAP standards-based protocols, then the individual may use any POP or
IMAP client that supports the security mechanisms on the server. If the Ex-
change administrator has OutlookWeb Access, the webmail interface to Ex-
change, the user may check their email with any browser. If the institution has
a requirement for a two-factor authentication mechanism, then the individual
must also obtain the code from the device. In many conﬁgurations, the individ-
ual must also connect through a VPN if they are not physically connected to the
institution’s network.
In the second example, an individual wishes to use the Gmail service to send
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email. In this case, the individual must either have a modern web-browser that
is capable of accessing the Gmail web interface or the individual must have an
email client that supports the both authentication and encryption methods
(SMTP-AUTHwith SSL/TLS) that Gmail requires in addition to POP or IMAP.
In both of these examples the individual must have a personal infrastructure
combination that is technically aligned with the messaging provider’s infras-
tructure and second have it conﬁgured correctly.
While an individual may theoretically possess an identiﬁer as well as creden-
tials and permissions to use it, if any of these requirements are not aligned, the
person will not be able to make use of their identiﬁer. OǍen we think of restric-
tions as placed by an individual’s employer. However, that individual may have
restrictions placed on their use of identiﬁers andmessaging by other external
sources such as an ISP.
As I discuss further in section 4.6.1 on page 68 technical implementations of
policy restrictions onmessaging use are increasingly common. Ǥe individ-
ual may be subject to restrictions on the addresses used for sending and which
servers may be used to sendmail. Most email providers now implement email
authentication standards. Ǥese implementations of mail authorization stan-
dards in turn become the mechanisms by which the restrictions are enforced.
Many people I interviewed said that the complexity of conﬁguration was a ma-
jor reason that they exclusively used webmail services as opposed to desktop
email applications. While it is common for clients such as MicrosoǍ Outlook
to be pre-conﬁgured for users in enterprise environments, it is rare in other
circumstances. I discuss the details of automatic conﬁguration and discovery
in section 6.9 on page 117.
Ǥemajority of the technical details related to provisioning, accessing, authen-
ticating and authorizing individual identiﬁers in addition to conﬁguring mes-
saging clients—particularly email clients—are far beyond the average person’s
level of knowledge and even further beyond their level of interest. People’s
mental models for understanding the workings of their infrastructure were
incorrect in some cases. In other cases, they simply did not understand how the
infrastructure worked, and in many cases they simply did not care. Heather,
an intern at the design ﬁrm reﬂects the feelings of many interviewees when
she talks about the diﬃculties of managing multiple accounts, soǍware, and
administrative domains.
Gmail and Hotmail is on the web. My school email, actually I never
ﬁxedmy Outlook …and I was just way too busy to deal with it. But
my friend took my computer and he did something and he forwarded
my school email to my Gmail so now it goes to my Gmail. So, I haven’t
bothered to ﬁx that, so there is deﬁnitely a huge barrier for me
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when it comes to switching costs, I don’t care about that stuﬀ, I just
want it to work.
4.4.1 Namespace Saturation
Interviewees repeatedly described their diﬃculties in ﬁnding identiﬁers they
desired in the available pool. Ǥis infrastructure constraint on individual’s
choice and use of identiﬁers is the phenomenon of namespace saturation—the
extent to which particular identiﬁers are already allocated in a namespace. In
his American Scientist article “Naming Names” Brian Hayes discusses a series
of namespaces including internet domain names, internet country codes, air-
port codes, biological nomenclature, product codes, professional racing horse
names, social security numbers and radio call signs (Hayes 2005). Hayes calcu-
lates a ﬁll factor for each of the namespaces that comprises the percentage of
the namespace that is exhausted out of the potential number of combinations
in the namespace. He points out that in most cases this calculation is mislead-
ing since some portions of the namespace are desirable while others are un-
desirable. Some namespaces are eﬀectively saturated when only a relatively
small portion of the potential available namespace is full. Based on his models
of common leǣer frequencies he estimates that it may become impractical to
pick a name aǍer a namespaces ﬁll factor passes ﬁǍy percent.
Forbes calculated the availability of domain names in the dot com namespace.
He showed that the portion of the namespace containing two and three char-
acter domains of leǣers and numbers was eﬀectively saturated. Forbes found
that the most common length of domain names is eleven characters. Forbes
showed that the 1219 male names, 2841 female names and the top 10,000 family
names taken from the Census Bureau Population Division data were all regis-
tered. Even though only a fraction of the approximately 1.7e+17 potential do-
main names are registered, if we follow Hayes’ ﬁll factor model, it is easy to see
how the majority of the desirable domain names are taken with only a small
portion of the potential namespace ﬁlled (Forbes 2006b).
Ethan, an analyst at the ﬁnancial service ﬁrm discusses when he realized he
needed a strategy to maintain a consistent identiﬁer.
I could not get the one I wanted ﬁrst try. And I thought somebody’s
already clomped on it. I did think about joining the, you know, ev-
ery new guy that comes out, and I was aware that I was going to
have multiple accounts, so I had to have a strategy for opening up
new accounts. And but that formed like three or four years later
that I realized that that alias was not going to be easy to maintain,
because it was too generic. My name is too common.
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We can extrapolate that the desirable portion of most namespaces, such as
usernames, becomes saturated in paǣerns similar to those of domain names.
Ǥis begins to explain the diﬃculty people have in selecting usernames for ser-
vices and why their ﬁnal usernamemay have been selected only aǍer many
aǣempts. Namespace saturation is one explanation for why some people obtain
identiﬁers but never use them as they were unable to ﬁnd an identiﬁer that was
meaningful and memorable in the available pool.
4.4.2 Address Books and Identity
Multiple identiﬁers are increasingly mediated through address books. Modern
email applications use the address book to store and retrieve email addresses
and increasingly URLs, and instant messenger IDs. Early electronic mail ad-
dress books consisted of primitive mappings between a mnemonic alias (or
nickname) and an email address. Several mail applications with a very old code
base including Pine, Eudora and Netscape/MozillaǤunderbird, still provide
functionality to map aliases to an address. ⁶
Developers began to include second-generation address books that contained
additional ﬁelds such as name, company name, mailing address and phone
numbers, but were essentially sub-components of the larger email application.
Ǥese address books also held the communications preferences of recipient. For
example, they included a preference of whether the recipient wished to receive
plain text or HTML email. With the exception of Pine, each of these applica-
tions now has a full-ﬂedged address book.
Ǥird generation address books are typically system-wide applications that
have replaced the separate email application speciﬁc address books. Many
system-wide address books include a richer set of entries such as details of
corporate hierarchies, birthdays, family information and a wide range of la-
bels for addresses and phone numbers. Address books increasingly contain
information that was once solely in the realm of Customer RelationshipMan-
agement (CRM) application such as data ﬁelds for sales and customer tracking.
MicrosoǍ Outlook is notable in the number of CRM functions it contains. Mi-
crosoǍ ships an Outlook add on called Business Contact Manager that further
extends the CRM functionality of Outlook. Ǥere is a thriving market of third
part add ons to address books, this will continue to grow as address books in-
creasingly provide Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), which makes
writing extensions easier.
⁶Ǥe terms alias and nickname are overloaded in the literature. Alias also oǍen refers to sys-
tem alias such as /etc/aliases in Unix where one email address may be directly mapped to another.
Nicknames are also overloaded. In particular, MicrosoǍ Outlook has a Nickname (NK2) ﬁle that is
used for autocomplete which contains information about address mappings, directory servers and
public keys. More information on N2K ﬁles at: http://www.ingressor.com/about_nk2_files.htm
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UnderMicrosoǍWindows, basic Windows Address Book (WAB) provides ad-
dress book functionality to Outlook Express and other third party applica-
tions—such as recent versions of MozillaǤunderbird—that request it. Ǥird
generation address books typically integrate other communications media be-
sides email. MicrosoǍWindows has had a series of rapid upgrades to its ad-
dress book infrastructure. ǤeWAB has been replaced withWindows Contacts
inWindows Vista and works withWindowsMail the replacement for Outlook
Express. Windows Vista also ships withWindows Live Contacts, also known
asWindows Live People, that serves as the address book forWindows Live ser-
vices such asWindows LiveMail, Windows Live Hotmail Windows LiveMes-
senger andWindows Live Spaces. Ǥe address book becomes central to inte-
grating a user’s communication. Under Apple’s Mac OS X, the system-wide Ap-
ple Address Book can begin a chat session with AOL instant messenger, Jabber
or Google Talk, dial a phone number via the modem, dial a mobile phone num-
ber from a Bluetooth connection and bring up an address in Google Maps. Ǥe
Apple Address Book can also optionally sync with the address books for Google
and Yahoo! services.
4.4.3 Addressing and Identity
Interviewees relied onmany techniques to address messages, including ad-
dress books, aliases, typing addresses in by hand, the auto-completion feature
and replying to previous messages. Interviewees reported playing only fre-
quently used addresses in an address book. In most modern desktop email and
webmail applications, once an address is entered in the address book, the recip-
ient’s namemay “automatically complete”, or expand inline aǍer the ﬁrst few
characters are typed. Interviewees relied heavily on the auto-complete feature.
Occasionally, the auto-complete mechanismwill select an address that the in-
terviewee did not expect.
Interviewees reported diﬃculty in using this feature to send email to recipients
who hadmore than one email address. Overall, interviewees rarely use nick-
names or aliases, although some interviewees enter aliases for their most fre-
quently used addresses. Other interviewees used separate aliases for the same
person to distinguish betweenmultiple email addresses for that person. Inter-
viewees reported their primary use of directory services as part of institutional
mail servers, but made liǣle use of directory servers or shared address books
outside of institutional seǣings.
If an address does not auto-complete for an interviewee, it is common to type
the address by hand. Interviewees reported that replying to an old message is
faster than addressing a newmessage. Interviewees oǍen compose a newmes-
sage by replying to an old message, changing the subject and deleting the body
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of the message. Several interviewees reported keeping a separate email folder
to store messages that contain contact information. Interviewees reported that
ﬁling the message into this folder and retrieving it was faster and easier than
entering information into the address book and searching for it later.
Beǣy, an interaction designer at the design ﬁrm talks about relying on the auto-
complete function rather than the address book.
I’ve almost always just relied on the auto remember. I don’t really
keep my contact book or whatever. I just rely on that is I type “A” it’s
going to showme all the people I’ve emailed for the past year. And if
I can’t ﬁnd it there, then I just go in my email and look through the
box and ﬁnd the person, last thing I got from that person.
Interviewees with multiple accounts could sometimes only access an account
for speciﬁc locations or with additional equipment such as a cryptographic
token. Reasons for the varying access included security and policy restric-
tions and lack of access to a high-speed connection or the appropriate soǍware.
Caleb, an intern at the ﬁnancial service ﬁrm, cannot read his work email at
home because of corporate security restrictions. He simply asks his cowork-
ers to send email to her personal address when he is at work, but he clearly says
this situation is less than ideal.
Ǥis is been an issue lately, because if it’s for job stuﬀ, I’d like to give
themmy [workplace] one, because that shows I’m associated with
[workplace]. Ǥenmore than likely they’ll reply by the end of the
day, and I can see that email during the day. But then I don’t work
on Fridays, so if I’m expecting a reply on Friday, Saturday or Sun-
day, I give themmy Yahoo! one. It’s deﬁnitely hurting me that I
can’t look at diﬀerent email accounts when I’m here and at home.
So it depends on when I’m expecting a response.
Interviewees oǍen created small lists of addresses for particular topics or events.
Interviewees reported frustration with creating andmanaging lists within
their email applications, especially with larger lists. Ǥe frustration is oǍen
caused by the labor-intensive nature of maintaining the lists combined with
the diﬃculty understanding how the mailing list interface is tied to the address
book. Typically these mailing lists were created by placing all members in ei-
ther the “To:”, “Cc:” or “Bcc:” headers. More sophisticated users created lists
with the list management features of their email application or with a service
such as Yahoo! Groups or Evite.
Ǥe “Reply-to:” header provides an example to illustrate the potential social
consequences of headers. Mailing list management soǍware oǍen provides
the list administer with the ability to set the “Reply-to:” address for each mes-
sage so that the default it to send any responses to the entire list instead of the
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original author. Ǥe goal for sending responses to the list is to encourage dis-
cussion, however, oǍen the consequence is that replies which were intended
for an individual, are sent to the entire list. Stories of inappropriate responses
are common as well as apologetic messages sent to the list saying that they were
only intended for the original author.
Similarly, when there are also individuals listed in the “Cc:” header, it is com-
mon for users to respond to every address listed in the message when they only
desired to respond to the original sender. Ǥere are multiple factors that in-
ﬂuence this behavior. First, users typically assume that a response will go to
the original individual and not a group or a list. Second, users typically do not
scrutinize the headers for each message and thus are unlikely to notice a dis-
crepancy. Few applications provide clearer indications that a response will be
sent to every address listed instead of only the original sender.
If the address book is automatically populated, instead of manually populated,
with entries taken from existing email messages, there is a higher likelihood
that the interviewee will ﬁnd unexpected auto-complete matches. Many inter-
viewees reported confusion about how entries appeared in their address book.
Ǥis confusion is because many conﬁgurations Outlook and Outlook Express
automatically populate the address book with the sender of anymessage that
the interviewee replies.
Mary, an experience designer at the design ﬁrm described her diﬃculties with
the auto-complete mechanism in Outlook and her aǣempts to ﬁx her problems.
Infrequently, it was a problem at work a liǣle bit because Outlook
it has somemysterious auto-complete ﬁle that is so hard to ﬁnd
and for a couple of people I accidentally got their personal email
addresses in auto-complete instead of their work addresses and
then would I would just type their name like Joe Mister whatever
it would just mess it up and I was like ‘ok I found the address’ and it
would underline it and wouldn’t really expose what the underlying
address was so I just assumed it was the work address that it had
found and I would send it oﬀ and then two days later someone from
work would be like by the way you sent that to my Yahoo! account
so I on several occasions I went and did a search for how to clear
out that auto-complete thing from Outlook and I reset it a couple of
times because I kept forgeǣing and then it would happen again.
Some email clients such as Outlook and Outlook Express, only display the re-
cipient’s name in the interface. Ǥe email address is elided, which causes con-
fusion in some cases. A cursory search on Google for “display email address
in Outlook” reveals dozens of obvious matches explaining how to correct this
situation, clearly indicating a general problem. MicrosoǍ has several oﬃcial
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technical support documents describing this problem. ⁷
4.4.4 Email Headers andǢeir Implications
In standards-based internet email, the protocols for sending and receiving
email are independent and require independent conﬁguration onmost desktop
applications. While less common in practice, separate authentication mecha-
nismsmay be required for sending and receiving email. Ǥe email application
handles the necessary protocols so that aside from initial conﬁguration, indi-
viduals rarely need to understand anything about the underlying protocols un-
less there is a problem. It is the independence of mechanisms for sending and
receiving messages that makes it possible for individuals to be able to receive
email, but not to send i or to one service to send and another to receive email.
For example, education institutions oǍen provide alumni email addresses that
only forward the email to another address. Individuals must use a separate ser-
vice to read or send email as the alumni forwarding address oﬀers no facility
for sending or storing email.
Most desktop email applications allow users to both receive email frommulti-
ple accounts as well as to send email frommultiple email addresses. Advanced
webmail clients also support multiple accounts. Most users ﬁnd conﬁguring
multiple email accounts within a single email application to be too complica-
tion to be worthwhile. Ǥis functionality to manage multiple accounts is oǍen
referred to as “roles” or “personalities.”
Ǥe standards that deﬁne the protocols for sending and receiving email are also
independent of the standards that deﬁne the structure or format of email mes-
sages. Ǥe Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) standard deﬁnes the protocol
that is used for sending most modern internet-based email. Large corporate
messaging systems such as MicrosoǍ Exchange, IBM Lotus Notes and Novel
Groupwise have their own protocols for internal use on homogenous systems,
however when these systems send email over the internet, they also use SMTP.
When people use standards-based applications, email is typically received us-
ing POP3 or IMAP4 (Myers and Rose 1996; Crispin 2003). Webmail is becoming
the primary email client for most users. In the case of webmail, messages are
viewed in the browser and are not received or downloaded in the traditional
sense. ⁸ Jon Postel wrote RFC 821, the standard for SMTP, in 1982. Ǥis stan-
dard was revised in 2001 with RFC 2821, and in 2008 with RFC 5321 (Postel 1982;
Klensin 2001, 2008). It is still common for SMTP to be referred to as RFC 821 in
the literature.
⁷(CW) How to Replace Names in a Contact E-mail Address Field http://support.microsoft.com/
kb/280460 (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁸Browser-based oﬄine storage such as the Google Gears plugin and HTML 5 Oﬄine Storage
further complicate the model.
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Ǥe Internet Message Format standard deﬁnes the headers and structure of
email messages. As with SMTP, the technical documentation commonly refers
to RFC 822 even though the speciﬁcation is nearly thirty years old and has long
been superseded by newer revisions. RFC 822 was wriǣen in 1982 Dave Crocker
and its publication was coordinated with SMTP. RFC 822 was superseded by
RFC 2822 in 2001 and then RFC 5322 in 2008 (Crocker 1982; Resnick 2001, 2008).
Ǥe headers that are most relevant to mywork are: “From:”, “To:”, “Cc:”, “Bcc:”,
“Reply-to:” and “Sender:.” Ǥe ﬁrst three headers are well known, the second
two are less well known and the last is virtually unknown outside of technical
circles. Ǥe headers essentially map to ﬁelds on formal business memo forms.
Headers may vary somewhat depending on the email client and the servers
through which the email passes. For example, some clients use the “X-Sender:”
rather than “Sender:”, but this does not aﬀect the function. Some email servers
may append, remove or modify headers. For example, it is common to have
addresses (analogous to phone numbers) in an enterprise that only exist in-
ternally. Messages that travel outside the systemmust have their internal ad-
dresses that are valid externally.
Ǥe “From:” header contains the email address of the sender. Ǥe “To:” header
contains the address the sender wishes to the email delivered to. Ǥe “Cc:”
header, short for carbon copy and is similar to the “To:” header in function, but
addresses listed in the “Cc:” header are typically considered secondary recipi-
ents rather than primary. Ǥe “Bcc:” header, short for blind carbon copy, func-
tions like the “Cc:” header, but no email addresses listed in the “Bcc:” ﬁeld are
visible one the message is delivered. Recipients only see the email addresses
listed in the “To:” and “Cc:” headers.
Individuals may set the “Reply-to:” header which causes the recipient’s mail
client to prefer any address listed in “Reply-to:” rather than the one in “From:”
Virtually all mail clients honor the “Reply-to:” header. Manymailing lists auto-
matically set this header so that any replies are sent to the list as a whole rather
than the individual who sent the message. Arguing the merits and demerits of
seǣing the “Reply-to:” header in mailing lists continues to be a common topic
of mailing list policy and etiqueǣe, particularly on lists with more technical
readers. ⁹ ¹⁰ Since the “From:” header may be modiﬁed by the user, the mail
client itself sets the “Sender:” header, which lists the actual account andma-
chine that sent the message. Ǥe address is technically not required to be an
externally valid or routable address although it is in practice. Ǥe “Sender:”
header may not exist if it is identical to the “From:” header or if it is removed or
modiﬁed by one of the mail servers.
⁹“Reply-To” Munging Considered Harmful http://www.unicom.com/pw/reply-to-harmful.
html (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹⁰MetaSystema.Net: Reply-ToMunging Considered Useful http://www.metasystema.net/essays/
reply-to.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
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Somemailing list management soǍware aǣempts to validate the “Sender:”
header to reduce the number of forged subscriptions to the list. Ǥis behav-
ior is error prone as users oǍen enter what they consider to be their canoni-
cal email address when subscribing to a list. Ǥe problem is that this address
may be a forwarding only address or the users mail server may set a more ﬁne-
grained “Sender:” address such as address@mailserver.company.com as op-
posed to address@company.com. Email infrastructure that modiﬁes headers
becomes muchmore complicated with message signing. A standards track
draǍ of the “DomainKeys IdentiﬁedMail (DKIM) Author Domain Signing Prac-
tices (ADSP)”, particularly section 5.1 “Mailing List Manager Actions” provides
extensive documentation on the diﬃculties and proposed solutions for header
modiﬁcation. ¹¹ Ǥe “Sender:” header is problematic with mailing list manage-
ment soǍware so “Internet Message Format” RFC speciﬁes that the “Sender:”
should reﬂect agents such as a mailing list that transmit messages.
Additional headers oǍen referred to as the “message envelope”—“envelope
sender,” “Return-Path,” and “bounce address”—contain the history of mail
servers that processed the message. Ǥese headers are used to debug mail prob-
lems, mitigate spam problems and handle email bounces. For example, L-SoǍ
has provided a FAQ entry for its LISTSERV, which describes the particular
problem and justiﬁes their implementation since the issue arises so oǍen. ¹²
Some versions, of MicrosoǍ Outlook particularly older ones, make the situa-
tion more confusing for some since it will add the text “On behalf of ” when the
“From:” header diﬀers from the “Sender:.” Ǥis problem appears frequently in
the Google mail support forums and Google has multiple support documents
that reference the problem. For example:
Your Gmail address will still be included in your email header’s
sender ﬁeld, to help prevent your mail from being marked as spam.
Most email clients don’t display the sender ﬁeld, though some ver-
sions of MicrosoǍ Outlook may display “From yourusername@gmail.com
on behalf of customaddress@mydomain.com.” For this reason, if
you don’t want ‘on behalf of ’ to appear in any of your messages, we
recommend using the SMTP servers of your other email provider. ¹³
Ǥe combination of Outlook and Exchange have sophisticated and complicated
delegation functionality which have many legitimate reasons such as an ad-
ministrative assistant responding for an executive. Ǥe details of these features
are out of scope of this dissertation as none of the interviewees discussed these
types of problems in depth.
¹¹DomainKeys IdentiﬁedMail (DKIM) Author Domain Signing Practices (ADSP) http://tools.ietf.
org/html/draft-ietf-dkim-ssp (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹²List owner’s FAQ http://www.lsoft.com/manuals/owner-faq.stm#_Toc81722886 (accessed
January 20, 2010)
¹³Adding a custom ‘From’ address - Gmail Help http://mail.google.com/support/bin/answer.py?
hl=en&answer=22370 (accessed January 06, 2010)
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RFC 5322 “Internet Message Format” deﬁnes the four core components of mod-
ern internet email infrastructure: (1) Mail User Agents (MUAs), (2) Mail Sub-
mission Agents (MSAs), (3) Mail Transfer Agents (MTAs), and (4) Mail Delivery
Agents (MDAs) (Resnick 2008) RFC standards can be unclear and nearly un-
readable for those who are not accustomed to the style. Ǥe user’s email client
such as Outlook,Ǥunderbird or the Gmail interfaces is what we call the ﬁrst
component, the Mail User Agent (MUA).Ǥe second component, the Mail Sub-
mission Agent (MSA), takes the message from the email client/MUA and passes
it on to the mail server/Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) which routes the message
either to another MTA or to aMail Delivery Agent (MDA) to which serves the
“postman” function and delivers the message to its ﬁnal destination, the user’s
mailbox. Ǥe last three components are technically independent functions,
but are oǍen bundled together. For example, the two of the most popular mail
servers, Sendmail andMicrosoǍ Exchange, distribute all three components to-
gether. ¹⁴ In practice, most users consider the second three components to be
a single function. Ǥis description is somewhat oversimpliﬁed as it does not
consider a wide variety of ﬁrewalls, policy engines and content ﬁlters, but ad-
ditional detail would not improve the readability of this dissertation.
4.4.5 Confusion EnMasse: Blind Carbon Copy (BCC)
A Blind Carbon Copy (BCC) message is a form of Carbon Copy where addresses
listed in the BCC header are stripped from the message upon delivery and are
not revealed to recipients. Of all the email headers that deﬁne recipients in an
email message, the BCC is one of the least well-deﬁned, least understood and
causes the most consternation. Ǥe BCC header can be thought of as a tertiary
header and has two typical use cases. Ǥe ﬁrst is so that the primary and sec-
ondary recipients do not know that tertiary recipients have been added to the
message. Ǥe second use of the “Bcc:” header is to create informal mailing lists
so that recipients do not have to see a large number of other recipients in the
headers and to protect the privacy of recipients to the list.
Like many corporate employees,Ǥomas, a usability researcher at the ﬁnan-
cial service ﬁrm, thinks BCCs are in important tool in the appropriate circum-
stances particularly since he considers the overuse of the reply to all feature to
be a larger problem.
You know, the thing is, it’s an exchange where people are just kind
of talking about various things and so it doesn’t really bother me
that they do that. And I actually did it recently, where I said, oh,
here’s a useful technique that I know that’s a liǣle technical, but
¹⁴Fingerprinting theWorld’s Mail Servers http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/sysadmin/2007/
01/05/fingerprinting-mail-servers.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
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maybe other people will ﬁnd it useful. And the thread would just
delete it. But, you know, I really am quite conscientious about re-
plying to all. I even have like a liǣle canned schpiel that I write to
people who put a lot of lists in a Cc. And I just say, please don’t put
a lot of lists in a Cc with my name in it. I don’t really emphasize the
my name part, but I say, you should use BCC when you’re writing to
more than 20 people. It’s too risky, it leads to spam, leads to loss of
privacy, leads to mind fails and reply to alls. You know, I step peo-
ple through how to use BCC rather than Cc.
RFC 5322 the ‘Internet Message Format” is the standard which deﬁnes the mod-
ern email format. A Blind Carbon Copymessage is deﬁned in section “3.6.3.
Destination address ﬁelds.” Ǥe description of BCC in the standard was not up-
dated from the deﬁnition in RFC 2822 in 2001 (Resnick 2008).
Ǥe “Bcc:” ﬁeld (where the “Bcc” means “Blind Carbon Copy”) con-
tains addresses of recipients of the message whose addresses are
not to be revealed to other recipients of the message. Ǥere are
three ways in which the “Bcc:” ﬁeld is used. In the ﬁrst case, when a
message containing a “Bcc:” ﬁeld is sent, the “Bcc:” line is removed
even though all of the recipients (including those speciﬁed in the
“Bcc:” ﬁeld) are sent a copy of the message. In the second case, re-
cipients speciﬁed in the “To:” and “Cc:” lines each are sent a copy
of the message with the “Bcc:” line removed as above, but the re-
cipients on the “Bcc:” line get a separate copy of the message con-
taining a “Bcc:” line. (When there are multiple recipient addresses
in the “Bcc:” ﬁeld, some implementations actually send a separate
copy of the message to each recipient with a “Bcc:” containing only
the address of that particular recipient.) Finally, since a “Bcc:” ﬁeld
may contain no addresses, a “Bcc:” ﬁeld can be sent without any ad-
dresses indicating to the recipients that blind copies were sent to
someone. Which method to use with “Bcc:” ﬁelds is implementation
dependent.
Ǥe descriptions above illustrate that there can be substantial variation among
technical implementations that conform to the standard. Typically, either the
Mail User Agent (MUA) or Mail Transfer Agent (MTA) will either generate sep-
arate messages for each BCC recipient or strip other BCC recipients from the
list so that neither the visible recipients in the “To:” and “Cc:” ﬁelds nor the re-
cipients in the “Bcc:” ﬁeld will see any addresses in the “Bcc:” ﬁeld.
Interestingly, the original description of the BCC header in RFC 822 section
“4.5.3. BCC / RESENT-BCC” was arguably far clearer, even though it lacked the
detail of the current speciﬁcation (Crocker 1982).
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Ǥis ﬁeld contains the identity of additional recipients of the mes-
sage. Ǥe contents of this ﬁeld are not included in copies of the
message sent to the primary and secondary recipients. Some sys-
temsmay choose to include the text of the “Bcc” ﬁeld only in the
author(s)’s copy, while others may also include it in the text sent to
all those indicated in the “Bcc” list.
Nearly everyone interviewed provided anecdotes of when they or others ac-
cidentally responded to BCCmessages or replied to all inappropriately. Ǥe
descriptions ranged fromminor social blunders to “career ending moves.”
Many interviewees ascribed errors in responding to BCCs or replying all to
“stupidity” or lack of aǣention to detail rather than to bad usability or to an
understandable simple mistake. Karen, a product manager at the ﬁnancial ser-
vice ﬁrm described her feelings about BCC in a way that representative among
many of her colleagues.
I use it oǍen when I’m sending out something to a group of peo-
ple and I don’t need the group of people to knowmy other friends’
email addresses or something like that. Occasionally, but usually
not—actually, I don’t use it for work anymore, because there are
people who are morons and don’t understand what BCC is. And
then you blind copy them and then they do a Respond to All and
they’re not supposed to be on the list and so, instead of BCC’ing peo-
ple, I’ll just forward something aǍer. I only really now use BCC if
I’m sending out like a blog communication and I’m ﬁne with every-
body geǣing it, but I don’t need them to know the people. Just tacky.
Bad etiqueǣe too. You know, sending a list this long to everybody
with their email addresses.
Irwin, a strategist at the design ﬁrm, discussed his technique to minimize the
risk that one of his recipients would misinterpret or mishandle the BCC.
Well, the possibility of—you know, the possibility of something get-
ting out that shouldn’t, or somebody’s knowledge of the conversa-
tion is hidden geǣing out is—well, it can complicate situations. And
when I BCC somebody, I will usually walk over to their desk or give
them a call aǍer the fact, just to conﬁrm andmake sure that they
got it. And hey, you were BCC’d on it, not Cc’d on it.
Ǥere are twomain categories of problems reported by interviewees related to
BCCmessages. Ǥe ﬁrst category of problems is political and social. For exam-
ple, when the sender uses the BCC as a mechanism to embarrass another party,
leak information, or some other interaction deemed inappropriate. Ǥese inter-
actions can be somewhat mitigated through training, modifying email systems
to limit BCC functionality, or corporate compliance systems that detect and
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block misuse. Each of these are going to have limited eﬀect on someone intent
on circumventing restrictions or being malicious.
Ǥe second category of problems is far more prevalent, and from a design and
usability perspective, much easier to mitigate. Ǥe problems usually result
from a recipient failing to recognize that they are a BCCed recipient and not
listed in the To or CC headers. Ǥey then reply to the message, potentially em-
barrassing or angering both the sender and other recipients. Many intervie-
wees aǣributed this behavior to the negligence or worse, stupidity, of others.
However, checking every message to make sure it is not a BCC copy adds addi-
tional cognitive overhead and it is unsurprising that people forget to check. It
is much easier to check for the presence of something, such as an email address
being explicitly listed than it is to check for its absence. Checking for either the
presence or absence of an address is substantially complicated when there are
many recipients listed.
4.4.6 Retrieval and Organization in Email Collections
People commonly use the name of the sender to locate email messages by sort-
ing messages according name or date and then browsing to ﬁnd the desired
item. Some interviewees reported that sorting columns was faster and eas-
ier than searching and others reported the opposite. Preferences were highly
dependent on infrastructure. For example, MicrosoǍ Exchange server 2003
was the ﬁrst version that oﬀered full text indexing and Exchange Server 2007
was the ﬁrst version with satisfactory searching performance. People typically
searched for messages using a person’s name, not the email address. Heather,
an intern at the design ﬁrm, described her preference for searching.
I felt like if it’s your friend who you email all the time cache mem-
ory will pull it up. Hotmail, I did do that, but I had since kind of, it
was my primary address for many years, I did try to put a lot of stuﬀ
there. I had stopped a long time ago just because it’s the connec-
tion that’s the barrier, it’s the slowness. And Gmail, I don’t bother
because it has a very good sorting system. It is preǣy idiot proof. I
have no idea what I am looking for I just know Bob sent me some-
thing for an invite and I just type in some random keywords and it
will pull up andmaybe aǍer a couple of searches I will get the hit
that I want. So, it allows you not to have to sort.
Ǥe ﬁnancial service ﬁrm’s archival system is the only option for Karen, a prod-
uct manager, to search, but she prefers to sort with her email client.
Yeah, I search when I use the stuﬀ that’s been archived, because I
have to search. It’s the only way I can ﬁnd stuﬀ, but for some rea-
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son, I don’t use search onmy regular email that’s in my account, I
just sort by name or by subject or by date. And on that I ﬁnd what
I’m looking for.
Both search and sorting when trying to locate a person in email is complicated
by the fact that there is oǍen no way to reference an individual consistently
over time, as the email address, the name, or name formmay change. For ex-
ample, inverted ﬁrst and last names cause blocks of messages from an individ-
ual to separate in a sorted list. Nicknames such as Bob andWill or use of ini-
tials have the same eﬀect. Marriage or divorce oǍen causes name changes. Ǥe
name ﬁeld may be missing entirely and the “From:” header may contain only
the email address. Finally, the use of additional email addresses for diﬀerent
roles ccan further complicate searching for individuals.
Bälter found that most users categorize email, at least partly, by the sender
of the message. For example, by creating a folder for John Smith (Bälter 1995,
1998). Some individuals worked around problems with inconsistencies with
names and email address changes by ﬁling all the messages from an individ-
ual into a single folder. Individuals who used folders or tags largely categorized
email according to a group or a project. Ed, a product manager at the ﬁnancial
service ﬁrm talks about how his strategy for folder creation andmanagement
evolved over time.
I usually do things by subject, which is oǍen times a project. Ǥings
related to trading all go in this folder. And when I ﬁrst started here,
maybe ﬁve and a half years ago or so, I started making folders for,
I mean, everything. I had folders, subfolders, and I would lose my-
self in my own organization, because…there was too much nesting
going on. I would much rather just be able to tag stuﬀ, and not even
need to do the whole folder thing. Ǥat’s why I think email’s are
really good. Application of their search is really good, so it’s easy
to ﬁnd anything. Well, for work stuﬀ—most of my email traﬃc is
work stuﬀ. My home stuﬀ I really don’t really organize much, be-
cause usually I can just search and ﬁnd what I need.
4.5 Policy and Regulatory Inﬂuences on Identiﬁers
Institutions regularly create policies regulating email, instant messaging, so-
cial networks and general web browsing. Individuals oǍenmaintain multiple
email addresses because of technical problems as well as institutional policies.
Some of these policies along with governmental policies and regulations are
implemented as part of the system infrastructure and enforced through techni-
cal mechanisms (Lessig 2000). Examples of places in the system infrastructure
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where these implementations occur include: email relay restrictions, ﬁrewalls,
spam ﬁlters, archiving (backups), and retention (automated deletion).
Policy greatly constrained the use of existing identiﬁers. I asked these intervie-
wees to elaborate on how regulation aﬀected their use of multiple identiﬁers
in messaging and how it aﬀected the segmentation or integration of their daily
life. Ǥe discussions with interviewees regarding policy questions were more
in-depth for the regulated population as they are more directly aﬀected by reg-
ulation day-to-day.
4.6 Security Considerations
Interviews highlighted explicit tension between compliance enforcement,
work practices, and security.
Scoǣ, a director at the design ﬁrm, describes a situation where his teamwas
working at a client’s oﬃces during a project and found that they were blocked
from communicating outside of the client’s ﬁrewall. Ǥis lead to frustration
and decreased productivity.
Couldn’t receive mail. When we ﬁgured out how to receive mail
through the web client, they blocked the web client the next day
we came in. So, it was just this kind of cascading levels of diﬃculty
that we had. You know, we couldn’t just launch the desktop app and
get our mail or sendmail. We just had no connection to either of the
servers. Ǥe SMTPwas just not gonna happen, because we didn’t
even get to them. Went online, used both Twiǣer and we have a
webmail for [company name].
Karen, a product manager at the ﬁnancial service ﬁrm describes how security
measures make sending email more diﬃcult when she is trying to work from
home.
Mail goes down, or it won’t accept zip ﬁles, or you know, I have
this funky thing when I work remotely, it won’t—our domain is so
screwed up, it won’t let me go to an outside work site, so sometimes
if I VPN in, I don’t knowwhy, it won’t me let me IM either. …And
so sometimes I need to get to an outside email fromwork, and so in-
stead of logging out of my computer, logging out of the VPN, I’ll just
forward it over to my other email, and go on to my other computer
that I have at home. Ǥen I’ll just bounce between the computers to
work.
Ed, another product manager at the design ﬁrm talks about problems when he
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wants to research competitors products online using common social network
tools such as Flicker, which is regularly used by designers to share user inter-
face examples.
I’m in product management, so I look at lots of other products, and
I think—I don’t know, two days back there was something that
Flickr does, something in their UI that they do, that I knowwould
be useful or could be a goodmodel for something I want to do. So I
wanted to check out how it work, and I can’t go to Flickr, because
it’s a photo sharing site.
One of the employees at the ﬁnancial service ﬁrmwho has installed a cellu-
lar network card into her laptop and thus is no longer subject to the internal
network controls. Ǥis unauthorized addition allows her to check her external
email and conduct research on competing products.
I actually can check it at work, because I have the wireless card, and
so I just log in, even though they’d prefer I didn’t. Ǥere really is no
security issue. …You know, I don’t have a problem checking it here,
but nobody else can check theirs, their outside email, and I can’t
either. Not on my regular computer. And I just feel like it would
be a lot beǣer—I understand there are security issues, there are
virus issues with it, there are all sorts of diﬀerent things. Ǥere are
no—you cannot do any downloading, anything that’s not approved.
Ǥey’ll immediately detect it on your system and have you take it
oﬀ. Sometimes you don’t even realize when you’re clicking through
looking for information. Because I go to a lot of sites to look at infor-
mation onmutual fund companies I’m working with, or just to try
and get information for presentations that I’m puǣing together.
Kevin, a designer, understands that their is a tradeoﬀ between security and
workplace satisfaction and feels that reducing the restrictions would make him
happier at work.
Because I feel like if you’re—I think you’re at your best when you
work in an open and honest environment. And you shouldn’t be
judged by your personal activities. And if you give your employ-
ees the freedom to do what they want, then they’ll be happier in
the workplace. Ǥen again, there’s people who surf the Internet
all day long, and would be on their email all day long, and proba-
bly wouldn’t get anything done. So, but I think for me personally, I
would certainly be happier knowing that I could go where I want to
go and it wouldn’t maǣer.
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4.6.1 Technical Implementations of Policy
SPF, SenderID, DomainKeys, and DKIM are the most widely deployed anti-
spam speciﬁcations. Ǥe standards are still in ﬂux, but they already have a
substantial impact on how email is processed throughout the world as most
major providers of email services implement a form of these standards. Ǥe
Sender Policy Framework (SPF) and a slight variant promoted byMicrosoǍ
called SenderID, requires that the domain of the individual’s mail server has
a DNS record (TXT record) that lists the IP address mail server. Ǥe receiving
mail server will then verify that the sending mail server is listed in the DNS
for the domain. SenderID is an experimental standard in RFC 4406 (Lyon and
Wong 2006). SPF is an experimental standard in RFC 4408 (Wong and Schliǣ
2006). DomainKeys was original developed by Yahoo!, a variant called Do-
mainKeys IdentiﬁedMail (DKIM) become an oﬃcial standard in 2007 with
RFC 4871 (Allman et al. 2007). Both DomainKeys and DKIM rely on public key
cryptography. Ǥe public key for the mail server is stored in a DNS record. Ǥe
sending mail server signs each message with its private key. Ǥe receiving mail
server looks up the public key in DNS and uses that key to verify that the send-
ing mail server authorized to send the message.
Ǥese standards were created to prevent forged email addresses, oǍen called
Joe Jobs, in the hope that this will reduce spam and the eﬀectiveness of phish-
ing scams (Wong 2004). Ǥese speciﬁcations have the potential to dramatically
increase the restrictions and complexity for users whomaintain multiple email
addresses, particularly for users whomanage multiple email addresses from a
single location. Ǥe restrictions and complexity come in the form of a security
model that requires users to send email via the mail relay server controlled by
the owner of the same domain as their email account. Users may choose to or
be forced to modify their behavior based on these technical implementations.
For example, they may use a new account to work around the email relay prob-
lem. Ǥese additional email addresses become identiﬁers that the user is then
forced to maintain. In addition, individuals may be required to use particular
soǍware such as a VPN client, a hardware token or a speciﬁc application such
as MicrosoǍ Outlook or Lotus Notes.
Email relay failures are a common diﬃculty that lead people to create or use of
other identiﬁers. Typically users experience this problemwhen they aǣempt
to send email through a server they are authorized to use and the message is
rejected. Ǥe failures generally stem from a standard conﬁguration of email
relays; where the relay will only accept electronic mail frommachines within
the same domain or IP address range as the server. Users who are on the same
local network as the email relay, who are dialed into the same local network or
who are using Virtual Private Network (VPN) soǍware to the local network are
typically not aﬀected. Users who travel oǍen need to send email from domains
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other than their mail server domain and therefore regularly have problems
with email relays.
Ǥemost commonworkaround for email relay problems is to use an alternate
webmail account. Ǥe twomost commonmechanisms provided by system ad-
ministrators for relaying electronic mail are to implement an authenticated
email relay or oﬀer access through a VPN. Authenticated email relays require
that users supply a login and password to send email. Authentication is rela-
tively simple to deploy although it increases the overhead for both the user and
the user maintenance for the system. VPNs provide a secure network connec-
tion that eﬀectively places the remote user on the local network and sidesteps
any email relay restrictions. Problems with VPNs include substantial added
complexity for end users as well as the systemmaintainers. Ǥere is oǍen a re-
quirement that end users have additional hardware such as a cryptographic
token, specialized soǍware, or a combination of both to access the VPN.
Somemajor Internet Service Providers (ISPs) require their users to send email
using the ISPs provided address. Ǥis requirement forces many users to send
email using their ISP address even when they would have preferred to use an-
other address. Ǥe requirement serves two purposes for the ISP. First, the re-
quirement simpliﬁes its email relay policies. Since all relayed email must have
the ISP’s address, it makes it easy to distinguish which messages to relay and
which to ignore. Second, the requirement eﬀectively provides an additional
advertising outlet. Individuals who wish to send email with an alternate email
address must either use webmail, a VPN, or another email relay. Ǥemajority
of webmail services require users to send email with the address of the service
provider. If webmail providers do allow the use of addresses in other names-
paces they typically still write the local address the “Sender:” header as to not
run afoul of SPF. Again, these technical restrictions oǍen cause users to main-
tain additional email addresses that are eﬀectively additional identities.
Some technically sophisticated individuals run their own email relays on the
same computer they send email from, but many ISPs and institutions block
this behavior at the network level through the use of blacklists that contain
commonly known IP address ranges of large ISPs. Many large providers such
as Earthlink aǣempt to prevent users from employing alternate relays hosted
by other providers or institutions. OǍen, ISPs accomplish this by blocking all
the traﬃc on email ports that are not destined for that provider’s email relay.
Providers typically say both of these measures are to limit the ability for their
networks being used to send out spam.
Email archiving and retention policies are regularly implemented as part of
an institution’s technical infrastructure. Recent pieces of federal legislation
such as HIPAA, GLBA and SOX have resulted in a substantial rise in adoption
of archiving and retention policies. Ǥe Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
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countability Act (HIPAA), particularly Title II, which governs the standards for
identity, transactions and electronic medical records was passed in 1996. ¹⁵ Ǥe
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) or the Gramm-Leach-Bliley ﬁnancial service
Modernization Act passed in 1999 enable consolidation in the ﬁnancial service
industry and increased ﬁnancial privacy protections. ¹⁶ Ǥe Sarbanes-Oxley Act
(SOX) is the common name for the Public Company Accounting Reform and In-
vestor Protection Act of 2002 governs standards for management and account-
ing in public companies. ¹⁷ Ǥis legislation was passed to counter the excesses
uncovered in a series of ﬁnancial accounting scandals, most notably Enron and
MCIWorldcom.
Typically, email archiving policies are one component of an overall compliance
and disaster recovery strategy where copies of all email are stored for a pre-
determined period. Some archiving implementations have a mechanism for
excluding some types personal messages. Retention policies are implemented
to limit the legal liability of stored email by automatically deleting email older
than a certain date from system. Some retention implementations allow users
to protect speciﬁed messages from deletion. Some interviewees aǣempted to
circumvent both archiving and retention policies by forwarding or copying
email to other accounts and ﬁles to circumvent these policies, thus, spliǣing
their email across multiple addresses.
Circumventing compliance systems brieﬂy became a publicly policy issue dur-
ing the 2008 presidential election when Vice Presidential candidate and then
Governor of Alaska, Sarah Palin, was found to have used several personal email
addresses to conduct state business. ¹⁸
Many systems use email as a simple access control mechanismwhere the au-
thentication and authorization are based on the email address. Systems that
perform authentication via email require a user to send a message to the sys-
tem from a speciﬁc email address or from an email address in a speciﬁc domain.
Ǥe system then returns information or authorizes resources based on the ad-
dress. For example, many systems will send users their forgoǣen password via
a response to an email request. System designers typically make the assump-
tion that only legitimate users can both send and receive email from a speciﬁc
email address. While this assumption is generally accurate, unencrypted email
is only minimally secure and robust compared to other mechanisms. On the
other hand, email systems are comparatively simple to maintain and access.
Systems that provide access control via email addresses oǍen cause users to
¹⁵Health Information Privacy http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹⁶Privacy Initiatives http://www.ftc.gov/privacy/privacyinitiatives/glbact.html (accessed Jan-
uary 20, 2010)
¹⁷Spotlight on: Sarbanes-Oxley Rulemaking and Reports http://www.sec.gov/spotlight/
sarbanes-oxley.htm (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹⁸Sarah Palin’s E-Mail Hacked - TIME http://www.time.com/time/politics/article/0,8599,
1842097,00.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
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maintain additional addresses they might have otherwise avoided. For exam-
ple, a user might keep a speciﬁc university email address active to access a cam-
pus resource.
4.6.2 Identity and Access Control
Interviewees described a range of situations and actions that fell under the ac-
cess control classiﬁcation. Ǥese included constraints placed on their ability to
access documents, resources, or communications channels. Individuals in the
regulated population described a much wider range of examples as there were
substantially more restrictions placed on them by their institution. Major cat-
egories of restrictions included external material that was considered to be so-
cial, external communications mechanisms, shopping, gambling, pornography,
religious or political. A combination of ﬁlters, ﬁrewalls and other compliance
mechanisms enforced the restrictions. For example, Scoǣ, a director of experi-
ence design, described the diﬃculties in working at a client site with restricted
access compared to the relatively unrestricted access at the design ﬁrm.
When we ﬁgured out how to receive mail through the web client,
they blocked the web client the next day we came in. So, it was just
this kind of cascading levels of diﬃculty that we had. You know, we
couldn’t just launch the desktop app and get our mail or sendmail.
We just had no connection to either of the servers. Ǥe SMTPwas
just not gonna happen, because we didn’t even get to them. Went
online, used both Twiǣer and we have a webmail.
Typically, interviewees learned about access restrictions to web resources when
the company’s ﬁltering soǍware displayed message saying the page or site was
not allowed instead of page they had intended to view. If interviewees sent a
message that feel into one of the restricted categories, they would receive and
email from the company’s mail server saying the message was disallowed. Net-
work access for desktop applications to speciﬁc ports outside the company’s
ﬁrewall was simply blocked and there was no explanation given aside from a
network error in the application. For example, if a user aǣempted to conﬁgure
another email account to an external service in their existing email application
the application would just provide an error saying the connection failed. An
additional factor that caused additional worry is inbound content. Users can
control what they send in that they can decide to send or note send a message.
Ǥey cannot control what is sent to them and they worry that someone might
send them something inappropriate.
Many documents in companies are subject to access control mechanisms which
restrict documents to individuals who are part of speciﬁc divisions or groups
within the organization or who have a particular status in the organization, i.e.,
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manager. For example, a user might need to be in an HR group to access pay-
roll documents or be listed as a manager to approve an expense report. SOX
compliance requires that a senior employee approve certain types of access.
For example, when I worked at a large internet company I needed approval by
someone at the director level to receive a Secure ID card (two factor authentica-
tion token) required to gain external access to the corporate network. I provide
deﬁnitions and further background in section 2.2 on page 9.
Ǥe company also restricted what soǍware individuals could install on their
machines, although in practice this was more of a wriǣen policy, than explicitly
enforced restriction. Several interviewees described enforced restrictions that
prevented them from installing their own soǍware on their work machine or
corporate provisioned mobile phones.
While most forms of access control are implemented at an institutional level,
users may also implement access control by taking advantage of institutional
mechanisms for groups and Access Control Lists (ACLs) or by mechanisms im-
plemented in consumer applications or services such as instant messenger ap-
plications, email applications and social networks. For example, users would
sometimes block individuals within their instant messenger application to
prevent those people from communicating with them again or viewing their
instant messenger status. Interviewees described creating email ﬁlters to auto-
matically delete messages from people who they no longer wished to be able to
communicate with. Similarly, some interviewees found they could mark an in-
dividual sender as a spam sender. Ǥis caused messages from those individuals
to be automatically ﬁltered into their junkmail folder rather than appearing in
their inbox. Labeling and individual as spam is not technically an access con-
trol mechanism as it directs messages into the trash rather than blocking the
message. However, it achieves the same eﬀect from the user’s perspective.
Holly, an executive assistant at the design ﬁrm describes how she decides to
mark people as spam or block people from emailing her.
Well, I mark a lot of people as junk that are—but they are not people
I know. But like one of my cousins was one of those horrible, she
sent chain leǣers like 15 times a day, and I actually sent her an email
directly back saying that if that’s all she had to say to me, then don’t
call me again, because I didn’t really want to be spammed with that.
…I’ve blocked eBay people who for some reason seem to want to add
me to their mailing list aǍer we’ve had a transaction.
Ǥere is a substantial body of literature on the concept of privacy. Privacy has
been the topic of many dissertations, books and legal briefs. For the purposes of
this dissertation, I simply deﬁne privacy as the ability of users to limit access to
personal information such as contact information, birthday, aﬃliations, social
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networks, activities, location, status and communication.
4.6.3 Compliance Systems, Tradeoﬀs and Risk
Compliance systems have many interconnected components including archiv-
ing, retention, access controls and document and email management. Admin-
istrators of compliance systemsmust keep up with evolving communications
technologies that have reached widespread corporate adoption such as instant
messaging, VoIP, uniﬁed communications systems, social networks, location-
based services, SMS, as well as up-and-coming messaging systems like Twiǣer
that can be used to gateway between several systems.
Businesses frequently must prove compliance with regulations such as the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA), Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLB), the U.K. Data Protection Act and
the PATRIOT Act. Ǥe ﬁnancial costs for compliance are substantial. AMR Re-
search reports that companies will collectively spendmore than US$32 billion
on Governance, Risk management and Compliance (GRC) by 2008 andmore
than US$6 billion on SOX alone (Hagerty et al. 2008).
In my interviews, I asked individuals how policies and systems aﬀect their
daily life in terms of work and personal communication as well as productiv-
ity. During the interviews, I found a many examples of tradeoﬀs in the imple-
mentation of compliance systems. Every person I talked with understood the
basic reasoning for compliance systems. However, interviewees who were re-
quired to work with highly restricted communication and document manage-
ment systems oǍen said they felt they were being treated like children. Ǥis did
not improve compliance rates. I repeatedly heard the phrase, “we are all adults
here” when people articulated their frustration with what they saw as overly
restrictive systems.
Yair, an engineer at the ﬁnancial service ﬁrm described how compliance the
tradeoﬀs involved with the compliance system.
Yeah, they block so many things on the web, so you can’t actually
go and even certain sites that not—anything that the site equiva-
lent to like, for example, like sports, beǣing sites, things like that.
Anything they will block it. So you can’t even go to legitimate sites
to even look at it. So you end up doing those at home. …I mean,
I can understand the business, I mean, what they’re trying to do
over here. Ǥey’re not trying to prevent you from not going there by
making you to work harder. We already are working harder, more
than harder already, so, what they’re trying to do is, they’re trying
to prevent people, as a ﬁnancial institution, where people actually
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download something that cause virus into the network.
On the other hand, Keith another engineer at the ﬁnancial service ﬁrmwas
clearly frustrated with his ability to be productive and not feel oppressed by
the corporate compliance system.
Yeah, and things that you don’t think should be ﬁltered out. You’re
just like, I don’t knowwhy they ﬁltered out this page, it could be
helpful. I’m looking for like javascripts and sometimes thing are
just—but you know. It just takes me longer to ﬁgure out the solu-
tion. …Yeah, it’s diﬀerent. Ǥey’ve totally—it used to be wide open
and you could go do anything, and slowly, slowly you can’t do any-
thing. …I don’t know, I’ve been here like six years now, so I don’t
really—I’ve sort of stopped questioning anything. …I usually get
mad in the beginning, but I feel like I’ve been here too long, and I
don’t—it’s not gonna work. You’re not gonna turn in. It’s policies. I
don’t think any policies have been changed. I don’t know.
I heard many examples of highly productive younger employees frustrated
with trying to coordinate social events aǍer long days; of parents who want
to receive email discussing family logistics or notes from teachers; and other
mundane, but personally important information. Elaine is in business devel-
opment for the ﬁnancial service company described her frustration with what
she saw as unreasonable strict ﬁltering for someone who spent so many extra
hours in the oﬃce.
Yeah. Well, for instance, I don’t have a printer at home, because
I don’t really work at home. I used to work frommy home oﬃce.
And so, I moved and I felt like it wasn’t necessary to have a printer
hooked up. Well, my Temple sent memy High Holiday ticket order,
cause you have to order it for yourself and your guest, and I can’t get
any religious material to come up on our site, they block that. Ǥey
block that, they block so any game network. Ǥey block religious
or political. It’s very interesting. I’ve never seen such a progressive
company be so stringent about email. So the tough part for me is
that I want to print out the actual order form and send it in, and I
can’t do it. And I doesn’t like it’s giving me an online option, so I just
have to go in there and which is a pain.
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Chapter 5
Common Systems for
Managing Identiﬁers
I present an investigation of the complex array of options that twomajor con-
sumer services, Google and Yahoo!, provide for creating, managing, and using
individual online identiﬁers. I then discuss the implications and risks of single
sign-on systems that allow individuals to use one set of credentials across mul-
tiple systems. Finally, I describe two standards—OpenID and OAuth—for man-
aging identiﬁers, access control, and authorization that are gaining widespread
adoption across consumer services.
When typical users of popular consumer services need to understand the un-
derlying data model, this leaves substantial room for improvement. Ǥese ex-
amples illustrate the complexity that contributes to the divergence between
individual desires about the presentation andmanagement of identiﬁers in
daily life and the realities of the current technical infrastructure. Ǥe number
of minor details may seem excessive, however details demonstrate the level
of complexity oǍen thrust upon individuals. Ǥe examples show that average
users can quickly ﬁnd themselves exposed to the underlying infrastructure
without adequate tools or information to conﬁgure, troubleshoot, or even de-
cipher data model for the system. I hope these examples will expand our un-
derstanding of the complexities of user behavior around identiﬁers described
in the interviews. Ǥe examples of services providing multiple mechanisms to
manage online identiﬁers are not unique to Google and Yahoo!, AOL, Comcast,
andMicrosoǍ oﬀer a similar array of options.
Large service providers typically aǣempt to integrate the accounts from ac-
quired companies into the parent companies account management system. Ǥe
process of integrating andmerging accounts is oǍen highly complex, time con-
suming, confusing for the end-users and can result in substantial customer ser-
vice costs and potential bad publicity. For example, soon aǍer their acquisition
by Yahoo!, Flickr announced in August 2005 that they would require all users to
migrate to a Yahoo! ID in 2006. Flickr transition to Yahoo! IDs, resulted in sig-
niﬁcant complaints from existing users who were forced to obtain a Yahoo! ID,
but were confused about the migration process. Due a signiﬁcant number of
complaints, Yahoo! extended the transition time until March 2007 when Yahoo!
discontinued allowing users to log in with their original email address-based
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logins. Ǥere were so many complaints that Flickr allowed users who had al-
ready migrated to unlink their account from Yahoo! for a time. ¹ Ǥe primarily
Flickr help forum thread about merging accounts received 2,893 comments be-
fore it was locked to prevent new comments from being added. ²
5.1 Google Accounts and Google Namespaces
Google oﬀers many services beyond its well known search product includ-
ing: email, calendaring, chat, web site hosting, maps and transit information.
Google provides a statistically signiﬁcant portion of global identiﬁers due to its
large user-base and wide range of services oﬀered. Ǥis makes Google an excel-
lent source to investigate the everyday uses and diﬃculties people experience
with identiﬁers.
Google Accounts is the primary interface to manage identiﬁers across all Google
services, although some individual services such as Google Groups and Google
Voice also provide identiﬁer management interfaces. Individuals interact with
Google Accounts each time they log into a Google service such as Gmail, Google
Groups, Blogger, or AdSense (Perl and Seltzer 2006). Google Accounts is a uni-
ﬁed interface on top of multiple underlying independent accounts databases.
Ǥis can easily result in confusion to even a well informed person, who does not
realize the accounts are separate.
Ǥe Google Accounts system stores three types of accounts.
• An account without Gmail server where the username is an existing email
address (e.g. username@domain.com)
• An account with Gmail service where the username is in the Google names-
pace (e.g. gmail.com)
• An account with Google Apps service where the username is in the names-
pace of the managed domain (e.g. username@domain.com)
It is possible to have two diﬀerent Google Accounts with the same username.
While this situation is uncommon, it can be highly problematic. Both accounts
exist simultaneously, but are separate within the system andmay have diﬀer-
ent passwords. Ǥe only external indicator that the accounts are independent is
that users must access the login pages with diﬀerent URLs.
¹Flickr and Yahoo! IDs, redux « Flickr Blog http://blog.flickr.net/en/2005/08/25/
flickr-and-yahoo-ids-redux/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
²Flickr: Ǥe Help Forum: [Oﬃcial Topic, now locked] Old Skool Merge http://www.flickr.com/
help/forum/en-us/32687/page29/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
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5.1.1 Google AccountsWithout Gmail
Ǥeﬁrst type of Google Account, a Google Account without Gmail, is deﬁned by
characteristic it lacks, the Gmail service. Ǥis was the original type of Google
Account and was primarily used Google Groups. Many service providers al-
low users to create accounts using an existing identiﬁer, generally an email
address, as it removes the friction of requiring that users create and remember
a new identiﬁer to take advantage of the service. Ǥis makes sense for services
like Google Groups where many people would have existing subscriptions to
mailing lists with existing email addresses. While Google still allows users to
register a Google Account without Gmail, this type of account only oﬀers access
to a limited number of Google properties such as Groups, iGoogle, Personalized
Search, and Alerts. Users have the option add the Gmail service to their account
at any time. Ǥis migration to a Google Account with Gmail then allows access
to all services. Ǥemigration can be confusing as their existing Google Account
identiﬁer is replaced with the Gmail identiﬁer and they must login with the
new identiﬁer.
5.1.2 Google AccountsWith Gmail
Ǥe second type of account, a Google Account with Gmail is the most preva-
lent type of Google Account and has an identiﬁer managed in Google’s names-
pace (i.e. username@gmail.com). Currently, all public Google services, with
the exception of Google Apps, are accessible with this type of account. Many of
Google’s services require this type of account. Users choose an identiﬁer that
is six or more characters and that has not already been selected when regis-
tering for Google Account with Gmail. Ǥis identiﬁer is unique and cannot be
changed. Identiﬁers are not recycled or otherwise reused if an account is closed
or deleted. If the Google Account is deleted, it is possible to recover it in some
cases. ³
Google has a single public namespace that is currently visible as gmail.com and
googlemail.com. Ǥese two namespaces are eﬀectively aliases of one another
andmay be used interchangeably. Ǥis can be veriﬁed, as many Google services
that use the standard Google Accounts login box will accept logins with only the
username portion and the namespace leǍ out. Ǥe Gmail service required an
invitation until 2005, when it became open for public signups as long as people
registered with their mobile phone number. All new users are automatically
assigned gmail.com addresses while German and UK users are assigned google-
mail.com addresses due to a trademark dispute. ⁴ A Google Account may still
³Recovering a deleted username : Using Gmail - Accounts Help http://www.google.com/
support/accounts/bin/answer.py?answer=67422 (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁴Google Mail in the UK http://mail.google.com/mail/help/intl/en-GB/googlemail.html (ac-
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be used to log into other Google services even if the Gmail service has been re-
moved from the account. Gmail service can be reinstated with the same user-
name at a later date. ⁵
Google allows two types of manipulation of its Gmail identiﬁers—the insertion
of arbitrary periods as separators in the username portion and subaddressing,
which is essentially a secondary namespace. Both of these manipulations allow
for additional ﬂexibility, but also increase the complexity and cause confusion
for some users.
Ǥe ﬁrst type of manipulation allowed with the Gmail identiﬁer is where the
usernamemay include a period e.g. user.name@gmail.com. Ǥe period is not
considered a unique portion of the username. A new Gmail Google Accounts
may not be created that only diﬀers by the periods in the username. It is im-
portant to note that the period is ignored for the purposes of email delivery.
Users may add in an arbitrary number of periods, so user.name@gmail.com,
u.s.e.r.name@gmail.com, and username@gmail.comwould all deliver to the
same account. Users need to log in with the form that they originally created.
Periodically, individuals gain public aǣention when they confuse this function-
ality with a security ﬂaw email delivery problem. ⁶ ⁷ ⁸ ⁹
Ǥe second type of manipulation allowed with the Gmail identiﬁer supports is
sub-addressing—a feature was ﬁrst used within the CMU Cyrus project, but
is now available in many Unix-based mail servers. A Gmail address with sub-
addressing takes the form of username+subaddress@gmail.com. Eﬀectively,
the sub-addressing allows users to extend their identiﬁer with a private names-
pace. A few interviewees took advantage of this feature to help them automat-
ically ﬁlter their email or to track whomight have sold their name to a mailing
list. Ǥis is similar to people who change their middle name or middle initial
when subscribing to a magazine to track which companymight have sold their
personal information to another party. Ǥe + character used in sub-addressing
is allowed according to current email RFCs, but numerous systems (particu-
larly web front ends) assume that the + is not a valid character and this some-
times causes problems for people who aǣempt to provide addresses with a sub-
addresses in a registration form. ¹⁰
cessed January 20, 2010)
⁵Oﬃcial Google Blog: “Sign up for Gmail” http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2005/08/
sign-up-for-gmail.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁶Receiving someone else’s mail - Gmail Help http://mail.google.com/support/bin/answer.py?
answer=10313 (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁷Weird Gmail Username Problem http://www.webmasterworld.com/gmail_advertising/
3593227.htm (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁸Slashdot | Gmail Mis.delivered? http://tech.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=06/01/22/1921241 (ac-
cessed January 20, 2010)
⁹i seem to be geǣing email for someone else in my account http://getsatisfaction.com/google/
topics/i_seem_to_be_getting_email_for_someone_else_in_my_account (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹⁰Characters in the local part of a mail address http://www.remote.org/jochen/mail/info/chars.
html (accessed January 20, 2010)
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In January 2008, Google added a feature to add additional (sometime called an
alternate) non-gmail addresses to a Google Account. Ǥese addresses are re-
quired to be unique within Google accounts. Ǥe recovery address is not re-
quired to be unique. Ǥis means that the additional addresses can be an inde-
pendent non-Gmail Google Account, an additional address on another Gmail
Google Account or a Google Apps account. Ǥe additional addresses may also
be used to log in, but this is not stated in any of the documentation I could ﬁnd.
Ǥis was one of the features I worked on at Google in 2005.
I conducted experiments with test accounts to test the current implementation
of alternate addresses. I created a non-Gmail Google Account, enable services
on the account and then add Gmail service to the account to change the primary
identiﬁer. Once I changed my email address and added the old address to my
Gmail Google Account I was no longer able to access the calendars of the non-
Gmail Google Account. My Google Docs ﬁles stay with the original account and
did not migrate. Google only provides a migration path for oldWritely docu-
ments or Google Apps accounts with the same email address as an old personal
Google Account.
Ǥe secondary or recovery address is maintained as a backup address in there
is a delivery failure or security problemwith the primary address. Secondary
addresses are not required to be unique within Google Accounts. Multiple Google
accounts may list the same secondary address and the secondary address may
already exist as another type of Google Account. Ǥese addresses are com-
pletely independent of non-Gmail Google Accounts, Google App accounts or
alternate addresses, but are only used for the purposes of account recovery.
Secondary addresses may not be used to log in. At the present time, Google does
not have a clear description of how the additional/alternate email addresses are
diﬀerent from the secondary/recovery addresses. ¹¹
5.1.3 Google Apps Accounts
Google Apps, originally referred to as Google Apps for Your Domain, is the third
type of Google Account. Ǥis is Google’s hosted application service that oﬀers
applications that run on Google’s services but allow institutions to manage
their own identiﬁers and namespaces. Similar to Google Accounts without
Gmail, Google Apps Accounts make use of identiﬁers and accounts in exist-
ing namespaces. For example, a university could choose to use Google Apps for
email and calendaring for the entire university population. In addition to busi-
nesses and institutions, Google Apps is increasingly used by individual users to
manage their personal domains, which makes these users into domain admin-
¹¹Changing your recovery email address - Gmail Help http://mail.google.com/support/bin/
answer.py?answer=6566 (accessed January 20, 2010)
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istrators giving them both the features and the complexity of managing their
own domain.
Currently, there are seven services provisioned to work with all Google Apps
Accounts—Start Page (iGoogle), Chat (Google Talk), Web Pages (Google Page
Creator/Google Pages), Email (Gmail), Calendar (Google Calendar), Docs (Google
Docs), and Sites (relaunched variant of JotSpot). Some features such as Google
Video and Google Analytics are limited to paid Premier and Education Google
Apps accounts. No other services such as Blogger or Groups are available with a
Google Apps Google account.
One problem that can cause confusion is that a user could potentially have two
types of accounts, a non-Gmail Google Account and a Google Apps account,
that have the same identiﬁer. Ǥis is one of the reasons that a Google Apps ac-
count uses a diﬀerent cookie structure so a user can be logged into both a reg-
ular Google Account (either Gmail or non-Gmail) in addition to any number
of simultaneous Google Apps accounts. Because the identiﬁers for each type
of account, there is no way for Google to distinguish which type of Google Ac-
count a user may have as they may potentially have both. Ǥerefore, Google
Apps users must log in via a custom URL on Google’s site. If a user has both a
personal Google Account and a Google Apps account with the same email ad-
dress Google will default services such as Google Calendar to the Google Apps
account. Ǥe suggestion is that users change the address on the personal ac-
count although this is not required. ¹²
Ǥere is no general Google Accounts management interface for Google Apps
users such as the interface at https://www.google.com/accounts/ for Google
Accounts with Gmail. Google Apps user management is handled in a special
Google Apps administrator user management page called the console. Admin-
istrators may control which hosted services are enabled for a given domain and
make changes such as customizing the start page for all users in the domain
or edit web pages in the domain. Administrators may also enforce some pol-
icy restrictions such as whether or not users may chat or share information
outside of the managed domain. Ǥere is no console management page for non-
administrative users. Ǥere are user controllable seǣings/preferences for indi-
vidual services such as Gmail and Calendar.
Google Apps supports email aliases similar to /etc/aliases in Unix where email
sent to an alias is simply redirected to an individual’s account. Non-administrative
users may not create their own aliases. Google Apps also supports the creation
of basic mailing lists. Ǥis again is akin to creating a simple mailing list with
/etc/aliases where there are no list management features. Users outside the
Google Apps domain may be added to mailing lists. Mailing lists may be used to
¹²What’s the diﬀerence between a Google Account and a Google Apps account? - Google Apps
Help http://www.google.com/support/a/bin/answer.py?answer=72709 (accessed January 20, 2010)
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create forwarding only email addresses that have no other services provisioned
if the administrator creates a mailing list with a single address that forwards to
an external address.
Google Apps added a group feature (separate from Google Groups) that allows
administrators to set a small number of policy options deﬁning access to the
mailing list. Ǥe group features does two things. First, the group feature de-
ﬁnes a simple set of roles—list owners, which are administrators for that par-
ticular group list and list members. Second, the group feature deﬁnes permis-
sions of whomaymail the group list. Ǥere are three preset levels of permis-
sions: (1) a team seǣing that restricts the list so only list members may email
the group; (2) a public seǣing where anyone maymail the group list, and (3) an
announcement seǣing where only administrators may email the list. Admin-
istrators of the Google Apps domain are always able to mail group lists in the
domains managed.
Google does not provide either domain name registration service or DNS ser-
vice. Google partners with eNom and GoDaddy for domain name registrations
and DNS, although users may choose other providers for both services. Users
with existing domain names must conﬁgure their own DNS for each of the
Google Apps services they would like to access. If a user registers a domain
name with a Google Apps partner at the same time as the account is created,
Google then provides an additional tab in the management interface. Ǥe tab is
somewhat confusing, it leads to a page that lists a URL to log into the partner as
well as the login and password information for the partner’s DNSmanagement
page. Ǥe administrator must then go and log into the partners site to manage
the DNS for their domain.
Users with an account in a Google Apps managed domain log in via a speciﬁc
service URL, such as the one for mail. Administrators log into the base URL
that presents themwith the administrator console page https://www.google.
com/a/domain.com/. Administrator logs will be presented with a “manage
this domain” link on the top right of every page for any of the Google Apps ser-
vices. If a non-administrator user logs in via the samemanagement URL they
will be presented with a general welcome page listing available services. By
default, URLs for Google Apps services take the form of http://sites.google.
com/a/domain.com. Administrators maymaintain a degree of control over
the their namespace by assigning a service speciﬁc machine CNAME in DNS.
URL for the services then take the form of http://mail.domain.com/ and http:
//docs.domain.com/. Ǥese mappings are accomplished with a DNS CNAME to
ghs.goole.com and a URL redirect from Google’s servers that is conﬁgurable by
the administrator.
Google’s domain registration partners pre-conﬁgure all DNS hostnames for
Google services, such as mail.domain.com, when the domain is registered. Ǥe
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DNS Service (SRV records) that allow Google Talk to work with the Google Apps
managed domain are the one type of DNS records not pre-conﬁgured. SRV
records are type of redirection that allows a administrators to present a canon-
ical hostname to delegate functionality to another server (Gulbrandsen et al.
2000). SRV records are similar to a Mail Exchanger record (MX record) used
with email servers where email sent to mail.university.edu could actually be
processed bymailhost1a.university.edu without requiring end users to know
about which servers are actually processing the messages (Klensin 2008). SRV
records have additional functionality such as load balancing which are not rel-
evant to this work. SRV records are complicated enough where it is likely few,
individual users aǣempt to conﬁgure them.
5.1.4 Google Groups
Google Groups is Google’s combined Usenet and email list service. Google ac-
quired the Usenet Archive, Deja News, in 2001 and used that data to launch the
ﬁrst iteration of Google Groups. By the end of 2001 Google had integrated other
Usenet archives dating back to 1981 and contains much of the earliest public
discussion on the Internet. ¹³ In 2004 Google launched Google Groups 2 and
added the ability to archive mailing lists to Groups. ¹⁴ Ǥe service is similar to
Yahoo! Groups (formerly eGroups) and was originally developed by several the
same programmers. Google Groups was also one of the ﬁrst services Google
oﬀered where it became useful for users to manage an identiﬁer, the email ad-
dress used for the mailing list subscription, with Google.
Both mailing lists and Usenet groups share a common namespace. Mailing lists
take the form listname@googlegroups.com, while Usenet groups take the form
of http://groups.google.com/group/listname. Users may be members of groups
without having a Google Account, however if a user wishes to manage their
Google Group subscription they must create a Google Account. Google Groups
allows individuals to subscribe to lists using any additional non-Gmail address
associated with a Google Account. Prior to the ability to aǣach additional non-
Gmail addresses to a Google Account, a user needed a separate Google Account
for each address they wished to manage in Google Groups. Since the feature
is new as of January 2008 and not well advertised, nearly all users will either
have Google Accounts for each address in Google Groups or the addresses will
be unmanaged.
Ǥe subscription address for Google groups appears to be stored independently
of the alternate non-Gmail email addresses. I created an independent non-
¹³20 Year Archive on Google Groups http://www.google.com/googlegroups/archive_announce_
20.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹⁴Google Groups AddsMailing Lists & Other Features, CompetesWith Yahoo! Groups http:
//searchenginewatch.com/3353411 (accessed January 20, 2010)
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Gmail Google Account in the form of newaddress@domain.com and changed
the email address to tempaddress@domain.com. I then added newaddress@
domain.com as a additional non-Gmail email address to a Google Account with
gmail newaddress@gmail.com. My Google Groups subscription for the in-
dependent Google Account newaddress@domain.comwas then aǣached to
my primary address still subscribed as newaddress@domain.com. Ǥe pro-
cess did result in the date that Google Groups that I had subscribed being reset
to the date I added the address as an alternate address. Google Groups Nick-
names—the name displayed on posts—are optional, they may be blank, and
may be set independently for each group. Ǥey are not required to be unique.
Ǥere does not appear to be a way to search for the nicknames.
5.1.5 Other Google Services
Google has numerous other services that make use of Google Account managed
identiﬁers and additional identiﬁers within that speciﬁc service. Ǥe additional
identiﬁers are typically the result of that serviced being acquired by Google,
but not yet merged into Google Accounts. Ǥemerging process is very resource
intensive both in terms of programmer resources and in particular in terms
of support resources. Users may object to the merge when it requires them to
change their username, particularly to one that they perceive as less desirable.
Google Talk is Google’s chat service similar to AOL Instant Messenger (AIM),
Yahoo! Messenger andMicrosoǍMessenger. Like the other services, there is
both an underlying real-timemessaging service as well as clients than can in-
teract with the service. Google Talk uses the standards-based Jabber/XMPP
protocol and allows connection via any Jabber Client. Google Talk uses Gmail
Google Account usernames for standard Google Accounts. Google makes use of
DNS SRV records for Google Apps managed domains so that those domains can
federate with Google and other Jabber servers. ¹⁵ When Google ﬁrst announced
that it was possible to use Google Talk without a Gmail address, many people
thought that they could use any address with Google Talk. What Google actu-
ally meant was that they would allow people to use any non-Gmail Google Ac-
count to create a Gmail username within Google Talk without an invitation.
People would still end up using Google Talk with a Gmail Google Account at the
end of the process.
Ǥere are three oﬃcial versions of the Google Talk client: a Windows only stan-
dalone application, an embedded rich web client (AJAX) within Gmail and a
ﬂash based client that can be launched from a page. Features vary slightly among
clients, for example, theWindows client can make voice calls and take voice-
¹⁵Enabling chat outside Google Apps http://www.google.com/support/a/bin/answer.py?hl=
en&answer=34143 (accessed January 20, 2010)
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mail and the Flash client can simultaneously show video to chaǣing users.
Ǥere is a fourth variation that is not a full Google Talk client called Chatback.
Google released this feature late in February 2008. ¹⁶ In a sense it is a stripped
down embedded AJAX client, the primary diﬀerence is that only the recipient
needs a Gmail Google Account, the sender does not need one. Eﬀectively, it is a
small chat gadget/widget that is conﬁgured to talk to a single person. Ǥis fea-
ture also works with Google Apps accounts.
Blogger the hosted weblog service began in 1999 as Pyra Labs and was pur-
chased by Google in 2003. Google migrated Blogger users to Google Accounts
with the redesign of Blogger in 2006. ¹⁷ Blogger still maintains portions of the
service that are not fully integrated into the wider Google namespace. Blog-
ger blogs are hosted on the blogspot.com domain by default, although users
can publish to other domains via a built in FTP client. Blogs may have multiple
authors, but each must have an independent Google Account. Blogs may also
be limited to readers that have been expressly granted permission to view the
blog. Here again, each user must have their own Google Account.
Users may transfer ownership of a blog by adding a second author and then
removing the original author. ¹⁸ Blogger usernames are the same as the Google
Account i.e. username@gmail.com and can only be changed if they are aǣached
to a non-Gmail Google account i.e username@domain.com. Blogger will accept
OpenID authentication for comments only.
YouTube is a video sharing service with social network features. Ǥe service
was created in 2005 and acquired by Google in 2006. According to ComScore’s
November 2009 search engine rankings, YouTube is secondmost popular search
engine, behind only Google’s primary search engine. ¹⁹ YouTube accounts have
not been completely integrated with Google Accounts and the process is still
confusing for end-users. Users may log into YouTube with a Google Account,
but are still prompted to create an independent YouTube Account that is then
linked to the Google Account. Once the accounts are linked, users may log in
with their Google Account and then YouTube will automatically authenticate
their independent YouTube login. Users that ﬁrst created YouTube accounts
via linked Google Accounts are directed to login via the standard Google Ac-
counts login box. It is still possible to create a YouTube account not linked to a
Google Account.
Google Voice (formerly GrandCentral) is a telephony-based service that of-
¹⁶Google Talkabout http://googletalk.blogspot.com/2008/02/google-talk-chatback.html (ac-
cessed January 20, 2010)
¹⁷Blogger Buzz: Ǥe New Version of Blogger http://buzz.blogger.com/2006/12/
new-version-of-blogger.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹⁸How do I move a blog between accounts? http://www.google.com/support/blogger/bin/
answer.py?hl=en&answer=41448 (accessed January 20, 2010)
¹⁹comScore Releases November 2009 US Search Engine Rankings http://www.comscore.com/
Press_Events/Press_Releases/2009/12/comScore_Releases_November_2009_U.S._Search_Engine_
Rankings (accessed January 20, 2010)
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fers call routing, forwarding and notiﬁcation for multiple phone numbers,
call screening, voicemail, automated voicemail transcription, and two way
SMS capabilities. Ǥemobile Google Voice application is capable of replacing
the phone dialer and voicemail functionality on somemobile devices such as
Android-based smartphones and Blackberries and is available as a web appli-
cation on others. Ǥe GrandCentral service launched in 2005 and was acquired
by Google in 2007. Originally the service required an invitation, however aǍer
the acquisition Google closed the service to new users. Google did not integrate
GrandCentral into it’s infrastructure, the service maintained an independent
authentication system, address book, and groups until it was formally closed
down in September of 2009. InMarch of 2009, Google released the rewriǣen
GrandCentral as Google Voice and began to take new requests for accounts
and all former GrandCentral users were required to migrate to the new ser-
vice. Google Voice is integrated with Google Accounts for authentication and
Google Contacts for address book and groups information. Google Voice is not
currently integrated with any other Google services. In Section 6.3 on page 104,
I explore the topic of managing multiple phone numbers in more detail.
FeedBurner is a service that provides management, customization, and hosting
for RSS and ATOM feeds. FeedBurner provides the ability to convert, optimize,
splice, recombine, republish, and host feeds on its own servers in addition to
providing analytics on the usage of the feeds. Ǥe service originally launched in
2004 and was purchased by Google in 2007. All FeedBurner feeds were located
in the feeds.feedburner.com/feedname namespace. Google began to transition
all new FeedBurner users to feedburner.google.com/feedname in 2009. Google
did not fully migrate FeedBurner accounts into Google Accounts until January
2009. Ǥemigration progress began with accounts linked to AdSense for Feeds
and eventually encompassed all accounts. All users were required to switch any
feed URLs and CNAMEs to the new namespace, although Google has said it will
maintain the feedburner.com domain indeﬁnitely.
FeedBurner supports hosting feeds on external domains through a feature it
calls MyBrand. Ǥe owner of the domain mydomain.comwould create a DNS
CNAME from the host feeds.mydomain.com to a machine at Google such as
195dazv2v.feedproxy.ghs.google.com to make it appear that feeds were hosted
onmydomain.com. ǤeMyBrand feature gives FeedBurner users the option to
stop using the Google service, while maintaining the hostname for the feed.
Google Analytics began as a hosted derivative of the Urchin web analytics soǍ-
ware. Ǥe Urchin SoǍware Corporation began in 1995 and Google purchased
it in 2005. Google began to provide a free version of Google Analytics in 2005.
Ǥe service received a major user interface redesign based on its 2006 acqui-
sition of theMeasuremap service from Adaptive Path. Google Accounts is the
only authentication method available and all contact information is provided
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via Google Accounts. Google Analytics supports multiple proﬁles, each proﬁle
may be aǣached to a particular domain, subdomain, or subsection of a web site.
Google Analytics does provide support for multiple users via permissions based
on two types of roles—an administrator role and a user role. Permissions for
each user can be assigned on a per-user basis. A user could be the administra-
tor of one domain and only allowed to view reports from another. Access con-
trol is based on proﬁles. All Google Analytics users must have a Google Account.
Google AdSense is Google’s system for users to display ads on their ownweb
sites and receive a portion of the proﬁts for the ads. Google AdWords is Google’s
system for users to buy ads that are displayed via AdSense on other sites. Both
systemsmigrated to Google Accounts over the last several years. Users of both
Gmail and non-Gmail Google Accounts may use both AdWords and Adsense.
Google AdSense has support for authentication to protected web sites to crawl
the sites for targeted ads. AdSense also supports restricting the display of ads
to certain sites. For example, users may exclude ads from competitors. Google
AdWords supports access for multiple users. Each user may be designated as
an administrator with the ability to purchase ads and change which ads are
displayed or a user whomay only view reports. Google AdWords also supports
swapping control of an AdWords account from one Google Account to another.
Essentially the AdWords account acts like an independent object that can sup-
port both swapping of one account for another and addition additional ac-
counts with varying access. Google also oﬀers a feature calledMy Client Cen-
ter (MCC) that is primarily used for ad agencies whomanage multiple AdWords
campaigns for multiple clients. ²⁰
Google Alertsmay be used with either Gmail Google accounts or non-Gmail
Google Accounts. In addition Google Alerts may be used with any email address
without a Google Account. However, a user will need to create a Google Ac-
count with that email address to manage (modify or delete) any existing alerts.
Google Alerts supports all secondary addresses a user may have managed by
Google Accounts. Each address may have independent Google Alerts sent to it.
Users may transfer Alerts between accounts. ²¹
Google Contacts API provides programmatic access to the address book in-
formation. ²² Ǥe API was released in 2008 is part of the standard GData API
suite that uses the AtomPub protocol. Ǥis contact information is shared across
services such as Gmail, Google Reader, and Google Calendar. All access to the
Contacts API must be authenticated. In addition to AuthSub and ClientLogin,
Google also provides delegated authentication via OAuth. Ǥe contacts API was
the ﬁrst service that Google provided access to via OAuth.
²⁰What is My Client Center? - AdWords Help http://adwords.google.com/support/aw/bin/
answer.py?hl=en&answer=7725 (accessed January 20, 2010)
²¹Google Alerts http://www.google.com/alerts (accessed January 20, 2010)
²²3. 2. 1. Contact. Ǥe API has landed http://googledataapis.blogspot.com/2008/03/
3-2-1-contact-api-has-landed.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
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Google Sites provides a simple way for individuals and groups to create web
pages or full web sites. Ǥe Google Sites service replaced the earlier Google
Page Creator service, also known as Google Pages, which was released in Febru-
ary of 2006 and then closed to new sign ups in August of 2008. ²³ ²⁴ Google dis-
continued the Page Creator service in June of 2009 and automatically migrated
all content to Google Sites. ²⁵
Ǥe Google Sites service is a descendant of the JotSpot service launched in 2004
as an enterprise wiki and application development platform. Google acquired
JotSpot in late 2006 and closed the service to new signups aǍer the acquisition.
JotSpot accounts and namespace were never integrated with Google Accounts
or any other Google service. JotSpot provided general ﬁle storage space in ad-
dition to the wiki and application building tools. Ǥe original service provided
both group and ACLs mechanisms.
In February 2008, Google relaunched JotSpot as Google Sites with a simpliﬁed
feature set. It did not include page-level ACLs, the ability to use the JotSpot ap-
plication and form development environment, or prebuilt applications. Google
oﬀered tools to both migrate JotSpot sites to Google Sites as well as to export
entire JotSpot site as XML or HTML. It did not oﬀer the ability to migrate fam-
ily or reunion sites, a form of social networks within JotSpot. ²⁶ Ǥe JotSpot ser-
vice was decommissioned in January 2009. Google Sites was originally only
open to Google Apps Accounts, but was later extended to all accounts.
Ǥe Google PicasaWeb photo sharing service supports additional usernames
called Gallery Names, which are currently only available within PicasaWeb.
Ǥey are unique and cannot be deleted or changed. If the account is deleted the
additional usernames are like Gmail addresses and are not recycled if the entire
account is deleted. Ǥe additional username cannot be used as a login. If the
user signed up for Picasa with a non-Gmail Google account, they will be able to
use their Picasa username as their Gmail username. ²⁷ ²⁸
Jaiku is a microblogging (typically very short blog entries) and social network
aggregator service that began in 2006. Google acquired the service in 2007 and
stopped accepting open registrations, although existing users could invite new
users. Ǥe service never relaunched as an oﬃcial Google product with inte-
grated with Google Accounts or any other Google service. Ǥe primary Jaiku
²³Google Press Center: News Announcement http://www.google.com/intl/en/press/annc/
pagecreator.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
²⁴Google Page Creator to Be Closed http://googlesystem.blogspot.com/2008/08/
google-page-creator-to-be-closed.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
²⁵Google Page Creator Migration Info http://googlesystem.blogspot.com/2009/04/
google-page-creator-migration-info.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
²⁶About (JotSpot Content Migration) http://sites.google.com/site/jotmigration/ (accessed Jan-
uary 20, 2010)
²⁷Alternate : About Usernames - Accounts Help http://www.google.com/support/accounts/bin/
answer.py?hl=en&answer=70206 (accessed January 20, 2010)
²⁸Public gallery URL : Album Privacy - Picasa Help http://picasa.google.com/support/bin/
answer.py?answer=39510 (accessed January 20, 2010)
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client is for Symbian Series 60 mobile phones, although there is also a web
front end, several unoﬃcial mobile clients and desktop applications built us-
ing the Jaiku API. Ǥere is no support for multiple email addresses or a proﬁle
other than a list of external feeds, friends, and followers. Ǥe social network
is asymmetric and has two link types (1) friends, which are outbound links; (2)
followers, which are inbound links. Links only need to be approved if a feed is
private. Links can be removed, but there is no option to block links.
In April of 2008, the Jaiku team announced that the service would be migrated
to the Google App Engine platform. ²⁹ In August of 2008, Google completed the
migration, but the service was not oﬃcially relaunched or opened for general
invitations. ³⁰ In January 2009, Google announced that Jaiku would be formally
shut down along with Dodgeball, but that the source code would be released so
that the service could be maintained by the community on the Google App En-
gine platform. ³¹ In March of 2009, the migration was complete and the service
relaunched as JaikuEngine, the service was reopened for signups and an oﬃcial
API was made available. Ǥere were twomajor features removed, the ability to
aggregate feeds fromweblogs and other social network services and the ability
to send updates to international users via SMS. ³²
Dodgeball—an early mobile social networking service—launched in 2000.
Google purchased the service in 2005, but made few improvements to the ser-
vice aǍer the acquisition aside from integrating Google Accounts and adding
additional cities in major urban areas. Ǥe service only integrated Google Ac-
counts for authentication. All proﬁle information in Dodgeball, including the
primary email address, was separate from Google Accounts. If a user logged
into Dodgeball with a Google Account then that Google Account became their
username displayed by the service, although the email address used by the ser-
vice was independent. Dodgeball only supported a single email address and
mobile phone number at a time. Dodgeball maintained support for original
Dodgeball accounts, which were never migrated to Google Accounts.
Dodgeball supported proﬁles and social networking features. Ǥe Dodgeball
social network was a relatively standard social network with bi-directional
friend links. Ǥe primary original diﬀerentiator was that users would log into
the service and provide their location. Ǥe service would then inform them of
any friends who where also logged in about in a nearby location and vice versa
within a 10 block radius. Dodgeball also provided early support for sending im-
ages to friends throughMMS and later through email. Ǥe primary method of
²⁹Wroom - we’re moving to Google App Engine http://jaikido.blogspot.com/2008/04/
wroom-were-moving-to-google-app-engine.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
³⁰Jaiku is NOW on the Google App Engine | jaiku invites http://jaikuinvites.com/
jaiku-is-now-on-the-google-app-engine/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
³¹Changes for Jaiku and Farewell to Dodgeball andMashup Editor http://googlecode.blogspot.
com/2009/01/changes-for-jaiku-and-farewell-to.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
³²Jaiku is becoming JaikuEngine http://jaikido.blogspot.com/2009/03/
jaiku-is-becoming-jaikuengine.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
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interacting with the service is either via SMS or email on a mobile phone. Ǥe
service supported deleting users and blocking users who were not explicitly
listed as friends. Ǥe service supported unidirectional crush links. Ǥe system
would inform users that a crush was in a ten block radius and provide the crush
with their precise location. Dodgeball was decommissioned inMarch of 2009. ³³
5.2 Yahoo! Accounts
Yahoo! Accounts refers to the username as theMember ID, which is globally
unique for each of Yahoo’s domains that for accounts. Member ID’s are not
unique across domains/properties. ǤeMember ID that created the account
is referred to as the Account Owner and is also called the master account. Ya-
hoo! Member IDs may not be changed. All Yahoo! ID logins are done over an
SSL encrypted session.
Each Yahoo! ISP master account can be used to create up to 10 sub-Accounts.
Each account has a unique Yahoo! email address with its own storage quota.
Sub-accounts have three states: active, suspended, and deleted. Sub-accounts
may be suspended. Amaster account may have up to ten suspended sub-accounts
in addition to the 10 sub-accounts. Suspended sub-accounts are deleted aǍer
being inactive for ninty days. DeletedMember IDs of any type are not recycled.
Yahoo! Accounts may also have up to 6 aliases (some parts of the documenta-
tion say 5), which are alternate public proﬁles that have a unique identiﬁer.
Aliases may be used in Yahoo! Messenger, Yahoo! Mail, and Yahoo! Chatrooms.
Users may put in diﬀerent display names and other characteristics to be dis-
played in the proﬁle as well as diﬀerent privacy seǣings and instant messenger
status. Diﬀerent aliases/proﬁles may be used with diﬀerent Yahoo! properties.
Proﬁles may also be added to the public member directory. Aliases/proﬁles
have the same unique namespace constraints, but may be deleted and reused
by the same account or another account. If too many failed login aǣempts occur
on a Yahoo! ID, then the account is temporarily locked for 12 hours. Ǥe pass-
word reset mechanism can only be used aǍer this 12 hour period has ended. ³⁴
“Sign-in seals” are a Yahoo! security feature where the user selects a custom
image which is displayed in the oﬃcial Yahoo! login box which would protect
the user from phishing. Ǥe image will display each time the user logs in with
a computer containing the cookie for the seal. Yahoo! suggests that seals only
be used on personal computers that are not shared. Overall sign-in seals are
³³Changes for Jaiku and Farewell to Dodgeball andMashup Editor http://googlecode.blogspot.
com/2009/01/changes-for-jaiku-and-farewell-to.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
³⁴Why is my account locked for security reasons? | Yahoo! Security Center Help http://help.
yahoo.com/l/us/yahoo/security/account_security/account_security-110319.html (accessed January
24, 2010)
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similar to Bank of America SiteKey, except that users are encouraged to upload
their own images. Schechter et al. analyze the weakness of these image-based
strategies in “Ǥe Emperor’s New Security Indicators” (Schechter et al. 2007).
Ǥe Yahoo! Security Key is a second level password, which could be considered
a second factor, which is used with a limited number of sites that are directly
tied to ﬁnancial transactions such as Yahoo! Wallet. Logins with the security
key last one hour before they need to be re-authenticated, although the time
length can be set in the preferences. Ǥis feature is alternatively described as a
key, a PIN, and a password, but aside from being an additional factor it has the
same constraints as the default Yahoo! password mechanism. Ǥe Security Key
is optional for users who do not need Yahoo! Wallet, Account Access, or BillPay.
In addition to the extra password the Security Key also has a challenge question
(and email, zip, and country) to assist in recovery of the Security Key. Ǥere is
an option to “forget security key” which allows the user to answer the challenge
information and receive a one time use security key to log in. If a security key
needs to be reset, the user is given ﬁve chances to match the personal informa-
tion, if all ﬁve are incorrect, the account is locked andmust be unlocked by a
customer service representative.
Yahoo! launched its Browser-Based Authentication (BBAuth) late in 2006.
Ǥe service oﬀers single sign-on (SSO) similar to Google’s AuthSub as well as
some delegate web service authentication similar to OAuth or Flickr Auth. De-
velopers must register with Yahoo! to use BBAuth and have their application
speciﬁcally approved. Developers must specify which applications they wish
to use with the web service application. Each Yahoo! service chooses whether
or not to allow access via BBAuth. BBAuth can be implemented with a minimal
amount of code. Like many of the other external SSO services, BBAuth requires
a redirect to Yahoo! Page for authentication. Interestingly, the ﬁrst applications
to use BBAth were the Yahoo! Mail API, which has not caught on and Yahoo!
Photos, which was deprecated and replaced by Flickr. ³⁵
Yahoo! oﬀers OpenID support as an OpenID provider. Both yahoo.com and
Flickr are supported by Yahoo!’s OpenID provider. Ǥe Yahoo! provider allows
users to log into OpenID enabled sites with their standard Yahoo! account or
their Flickr photostream URL. Yahoo! says they support OpenID identiﬁer re-
cycling by following the OpenID 2.0 speciﬁcations requirement that identiﬁers
have fragments appended to them to allow the base identiﬁer to be recycled.
In Yahoo’s case this could only apply to aliases of Yahoo! MemberID’s as Yahoo!
MemberID’s are not recycled. In addition, Yahoo! supports OpenID 2.0 Directed
Identities, although they seem to be only using it for simplifying the login pro-
cess rather than for generating multiple potential identities, or proving own-
³⁵Browser-Based Authentication (BBAuth) - YDN http://developer.yahoo.com/auth/ (accessed
January 20, 2010)
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ership of a URL. Directed identities can simplify the login process by allowing
users to put yahoo.com into the login box rather than a full URL. ³⁶ ³⁷
Yahoo! OpenIDs are generated from an initial long alphanumeric string. Users
may create additional short custom names or aliases in the form of https://
me.yahoo.com/username, http://www.flickr.com/photos/username, http:
//www.mybloglog.com/buzz/members/username. Ǥe namespaces are re-
stricted to the default service namespaces and do not create a new namespace.
Yahoo! implements some additional security mechanisms and restrictions on
OpenID Relying Parties. Yahoo! will only accept RP delegation from domains
on HTTP ports 80 and 443, they SSL port. Yahoo! will only accept delegation
from hosts that resolve in DNS (no IP address only delegation). Yahoo! aǣempts
to use YADIS to verify the OpenID Relying Party and endpoints and they are
unable to verify either they provider the user with a warning the site is un-
veriﬁed. Yahoo! Site-Seals are also used with OpenIDs. Yahoo’s opinion is that
OpenID Relying Parties should not use OpenID for transactions involving ﬁnan-
cial or particularly sensitive information. Ǥey enforce this recommendation
with the OpenID Provider Authentication Policy Extension (PAPE) that returns
a NIST value 0 upon authentication signifying that authentication did not meet
the basic security assurance level. ³⁸
Yahoo! Mail originated with the 1997 acquisition of Four11’s Rocketmail ser-
vice. Ǥe current incarnation of Yahoo! Mail, previously known as Yahoo! Mail
Beta, is derived the 2004 acquisition of Oddpost, an early webmail, POP, and
IMAP service. Ǥe Oddpost web interface emulated Outlook’s 3-pane UI, of-
fered drag and drop functionality for messages, and only worked with Internet
Explorer. Yahoo! has deprecated all of the Oddpost servers, but Oddpost cus-
tomers whomaintained accounts through the acquisition were allowed to keep
their oddpost.com email addresses. Yahoo! also purchased StataLabs for their
Bloomba email client and SAProxy and anti-spam product based on SpamAs-
sassin. Bloomba was interesting as it was built around a ﬂexible and fast full
text indexed database. It was early to support the idea of using queries or tags
as folders, rather than standard folders, much like Gmail is known for today,
it was also early to support RSS. Yahoo! licensed the StataLabs technologies to
Corel in 2005 and the product is now known asWordPerfect Mail.
Ǥe Yahoo! Mail API released late in 2006, allows programmatic access to the
Yahoo! Mail service. Ǥe service has a SOAP-based API and requires BBAuth
for authentication, OpenID and OAuth are not currently supported. Ǥe API
functionality is split into two groups, one for non-premium users mail and one
³⁶Yahoo! OpenID Provider service now available as a public beta (Yahoo! Developer Network
Blog) http://developer.yahoo.net/blog/archives/2008/01/yahoo-openid-beta.html (accessed Jan-
uary 20, 2010)
³⁷Yahoo! OpenID (beta) http://openid.yahoo.com/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
³⁸Yahoo! OpenID - YDN http://developer.yahoo.com/openid/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
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for premium/Yahoo! Mail Plus accounts. ³⁹ API-based access to non-premium
Yahoo! mail does not provide the ability to read full messages (only previews),
compose messages, or search messages. Ǥe non-premiummail API does allow
users to fetch mail from external accounts. Despite being launched to much
fanfare and Yahoo! oﬀering $10 for each Yahoo! Mail referral signup to develop-
ers, the API has seen very liǣle external use. Ǥere are only eight applications
listed in the Yahoo! Mail API gallery and several of those were created by Ya-
hoo! employees at Yahoo! Hack Day. Four causes seem likely: (1) restrictions on
use that disallow creating alternatives to the oﬃcial interface, (2) the SOAP API
signiﬁcantly increases complexity, and (3) that few Yahoo! Mail account hold-
ers have premium accounts and (4) the API does not allow reading or creating
messages on non-premium accounts the utility is limited.
Yahoo! purchased Zimbra late in 2007. Ǥemain product from Zimbra is the
Zimbra Collaboration Suite, which is a competitor to MicrosoǍ Exchange. Ǥe
base portion of the server is open source, but many of the extensions (such as
the Outlook Connector which provides MAPI synchronization and GAL access,
and Apple iSync synchronization) are not open source. Zimbra itself is built on
a large number of existing open source projects. Zimbra also products an AJAX
web client as well as clients forWindowsMobile, Symbian, and other J2ME
phones. Zimbra is not directly integrated with any of Yahoo!’s services and
eﬀectively oﬀers services that compete with Yahoo! Mail, Yahoo! Messenger,
Yahoo! Calendar, Yahoo! Reader, Yahoo! Widgets. Zimbra users with Yahoo!
Mail Plus accounts may use POP or IMAP. Zimbra does not currently support
Yahoo! Accounts, Yahoo! BBAuth, or OpenID. Late in 2007 Zimbra announced
a major deal with Comcast, although Comcast has not yet released any Zimbra
based products for its users. Yahoo! sold Zimbra to VMWare in January 2010. ⁴⁰
Ǥe Flickr photo sharing service launched from Ludicorp in February 2004.
Yahoo! acquired Ludicorp and the Flickr service inMarch 2005. Flickr was seen
as innovative and was oǍen references as a classic example of Web 2.0 features
such as tags, groups, favorites, and comments in addition to providing an open
and authenticated API to access content. Ǥe Flickr team has been inﬂuential
within Yahoo! Yahoo! shuǣered its own Yahoo! Photos service in September
2007 in Favor of Flickr. Yahoo! began to oﬀer migration services to Flickr and
other services in July 2007. Prior to April 1st sub-accounts would also be eligible
for Flickr Pro accounts, but this is no longer the case.
Flickr allowed users to create personal URLs for their photos soon aǍer launch
in April 2004. Flickr does not allow a user to change a personal URL once it has
been set. Ǥis URLmay or may not overlap with an existing Yahoo! ID. Flickr
³⁹Yahoo! Mail Web Service - YDN http://developer.yahoo.com/mail/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁴⁰VMware to acquire Zimbra http://blogs.vmware.com/console/2010/01/
vmware-to-acquire-zimbra.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
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URLs take form of http://flickr.com/photos/yourname. ⁴¹ Users were allowed
to keep their original Flickr usernames, so an individual’s Flickr ID may be dif-
ferent than their Yahoo! ID!. In addition to the functionality to merge Flickr
accounts with Yahoo! IDs Flicker users could transfer their Flickr account to
another Yahoo! ID. If a user has multiple Flickr accounts each one must be tied
to a separate Yahoo! ID. Ǥe Flickr Authentication API is an independently de-
veloped authentication API similar to Yahoo! BBAUth, and Google’s AuthSub.
While the API is described as a authentication API, like the others, it also does
some authorization, but does not distinguish between the two.
Flickr released a guest pass feature in November 2006 that allows non-Flickr
members to viewmembers only photos. It is a nonce—“number used once”—in
the form of a unique URL that is applied to sets that can be sent to users indi-
vidually or to the Flickr account owner to distribute in another fashion (Need-
ham and Schroeder 1978). Ǥe Flickr guest pass interface shows the number of
total views for each guest pass and allows guest passes to be expired. ⁴² ⁴³
Previously SBC/AT&T/Yahoo! DSL plans included a free Flickr Pro account, but
required the individual to register with AT&T Yahoo! login to use the free Pro
account. It was possible transfer a non-pro account and have it converted into
a pro account. ⁴⁴ In terms of namespaces, the problem is that the user must at-
tach the Flickr account they wish to designate as the pro account to the user
ID of SBC/AT&T DSL account to qualify, even if it is not the user’s primary ac-
count. Ǥis means that a user who wanted to take advantage of the free Flickr
Pro upgrade might have to sign into Flickr with one Yahoo! ID and the rest of
their Yahoo! services with another. Ǥis causes confusion an there are many
postings on the support forums about this problem. For example, the thread
One Pro Account—multiple ﬂickr accounts. ⁴⁵
Yahoo! Fire Eagle is a location-based service that provides an API for develop-
ers to create application that both respond to and can update a user’s location
based onmultiple external inputs. Fire Eagle uses OAuth for authentication
and authorization. Each application or service that makes use of the Fire Eagle
API must be authenticated via OAuth. ⁴⁶
Ǥe current Yahoo! Groupswas the result of the acquisition of eGroups in June
of 2000, a prior version of Yahoo! Groups began in 1998. eGroups originally be-
gan as searchable archive of mailing lists and Usenet groups and later gained
⁴¹6 April, 2004 « Flickr Blog http://blog.flickr.net/en/2004/04/06/news-2004-4-06/ (accessed
January 20, 2010)
⁴²Triple Treat « Flickr Blog http://blog.flickr.net/en/2006/11/20/triple-treat/ (accessed January
20, 2010)
⁴³Flickr: Help: Guest Pass http://www.flickr.com/help/guestpass/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁴⁴Moving an existing Flickr account to new AT&T DSL pro account http://www.flickr.com/help/
forum/en-us/60941/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁴⁵One Pro Account – multiple ﬂickr accounts http://www.flickr.com/help/forum/en-us/
57403/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁴⁶Fire Eagle http://fireeagle.yahoo.net/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
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the ability to post messages and create lists as well. Ǥe eGroups service launched
in January 1997, in April of 2000 eGroups merged with ONEList another large
mailing list archiving service. Yahoo! migrated eGroups users to Yahoo! Ac-
counts during relaunch of Yahoo! Groups as a result of the acquisition. In ad-
dition to the email and usenet functionality, Yahoo! Groups includes a shared
calendar, ﬁle storage, polls, a spreadsheet like database, photo albums, and a
directory of links. Many of the features such as calendars and photo albums,
overlap with other Yahoo! properties.
Delicious, originally http://del.icio.us/, Yahoo!’s social bookmarking service
oﬀers a limited form of social networking called “networks” which allow users
to link to Delicious IDs share bookmarks. Yahoo! acquired the service in 2005,
but it only became integrated with Yahoo! Accounts in October 2009 when it
also added support for OAuth. ⁴⁷ Before this time, there was no Yahoo! brand-
ing and almost no mention of Yahoo! at all on the site. Once a user has migrated
a Delicious account to a Yahoo! account, the old username is no longer usable
for login purposes, but users may still connect to one another with the origi-
nal username and the original username is still used to refer to the individuals
public URL http://delicious.com/username/ on the service.
5.3 Single Sign-On: Beneﬁts and Risks
Interviewees described the cognitive and information management overhead of
maintaining multiple identiﬁers. Services commonly require a registration or
signup process where individuals select a username and password combination
and possibly provide personal information to create a new account. Individ-
uals whomust regularly sign into many sites experience a phenomena called
password fatigue. Florencio and Herley’s research found that users had an av-
erage of about seven passwords, entered an average of eight passwords per day,
and have approximately twenty-ﬁve accounts overall. One way people reduce
the cognitive overhead is to reuse passwords. Florencio and Herley found each
password was reused for about six accounts. (Florêncio and Herley 2007).
Single sign-on (SSO) is a type of access control where a single set of creden-
tials allow access to multiple systems. SSO systems are common in corpora-
tions, government, and large organizations. Single sign-on systems are gen-
erally highly centralized, very secure, and highly available as disruptions to
SSO systems can result in large numbers of people being unable to access any
system. SSO systems are constructed from authentication systems, directories
services, and use a variety of protocols. For example, Kerberos is an authentica-
tion protocol that is used across many SSO systems and is available on all major
⁴⁷delicious blog » Delicious is now about Y!ou too http://blog.delicious.com/blog/2009/10/
delicious-is-now-about-you-too.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
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platforms. One frequently desired characteristic of SSO systems is federation,
which allows one organization’s SSO infrastructure to accept authentication
from another organizations infrastructure. SAML is commonly used in new
enterprise SSO systems for uses such as allowing clients and suppliers to log
into each others systems for inventory control. Shibboleth is compatible with
SAML and is used bymany higher education institution to control access to re-
sources such as journal subscriptions hosted on publishers infrastructure.
One major risk of SSO systems is that a compromised account can provide an
aǣacker with access to multiple systems. In some ways, this is only incremen-
tally worse existing practice as individuals typically use a limited number of
passwords across all systems and it is common for services to use an email ad-
dress as the username. Ǥis makes SSO systems an aǣractive target as only the
provider with the weakest security must be compromised.
Another risk in single sign-on systems, is that they are a single point of failure.
While most mainstream consumer services have very high reliability overall,
there have been recent high proﬁle failures from services such as Google and
MicrosoǍ. ⁴⁸ ⁴⁹
5.4 OpenID Authentication
OpenID is an authentication framework that has becomemainstream internet-
scale single sign-on option. OpenID allows individuals to use a single set of
credentials across every service that accepts OpenIDs for authentication. ⁵⁰
OpenID identiﬁers are URLs such as http://username.openidprovider.com.
Ǥe system is technically decentralized meaning that there is no single au-
thoritative component, company, or service that controls or owns the OpenID
infrastructure. Ǥere is also not a single point of failure for the system as a
whole. OpenID is oǍen referred to as a user-centric identity management sys-
temmeaning that the user controls the identiﬁer. However as I will discuss
later, the amount of control may be relative to the amount of control the user
has over the domain name or service of the OpenID URL. Users maymaintain
multiple OpenIDs and OpenIDs may be delegated. For example, an individ-
ual may wish to use their own domain as an OpenID provider. Ǥe problem is
that this requires additional knowledge to run the OpenID server as well as the
overhead of maintaining and securing the server.
⁴⁸Gmail Down; Outage Could Last 36 Hours for Some People http://www.pcworld.com/
businesscenter/article/161024/gmail_down_outage_could_last_36_hours_for_some_people.
html (accessed April 06, 2010)
⁴⁹Short outage, now resolved - InsideWindows Live -ǤeWindows Blog http://
windowsteamblog.com/blogs/windowslive/archive/2010/02/16/short-outage-now-resolved.
aspx (accessed April 06, 2010)
⁵⁰OpenID Foundation website http://openid.net/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
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OpenID was originally developed 2005 as an authentication protocol for Six
Apart’s LiveJournal service. A major revision of the protocol, OpenID 2.0, was
released in 2007. OpenID has many similarities to Yahoo! BBAuth and Google
AuthSub. Ǥe functionality of OpenID overlaps with a host of other frame-
works, protocols, systems, and standards such as SAML from the Liberty Al-
liance and theWS-* services from IBM,MicrosoǍ Active Directory authentica-
tion, LDAP-based authentication, Kerberos, and RADIUS.
Most large web-based service providers such as AOL, Google, MicrosoǍ, MyS-
pace and Yahoo! have integrated at least limited support for OpenID. Ǥema-
jority of large OpenID enable sites are OpenID Providers (OPs) meaning they of-
fer an authentication mechanism that other sites may choose to accept. Ǥema-
jority of smaller OpenID enabled sites are OpenID Relying Parties (RPs) mean-
ing they accept authentication from OpenID Providers. To date most OpenID
Providers authenticate for other services, but do not accept outside OpenID
authentication themselves. In this regard OpenID has led to more centraliza-
tion of identiﬁers as a small number of OpenID Providers serve a large num-
ber of OpenID Relying Parties. Ǥere is signiﬁcant beneﬁt for smaller sites to
accept OpenID authentications as they do not have to build or maintain their
own account systems and issues of namespace management are oﬄoaded to the
OpenID Provider.
Ǥere are two straightforward solutions to OpenID delegation, both of which
require some technical facilities. Ǥe ﬁrst andmost common requires insert-
ing a block of HTML containing the delegation commands on a web page of on
the site the site being delegated to the OpenID Provider. Ǥe second requires
adding an additional DNS CNAME for a host on the site that is being delegated
to the OpenID Provider.
Ǥe following example would allow and individual with the domain of mydo-
main.com to use their domain as an OpenID while delegating authorization re-
quests to theMyOpenID OpenID Provider service. [ﬁgure][1][5]5.1 shows the
HTML block that must be inserted in the header section of the web page for
the domain that will be delegated. Ǥe delegation could also be accomplished
if the owner of mydomain.com created a DNS CNAME record from openid.
mydomain.com to www.myopenid.com.
5.5 OAuth and Delegated Authorization
Authentication is the process where a person, program, or a computer presents
a series of credentials, such as a username and a password, and those creden-
tials are veriﬁed against an authoritative source. If all the credentials verify
correctly, then the system considers the identity veriﬁed. Ǥe authorization
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<link rel="openid.server"
href="http://www.myopenid.com/server" />
<link rel="openid.delegate"
href="http://youraccount.myopenid.com/" />
<link rel="openid2.local_id"
href="http://youraccount.myopenid.com" />
<link rel="openid2.provider"
href="http://www.myopenid.com/server" />
<meta http-equiv="X-XRDS-Location"
content="http://www.myopenid.com/xrds
?username=youraccount.myopenid.com" />
Figure 5.1: Example of OpenID Delegation with theMyOpenID service
mechanism determines which resources approve access to by a veriﬁed iden-
tity. Ǥe authorization process could determine whether or not an authenti-
cated identity is permiǣed to access their own salary information in the HR
database or the salary information of everyone in the company. OǍen descrip-
tions of authentication and authorization are conﬂated. Ǥe twomechanisms
are frequently interconnected, but the distinction is important.
Before the advent of widespread delegated authorization, there were fewways
to share contacts across consumer services aside from simply asking the user
to enter their credentials from other services to access resources on that ser-
vice. Ǥis technique is problematic for the following reasons: Ǥe processes
is typically insecure. An individual typically had to enter credentials over an
insecure connection, even if the original service provider had a secure login
method by default. Ǥe action is irrevocable. Once the user provided creden-
tials for the ﬁrst service, there was no mechanism to prevent the second service
from caching and reusing those credentials at a later date. Ǥe only solution
was change the password on the ﬁrst service.
Ǥe actions are unlimited in scopeǤere was no mechanism for the user to
discover if the service would extract additional data beyond what the user
requested or prevent it from doing so. Ǥe actions provide poor behavioral
training. Ǥis practice makes the user accustomed to entering credentials in
locations other than ones provided by the vendor without the normal secu-
rity protections. Finally, the actions reduce privacy. Individuals must provide
identity-based credentials to allow the second service to extract the data.
OAuth is a mechanism for services and applications securely share data and ac-
cess to resources. ⁵¹ Eran Hammer-Lahav, an author of the OAuth speciﬁcation,
likens OAuth to a valet key used in luxury cars. Ǥe valet key allows someone
⁵¹OAuth—An open protocol to allow secure API authorization in a simple and standard method
from desktop and web applications. http://oauth.net/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
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to park the car, but not necessarily to access the trunk or other car electronics,
such as the integrated mobile phone address book. Online address books for
Webmail and lists of contacts in social network services are common types of
data wemight wish to share across services.
OAuth is a simple standard for one service to provide access to resources such
as contacts, photos, or other data to another service or application. Users can
revoke access at any time and do not have to reveal their credentials, only a po-
tentially anonymous token, to the requesting service or application. Access
is granular—providing the requesting service access the user’s address book
does not also give that same service the ability to post the user’s blog or view
the user’s advertising revenue. What this means is that Web-based services and
applications now have a potential way to solve the problem of Alice exporting
her contacts from one service to another in a way that is secure, revocable, lim-
ited in scope, more private, and encourages good user behavior. OAuth does not
aǣempt to solve other problems that can arise such as privacy policy manage-
ment, data duplication, and data skew.
Ǥe OAuth speciﬁcation protocol design is an amalgam of its predecessors in-
cluding Flickr Auth, Yahoo’s BBAuth, Google’s AuthSub, and AOL OpenAuth.
Each of these services has publicly stated plans to switch to OAuth. While many
systems combine authentication and authorization, the current design of OAuth
assumes that authentication is handled by another mechanism. While OpenID
focuses on authentication, OAuth focuses on authorization.
5.6 Future Developments for OpenID and OAuth
Both OpenID and OAuth are still rapidly evolving. Ǥere is a signiﬁcant amount
of work going to improve the user experience for both protocols. One major fo-
cus is to reduce the amount of confusion in the redirection from the site where
the user is logging in to the site that handles the authentication. For example,
a user who wanted to authenticate via a Google Accounts-based OpenID to post
a blog comment would be temporarily redirected away from the blog comment
system to Google’s authentication system on another domain before being redi-
rected back to the blog.
Ǥis redirection can be both jarring and confusing to users. It is also a potential
vector for phishing aǣempts as aǣackers create legitimate looking authenti-
cation sites for major OpenID or OAuth providers. Ǥe phishers can then use
techniques like Cross Site Scripting (XSS) aǣacks to change the redirection
from a legitimate provider to an illegitimate one. Research has continually
shown that many individuals will not notice that the redirect is illegitimate and
would then enter their credentials into the site. Phishing was originally consid-
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ered out of scope for the OpenID protocol, but never revisions have emphasized
making the protocol more secure and resistant to phishing.
Finally the OpenID protocol is being extended to include an OAuth authoriza-
tion request along with the OpenID authentication request for services that
oﬀer both protocols. Ǥis work is called the OpenID and OAuth Hybrid Exten-
sion takes multiple steps that are each potentially confusing to the individual
and combines them into a single step. ⁵² ⁵³
⁵²Oﬃcial Google Data APIs Blog: Bringing OpenID and OAuth Together http://googledataapis.
blogspot.com/2009/01/bringing-openid-and-oauth-together.html (accessed April 07, 2010)
⁵³OpenIDWiki / OpenID and OAuth Hybrid Extension http://wiki.openid.net/
OpenID-and-OAuth-Hybrid-Extension (accessed April 07, 2010)
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Chapter 6
Discussion
6.1 Design Implications
As the number of services requiring identiﬁers increase, people ﬁnd them-
selves with ever increasing numbers of identiﬁers to manage. Ǥe resulting
increase in cognitive andmanagement overhead results in behavioral and in-
frastructure changes. I will focus on the implications of identiﬁer proliferation
for the interaction between the applications people use, their identiﬁers, and
their behaviors.
Social factors are essential to deﬁning technical requirements and there is con-
stant interaction between the social, policy, and technical realms for users.
Ǥis study increases our understanding of these complex interactions. Mes-
saging systems with a global reach are complex so there is no single best solu-
tion for all situations as there are compromises necessary to balance all three
factors. Ǥerefore, wemust be able to evaluate the systems, users, soǍware,
hardware, networks, standards and other actors as a whole.
6.2 Address BooksMediate Identity
Ǥere are natural temporal and geographic components with addressing as in-
dividuals send email to diﬀerent addressees depending on the time of day and
location of the recipient. For example, individuals more frequently mail busi-
ness contacts using their work email systemwhile at work andmore frequently
mail personal contacts from home using their personal email provider. Inter-
viewees reported that they typically maintained separate address books for
each independent email application or webmail service. Address book syncing
is diﬃcult and problematic, and only a few interviewees reported synchroniz-
ing address books between applications, services or mobile devices.
Many clients now provide functionality to store multiple identiﬁers such as
email addresses, instant messenger usernames, and phone numbers. Figure 6.1
on the following page is an example of storing multiple identiﬁers in the ad-
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Figure 6.1: An address book entry with
multiple types of identiﬁers
Figure 6.2: Using address book data in
other applications
dress book. Ǥere is no simple mechanism to use multiple identities for organi-
zation or retrieval in most email clients.
Authority control is a common solution for mapping multiple entries into one
entry for retrieval (Lancaster 1986). Authority control could be a beneﬁt to
users if it were available as a feature in email clients. Individuals could have
canonical entries containing multiple variations with names and addresses au-
tomatically constructed from the address book.
Typically, it is less complicated to receive email messages frommultiple ac-
counts than it is to send email messages frommultiple accounts. Ǥere are two
mechanisms which allow users to send frommultiple email addresses that ap-
pear to work the same way in the user interface, but are handled in a substan-
tially diﬀerent manner with respect to the underlying protocols and standards.
Ǥe diﬀerences between these twomechanisms can result in diﬃculties that
users do not have a model to understand.
Ǥe ﬁrst mechanism, allows an individual to conﬁgure multiple separate and
independent accounts within the email application. For example, if an individ-
ual has two email accounts ﬁrst.last@company.com and ﬁrst.last@college.edu,
the individual could conﬁgure both accounts in the email client and would typ-
ically see two email hierarchies for email received. See ﬁg. 6.3 on the next page
for an example of such a conﬁguration and ﬁg. 6.5 on page 103 for the client in-
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terface view In this case, the individual would have provided credentials for
both the sending and receiving protocols for each account. Typically in this
scenario, when an individual sends an email message, the application defaults
the outbound “From:” to the account that the user is currently viewing. Ǥere-
fore, if a user responded to an email sent to the company.com address, the com-
pany.com address would be used for the reply, if an individual responded to
an email sent to the college.edu address, then the college.edu address would be
used for the reply. However, if the individual has an additional email address
that is forwarded to one of the conﬁgured email address, the application would
fail to match the forwarded address to one of the conﬁgured address and will
then select the address that is considered default. Ǥis behavior may be unde-
sirable. In this case, the user is also able to manually select either account for
sending messages. See ﬁg. 6.4 on the next page for an example.
Figure 6.3: Conﬁguring multiple email addresses in Apple Mail
With the secondmechanism, the individual would conﬁgure one account for
both sending and receiving, but would add additional addresses for sending
without the associated account information. Ǥe application would set the
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Figure 6.4: Multiple email address support in Apple Mail
Figure 6.5: Apple Mail view of multiple email account inbox hierarchies
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“From:” header in the email message based on a predeﬁned list of outgoing
email addresses. Essentially the individual is conﬁguring the mail client to set
the outgoing “From:” address to be diﬀerent from the actual account used to
sendmail. Ǥis mechanism is oǍen called “forging” email, although the term is
inaccurate since there are many legitimate uses and the procedure is encoded
in standards. In addition, email headers such as “Sender:” contain the “true”
address. As I have mentioned previously it is common that individuals desire
to employ additional forwarding addresses in cases where the provider does
not oﬀer outgoing email, such as an alumni email address. Additionally, many
services such as online newspapers andmagazines that allow users to forward
articles, “forge” the address from the user so that the recipient will recognize
the email as being from a friend rather than from the news service. Ǥis func-
tionality is gradually becoming more complicated and less viable as message
service providers increasingly employ anti-spammechanisms that digitally
sign email or bind the email address to the mail server such as SPF, SenderID
and DKIM. A common practice is to set the sender’s name and sometimes the
“Reply-to:” header, but not alter the outbound “From:” address.
Figure 6.6 on the following page shows an example of the headers from a an
article sent from the New York Times that sets the “From:” header to match
the address of the user who sent the email, but sets the “Sender:” header as the
New York Times so that it will pass SPF style veriﬁcation checks.
6.3 Phone Numbers as Identiﬁers
Ǥe problem of managing multiple phone numbers predates the internet, but
has also become a part of the larger online identiﬁer management problem.
Phone numbers are identiﬁers in the same way as usernames, email addresses,
and social security numbers. Individuals frequently have multiple phone num-
bers, sometimes these numbers are shared such as a family home phone num-
ber or a general oﬃce number, but typically they are intended for a single per-
son (Nippert-Eng et al. 2005) Individuals commonly have separate phone num-
bers for home and work phone numbers and increasingly a mobile phone that
they have with them at all times. In addition individuals may be reached through
independent phone numbers such as a general oﬃce number or a VoIP service
such as Skype.
Until recently, the options for managing multiple phone numbers were lim-
ited. Individuals could forward multiple phone numbers could be forwarded
into a single line, which is similar to forwarding multiple email addresses to
a single address. Services that oﬀer a “followme” function can forward calls
through a predetermined list of phone numbers until the call is answered or
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From: bob@example.com
Subject: NYTimes.com: Be It Twittering or Blogging,
It's All About Marketing
Date: March 11, 2009 3:23:50 PM PDT
To: alice@example.com
Reply-To: bob@example.com
Return-Path: <emailthis@ms3.lga2.nytimes.com>
Received: from ms100.lga2.nytimes.com
(ms100.lga2.nytimes.com [199.239.138.84])
by example.com (Postfix) with
ESMTP id 90B09398AF for <alice@example.com>;
Wed, 11 Mar 2009 15:23:51 -0700 (PDT)
Received: by ms100.lga2.nytimes.com (PowerMTA(TM)
v3.5r3) id hn0sve0hstkf for
<alice@example.com>; Wed, 11 Mar 2009 18:23:50
(envelope-from <emailthis@ms3.lga2.nytimes.com>)
Errors-To: emailthis@ms3.lga2.nytimes.com
Sender: emailthis@ms3.lga2.nytimes.com
Message-Id: <20090311222351.90B09398AF@example.com>
This page was sent to you by: bob@example.com.
Hi Alice,
I thought you might find this article interesting.
Bob
BUSINESS / SMALL BUSINESS | March 12, 2009
Be It Twittering or Blogging, It's All About Marketing
By JAN M. ROSEN
Gary Vaynerchuk of the Wine Library on ẅorking the
roomönline.
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/03/12/business/smallbusiness/
12social.ready.html?emc=eta1
-------------------------------------------------------
ABOUT THIS E-MAIL This e-mail was sent to you by a
friend through NYTimes.com's E-mail This Article
service. For general information about NYTimes.com,
write to help@nytimes.com.
NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018
Copyright 2009 The New York Times Company
Figure 6.6: Example of send to a friend message fromNew York Times
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the caller becomes tired of waiting and hangs up. Wildﬁre, an early pre-VoIP
speech recognition-based service that oﬀered a personal assistant that pro-
vided call screening, “followme” and routing based on the calling parties phone
number as early as 1993 (Jeanrenaud et al. 1999). Ǥe problem of aggregating
traditional phone numbers, with mobile numbers, Private Branch eXchange
(PBX) systems, and VoIP lines is a diﬃcult one.
According to the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) data from early
to mid 2009, 22.7% of households only had mobile phones and no landline Over-
all 15% of households had a landline, but received nearly all their calls on a mo-
bile phone. Only 1.9% of households have no telephone. (Blumberg and Luke
2009)Ǥe 2007 the NCHS found that 14.7% of households where mobile only. (Blum-
berg et al. 2009) Mobile phones have become pervasive and are beginning to re-
place landlines in the United States. Individuals with multiple phone numbers
and those who wish to communicate with them, oǍenmust learn the combina-
tions of times of day and identiﬁers to most reliably connect. For many individ-
uals, a phone number is just one factor in a matrix of communication channels,
daily rhythms, and external constraints on which channel is available or most
desirable.
Many early VoIP providers simply oﬀered the beneﬁt of lower priced calls and
features such as conference calling, three way calling, and voicemail. Newer
VoIP services such as Google Voice and Ribbit provide additional functional-
ity that includes aggregating andmanaging multiple phone numbers. ¹ ² In
2007, Google purchased a company called GrandCentral, which had created
the predecessor to Google Voice. Google immediately closed the service to new
subscribers while they reimplemented the service. As of March 2010, Google
Voice still requires an invitation to use the service, although invitations are
readily available. Ǥe Google Voice service allows individuals to manage call
routing (re-forwarding) based on the calling parties phone number. Ǥe ser-
vice oﬀers many additional options beyond the standard call forwarding and
voicemail features such as ringing multiple phone numbers simultaneously,
voice prompts for ringing the call through or sending it directly to voicemail,
inbound and outbound SMS, and speech to text-based voicemail transcription.
Google Voice is integrated with the Google Contacts address book, which allows
individuals to control access by group. For example, the service can be conﬁg-
ured to allow calls from contacts listed in a group labeled “business” to forward
to a diﬀerent phone number than contacts listed in a “family” group. Calls from
a particular group or from individuals who are not in the address book can be
sent directly to voicemail or block entirely and given a “number not in service”
message. Ǥis group-based access control can also be used to create more com-
¹Google Voice - One phone number, online voicemail, and enhanced call features https:
//www.google.com/voice (accessed January 20, 2010)
²Ribbit - Ribbit Mobile http://www.ribbit.com/mobile/ (accessedMarch 18, 2010)
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plex rules based on the day and time. For example, an individual to could cre-
ate a rule where only calls from friends and family would ring the home phone
during the weekend and only calls from family would cause a home phone to
ring aǍer 9pm. Ǥe rules for conditional call routing can be used in a way that
is similar to how some individuals create ﬁlters to only forward email from a
limited subset of people in their address book or messages with certain key-
words to their mobile device. Email and IM clients do not generally oﬀer ﬁl-
tering functionality based on time and day, although services such as Twiǣer
and Facebook that oﬀer SMS notiﬁcations have seǣings to limit text messages
during certain “quiet periods”
Figure 6.7 shows an example of how speciﬁc numbers can be conﬁgured to ring
only during certain time periods and when Google Voice.
Figure 6.7: Conﬁguring Google Voice phone ring preferences
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Figure 6.8 shows an example of the Google Voice call routing options.
Figure 6.8: Conﬁguring Google Voice call routing for groups
Individuals can place calls through Google Voice in a way that their Google
Voice number is shown rather than say the number on their mobile phone. Ǥe
ability to change the outbound caller ID is still relatively uncommon. Two com-
panies with products with some similarities to Google Voice, Jangl and Talk-
Plus, oﬀered the ability to present a diﬀerent caller ID as a major component of
the service, particularly for privacy in online dating. Both TalkPlus and Jangl
actively promoted this segment. ³ Both service closed operations in 2008. ⁴
Ǥey are many other situations where individuals might wish to present and
alternate caller ID, in addition to online dating. For example, people may want
to call from amobile number, but do not want to provide that number to the
called party for reasons of privacy, security, or continuity. An aǣorney might
wish to call a client from the road, but provide the client with the oﬃce num-
ber. In this case a client return the call would reach the oﬃce or an answering
service, rather than the mobile phone voicemail. Separate phone numbers can
be used to provide additional ﬂexibility for billing.
³Web-calling ﬁrms Jajah and Jangl in partnership Reuters http://www.reuters.com/article/
idUSN1423828020071115 (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁴Like Jangl, TalkPlus Losing Its Voice AsWell http://gigaom.com/2008/05/07/
like-jangl-talkplus-losing-its-voice-as-well/ (accessed January 20, 2010)
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ǤeHealth Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations
prohibit test results from being leǍ as voicemail messages. A doctor might wish
to call a patient while away from the oﬃce and present the caller ID as primary
oﬃce number. Ǥis way if the patient return the call based on the caller ID they
would be assured of reaching an individual at the front desk rather than a busy
doctors voicemail.
6.4 Mitigating problems with BCCs and Reply to All
I describe two potential solutions for mitigating problems with Blind Carbon
Copy (BCC) messages in section 4.4.5 on page 61. Ǥe ﬁrst potential solution in-
volves modifying the email client (MUA) to insert a notiﬁcation that the mes-
sage is a BCC into the body of the email message. Ǥis would make far more
clear to the received that the message was a BCC. One mail client, the Mail Han-
dler (MH) client, has implemented this solution, however the application lacks
manymodern features and is no longer in common use. MH is a Unix com-
mand line-based mail client that was originally developed in the late 1970s at
the RAND corporate. MHwas unique in that all operations were handled by
commands with a single function, each of which had its own template to con-
trol the functionality and formaǣing. Ǥe BCC command had its own template
which controlled the display of the headers and the message formaǣing. Ǥe
default template included a line notifying the recipient of a BCCmessage that
the message was sent as a Blind Carbon Copy in a way that is very similar to the
top line in forwarded messages in modern email clients, although without the
body text being quoted (Peek 1995). ⁵ Figure 6.9 on the following page from the
MH book shows an example of a BCC template ﬁle.
Ǥeoretically, the MTA orMDA could modify the body to include this string
when it stripped the BCC ﬁeld, however modifying message content is com-
plicated, error prone and would invalidate most digital signatures and other
types of message veriﬁcation. Given that modifying the message content. A less
problematic proposal is to extend the client (MUA) to recognize that the mes-
sage does not contain any of the user’s email addresses in the To or CC headers.
Ǥe client could then provide adequate warning in the user interface.
Ǥe display could present a colored notiﬁcation bar appears with an appropri-
ate warning similar to ﬁg. 6.10 on page 111. Ǥis type of notiﬁcation is now com-
monly presented in spam or phishing messages. MicrosoǍ Entourage notiﬁes
users in a similar fashion when they are replying to a group of recipients rather
than the original sender and vice versa when the person is replying to a sender
and the message was sent to a group of recipients. In modern clients, warn-
⁵Header Fields and Addresses: MH& nmh: Email for Users & Programmers http://rand-mh.
sourceforge.net/book/mh/hea.html (accessed January 20, 2010)
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Received: by bigsun.ncs.xyz.edu (5.54/ACS)
id AA14322; Mon, 09 Jan 1995 08:24:05 EST
Message-Id: <9501091224.AB09482@bigsun.ncs.xyz.edu>
Date: Mon, 09 Jan 1995 08:24:15 -0500
From: ehuser@bigsun.ncs.xyz.edu (Emma H. User)
Subject: I recommend you promote Curly, Larry, and Moe
Apparently-To: <curly@bigsun.ncs.xyz.edu>
------- Blind-Carbon-Copy
To: bigboss@bigsun.ncs.xyz.edu
Subject: I recommend you promote Curly, Larry, and Moe
Date: Mon, 09 Jan 1995 08:24:15 -0500
From: ehuser@bigsun.ncs.xyz.edu (Emma H. User)
Dear Boss, you may think those three guys are stooges
but I think they're incredibly talented. I believe
that you should promote them right away.
Emma
------- End of Blind-Carbon-Copy
Figure 6.9: BCCmail template
ings frommail clients are well established for message that contain no email
addresses, no subject or even forgoǣen aǣachments.
6.5 Web-Based Sign-Ins
User account management is rarely a part of a businesses core competence and
is oǍen treated as another impediment that must be resolved as quickly as pos-
sible rather than an essential aspect of the overall user experience and security
of the service. Web-based services frequently implement user account manage-
ment without suﬃcient user testing or usability analysis. User account man-
agement includes account creation/sign-up, account access (both authentica-
tion and authorization), password recovery, username recovery, proﬁle man-
agement, and account preferences. Lack of aǣention to detail and suboptimal
implementations of user account management can have serious consequences
such as poor user experience that results in user confusion, frustration, and
fewer sign ups, lower service usage, and fewer sales. Login and account recov-
ery mechanisms are oǍen the primary point of access to web-based services
and can have signiﬁcant security implications.
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Figure 6.10: An example phishing warning in Gmail
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Ǥere are many water cooler stories about user interface modiﬁcations that re-
sulted in enormous shiǍs in user behavior for large sites. Jared Spool’s story
ǫe $300Million BuǪon in LukeWroblewski’s bookWeb FormDesign: Filling in
the Blanks clearly illustrates a signiﬁcant ﬁnancial impact gained from improv-
ing user experience in the login process. Spool worked for a major ecommerce
vendor that had a simple login form that appeared when a customer aǣempted
to complete. Ǥe form contained two ﬁelds; name and email address; two but-
tons; login and register, and a link for forgot password. User testing indicated
that people resented having to register and would abort the transaction in high
numbers. Further analysis showed that 45% of users who did register created
multiple accounts since they were not aware of which address they had already
used to register. More than 160,000 password resets were requested a day and
75% of users who requested resets did not complete the transaction. Ǥe de-
signers changed the login form to indicate that registration was optional. Spool
states that the change resulted in a 45% increase in sales and 300million dollars
in additional sales in the ﬁrst year for the vendor (Wroblewski 2008).
Ǥere are unfortunately few standards and liǣle accessible guidance for web-
based services to draw on when designing and implementing user account
management for their site. Large online service-providers such as Amazon,
Ebay, Google, MicrosoǍ, and Yahoo! have invested substantial resources into
the design, user testing, usability, and security analysis for their sign in, sign-
up, and recovery ﬂows, however liǣle of this detailed analysis is public.
Usability and security challenges further complicated by constantly evolving
requirements as browser upgrades change security models, HTML and CSS
speciﬁcations add new capabilities, and new technologies such as Adobe AIR
andMicrosoǍ Silverlight oﬀer substantial new functionality delivered through
browser plugins. As feature sets expand, so do the number of vectors available
to aǣack. Many companies have neither the in house expertise to develop and
maintain a secure and usable user account management system nor the con-
stant public scrutiny to force them to do so.
Ǥe connections and tensions between usability and security are highly vis-
ible in user account management. Adams and Sasse investigated compliance
with security policies and in particular password management policies in sev-
eral companies and found that compliance rates were substantially lower when
when policies conﬂicted with or prevented commonwork practices (Adams
and Sasse 1999). In current practice, large service providers are not islands. We
know that individuals reuse credentials across sites and therefore likely have
the same credentials at both large and small sites. Ǥis is not a new problem.
In 1992, Spaﬀord published research detailing problems with reusing weak
passwords onmultiple sites (Spaﬀord 1992). Ǥis means that each site has the
potential to be the weakest link in a global authentication chain.
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6.6 Compliance Systems andWorkarounds
Institutional deployments of compliance systems are now common in large in-
stitutions and organizations, but implementations, policies and practices vary
widely. Companies use compliance systems to prevent the unauthorized dis-
semination of proprietary business information and conﬁdential customer in-
formation as well as pass an audit. However, compliance systems that do not
take employee’s work practices and personal communications needs into con-
sideration can also signiﬁcantly reduce productivity and cause major frustra-
tion that lead some employees to actively subvert corporate security protec-
tions. Ǥe lengths to which people will go to “work around” what they perceive
as overly restrictive compliance policies can lead to potential signiﬁcant com-
promises in security.
As with many jobs, employees in the high-tech sector oǍen work substantially
more than forty-hour weeks, and oǍen spend some time working from home
nights and week-ends. Many interviewees were caught in a conﬂuence of re-
strictive policies. While receiving personal email to their work email address
was prohibited by policy, access to their personal email accounts, social net-
works and other messaging services was restricted by technical mechanisms.
Ǥis oǍen led to high levels of dissatisfaction in the workplace since email is
now the primary means of communication for many necessary daily inter-
actions outside of the workplace. When employees ﬁnd that working addi-
tional hours from home caused them to be subject to the same restrictions as
the workplace due to VPN conﬁgurations this only added insult to injury.
Many individuals I interviewed were split on whether or not they would use
their personal email account if it were monitored. For many employees, mon-
itoring for loss of intellectual property or other workplace violations would be
preferable to outright blocking. Ǥe interviews clearly show that inﬂexibility
breeds contempt in cases that could have otherwise been avoided.
Companies would be rewarded if they took greater eﬀorts to both explain com-
pliance policies andmade aǣempts to ensure that users, especially mobile users,
were not regularly prevented from communicating or managing documents. In
these cases employees were appreciative of how productive the system allowed
them to be while still mindful of the risks involved. Explaining the reasoning
behind the policies and implementations goes a long way to improve compli-
ance. In “Users Are Not the Enemy ” Adams and Sasse found that individuals
did not have adequate understanding of security issues and that security mech-
anisms were not adequately explained to them. In addition, the authors found
that security departments did not understand their user’s perceptions of secu-
rity nor their needs. Ǥe lack of understanding combined with lack of commu-
nication resulted in reduced security overall (Adams and Sasse 1999).
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In many ways, these behaviors of working around protections mechanisms
mirrored those of populations in other environments with highly restricted in-
ternet access—such as to school or library computers or heavily ﬁltered access.
At one end of the spectrum, interviewees described using proxies to avoid ﬁl-
ters, using alternate services not yet identiﬁed by ﬁltering soǍware, or email-
ing ﬁles to themselves at external personal accounts. Other interviewees de-
scribed connecting cellular-based wireless adaptors to workmachines and
complex home internet connection sharing setups, which bridged their cor-
porate LAN (behind the ﬁrewall) to that of an external ISP. Ǥe end result is
that both parties lose and are unhappy. Security is less eﬀective, and otherwise
good workers may be risking their jobs with liǣle gain to show for it.
Interestingly, when those people were asked why they engage these highly
risky behaviors they uniformly responded that they were more concerned with
job performance and completing the tasks at hand than with corporate security
policy. In short, they were far more worried about a lost job or a promotion due
to poor performance, than they were about violating corporate security poli-
cies. Ǥis is why it is important that compliance implementations be evaluated
and periodically monitored for their potential negative impact on productivity.
Many businesses could reduce the risk of compliance violations by taking into
consideration their employees’ everyday communications needs and practices.
Ǥemore restrictions and limitations imposed by a compliance system, the
greater the value of evaluating employee communication. Internal needs as-
sessments, possibly including surveys and interviews, can be used to determine
howwell corporate needs for security and compliance align with employee’s
work practices and other communications needs.
Simple institutionally provided “work arounds” could mitigate many of these
problems. For example, an oﬃce with a few older machines set up as public
terminals and a printer all located on an external network would solve many
employees’ need to periodically check personal email on a break or in an emer-
gency. Ǥese systems could still be authenticated andmonitored for data loss
and audit purposes. In other cases, ﬁle transfer mechanisms were clearly op-
timized only for in-oﬃce staﬀ, leaving mobile and home users with limited
options to complete their work while maintaining compliant practices. If the
institution had investigated the needs of their mobile users and implemented
reliable and eﬃcient mechanisms for working with documents remotely, most
of the violations would not have occurred.
Obviously, there is no one-size-ﬁts-all solution due to varying compliance re-
quirements, security needs and tolerance for risk. Yet, businesses would be
wise to research and consider the work practices and personal communications
needs of their employees. Otherwise, they may ﬁnd they have unwiǣingly cre-
ated a new class of problems that could have avoided.
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Compliance and security are forms of risk management, as ideal circumstances
are not practical or realistic. Ideal circumstances may be approximated given
a degree of control of individuals behaviors combined with an commensurate
budget such as in military installations. Tractable solutions involve balancing
the variables of desired security, risk appropriate to the threat model, require-
ments necessary to pass and audit with available budget. Once security and
compliance are seen as a continuum it is possible to develops systems and pro-
cedures to keep risk to a minimum and prioritize mitigating problems accord-
ing to their severity. Implementing compliance systems can help prevent users
frommaking careless mistakes—or even willful violations of policies. How-
ever, overly restrictive systems can reduce workplace satisfaction and limit
productivity. Excessive restrictions may even facilitate security violations if
individuals feel that circumventing the system necessary to complete tasks or
engage in essential personal communication.
Ǥe policy implications of multiple identiﬁers have important consequences.
In my interviews, product managers, web developers and programmers all
provided examples where they were prevented from seeking information by
corporate ﬁlters, in some cases, individuals were making use of their existing
online reputations, identiﬁers, and connections in their network to increase
their job productivity. Ǥese individuals were using new online services to
ask speciﬁc technical questions, seek code or design samples and look for user-
contributed documentation. However, in this study the subjects illustrated that
it is a reasonable policy for a corporation to wish that employees avoid using
work time for personal uses during the work day. Ǥe interviews illustrate that
highly restrictive policies regulating access to external identiﬁers, social net-
works, and information sources can substantially limit productivity and reduce
morale. Policy makers should take into account current work practices when
implementing or revising regulations.
6.7 Namespace Speculation
Another indicator of the desirability of a namespace is extent to which there
is speculation on the namespace. Domain names have long been the subject
of speculation, an entire industry exists to buy and sell potentially valuable
names, many of which are registered solely to immediately lease or sell. Com-
mon examples include common names, dictionary words, existing or poten-
tial products, current events, celebrity names, and names relating to current
events such as hurricane Katrina related names. Each election cycle brings
with it a new set of domain speculators aǣempting to guess whomwill be front
running political candidates. ICANN has developed a Uniform Domain-Name
Dispute-Resolution Policy (UDRP) largely focusing on trademark disputes,
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which must lead to agreement, court action, or arbitration before registrars
will cancel a registration. Ǥe UDRP contains administrative paths for abusive
registration behavior. ⁶
Ǥe practice of purchasing domain names with the sole intent reselling them is
oǍen called “cybersquating”. A related behavior where commonly misspelled
variants a registered to direct people to an ad or pornography oriented site
is called “typosquaǣing”. Many companies defensively register a great many
variants of their trademarks. A ﬁnal related behavior that has major eﬀects on
the availability of the domain name namespace is “domain name tasting”. Ǥis
behavior began when registrars oﬀered domains with a ﬁve-day Add Grace Pe-
riod (AGP) where buyers could return unwanted domains. Speculators then
registered hundreds of thousands to millions of domains and put up portal web
pages oǍen with related content, but nearly always with pay per click ads such
as Google AdSense. Ǥe economics are such that if the domains can generate
more than the six dollars a year that it costs to register the names they are kept
with the ads, otherwise, they are returned. OǍen, similar companies use lists
of expired domain names for domain name tasting. Ǥis means that very large
quantities of potential domain names are tied up in ﬁve-day trials while the
speculators gauge if they canmake a proﬁt from ad revenue.
ICANN began to institute changes to its Add Grace Policy in 2008. Ǥe ﬁrst
change the limited the number of domains that registrars could refund for free
to ten percent of all new registrations per month or ﬁǍy domains per month,
whichever was greater. During the ﬁrst phase of changes, registrars paid an
additional twenty cents per domain for each domain over the limit and twenty
cents per domain plus six dollars and seventy-ﬁve cents—the cost of a dot org
registration—for each domain over the limit during the second phase. ⁷ ⁸ In Au-
gust, 2009 ICANN announced that the changes “resulted in a 99.7% decrease in
AGP deletes from June 2008 to April 2009.” ⁹
6.8 Namespace Collisions
Namespaces include a staggering number of potential variations, especially
whenmultiple character-sets are taken into account. It is inevitable that some
of these variations will be close enough that they will be indistinguishable
without training or automated comparison features. A collision occurs when
⁶Uniform Domain-Name Dispute-Resolution Policy http://www.icann.org/en/udrp/udrp.
htm (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁷Preliminary Report for the Special Meeting of the ICANN Board of Directors | 23 January
2008 http://www.icann.org/en/minutes/prelim-report-23jan08.htm (accessed January 24, 2010)
⁸ICANN Advisory: Add Grace Period Limits Policy http://www.icann.org/en/announcements/
announcement-17dec08-en.htm (accessed January 20, 2010)
⁹hǣp://www.icann.org/en/tlds/agp-status-report-12aug09-en.pdf http://www.icann.org/en/
tlds/agp-status-report-12aug09-en.pdf (accessed January 20, 2010)
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identiﬁers and namespaces are considered identical by either a human or a ma-
chine.
Many types of collisions have existing deﬁnitions within the linguistic or ty-
pography literature. Homonyms are words that have the same spelling (homo-
phone) or pronunciation (homograph), but have diﬀerent meanings. Homo-
glyph is a type of homograph applied to typography, describing characters with
shapes that are either identical, or that cannot be diﬀerentiated simply through
visual means. For example, the number zero and the leǣer ‘o’ are commonly
mistaken for one another.
Distinguishing variants of words is essential for natural language processing,
optical character recognition, and speech recognition. Ǥese types of collisions
are also relevant to namespaces and identiﬁers. Ǥey are relevant to computer
security, particularly phishing—the practice of defrauding users by providing
themwith an illegitimate email message, email address, or web site that allows
the aǣacker acquire sensitive information. Ǥis is oǍen accomplished by via a
similar identiﬁer such as www.paypai.com rather than www.paypal.com.
Simple types of collisions include mistaking the identical identiﬁers, but in dif-
ferent namespaces. Are more complicated variant is known as the Internation-
alized Domain Name (IDN) homograph aǣack. IDN’s are a standard to make
domain names accessible to international audiences that use character sets
other than American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) via
Unicode (Fu et al. 2006; Davis and Suignard 2005a,b).
6.9 Automatic Conﬁguration
Many of the interviewees described diﬃculty and frustration conﬁguring set-
tings in Desktop email clients. In enterprise environments, desktop andmobile
email clients are typically centrally provisioned and pre-conﬁgured with the
users primary work email account. Consumer desktop andmobile email clients
typically allow the conﬁguration of multiple accounts if they are manually con-
ﬁgured by the individual. Depending on the service provider and required level
of security, the seǣings may be quite complex and evenmore soon a mobile
phone without a full keyboard.
Typically, webmail clients do not require conﬁguration aǍer the initial sign up
process. For most people, the process of reading email with a webmail client
is simple. Ǥey type the URL of the webmail service into their browser, log in,
and start reading. Desktop clients have a number of functional advantages over
webmail clients including the ability to work oﬄine, end-to-end encryption,
integration with other applications, and the ability to support multiple ac-
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counts. Some webmail clients are gaining these same capabilities and conﬁg-
uration complexity.
Common email client seǣings include: name, email address, reply-to address,
SMTP (Simple Mail Transport Protocol) server, login, password, and the POP
(Post Oﬃce Protocol) or IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol) server name.
If the user desires or needs a secure connection to the mail server, the set-
tings may be considerably more complex. Ǥe problem is further compounded
as many email providers limit access to port 25 (SMTP) only to authenticated
users, which may cause a conﬁguration that was previously working in another
location to fail. Ǥis problem sounds obscure, but is quite common for peo-
ple who connect over public WiFi networks that have varying restrictions on
connecting to external email servers. Ǥere are oǍen alternate authenticated
SMTP ports, but these are more complicated to conﬁgure.
Ǥe lack of a provisioning process for most consumer email clients is ineﬃ-
cient. Conﬁguring consumer application seǣings oǍen follows a frustrating
path for the user. Ǥe typical method to distribute information about conﬁgur-
ing complex collections of seǣing usually involves the service provider creat-
ing a series of screen shots of popular client conﬁguration seǣings and placing
them in the support area of their website. Ǥe user must locate the proper set of
screen shots and duplicate the seǣings in their own conﬁguration.
Many instant messaging clients are tied to a particular service and thus straight-
forward to conﬁgure. Most oﬃcial clients for the large IM services, such as
AOL Instant Messenger (AIM), Skype Technologies, MSNMessenger, Yahoo!
Messenger, and Google Talk have pre-conﬁgured seǣings. Outside of Google
Talk or corporate deployments, most Jabber/XMPP servers must be manually
conﬁgured. Many SIP-based (Session Initiation Protocol) VoIP phones support
various enterprise provisioning methods that use a combination of TFTP (Triv-
ial File Transfer Protocol), DHCP (Dynamic Host Conﬁguration Protocol) and
HTTP. Ǥis makes sense for enterprise deployments, since most phones will be
on a local area network, but make liǣle sense in most other environments. DNS
Service (SRV) records are required for Jabber/XMPP servers and are used in
some SIP implementations to simplify the conﬁguration process (Gulbrandsen
et al. 2000).
Some SMTP implementations also use SRV records, typically to locate non-
standard ports. Manymobile phones are capable of being conﬁgured over the
air, where no connection to a PC is required. BlackBerry devices are the model
example. Ǥe problem is that if the user wishes to use an alternate or additional
messaging provider all the same conﬁguration problems exist. Ǥis process
would be greatly simpliﬁed with short conﬁguration URLs. Wireless device
conﬁguration (OTASP/OTAPA) via ACAP (RFC 2636) is an informational IETF
RFC, which describes over the air (OTA) conﬁguration using ACAP (Gellens
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1999).
One potential solution, is an email automatic conﬁguration protocol that is
modeled aǍer the Really Simple Discovery (RSD) mechanism for RSS feed read-
ers and weblog editor API conﬁguration. ¹⁰ Ǥis design would not require an
additional server for basic conﬁgurations. RSD is a simple HTML stanza with a
URL that points to the location of an RSS/ATOM feed for aggregators. Typically,
the stanzas are located at the top of each weblog page so that the user may sub-
scribe from any individual entry. No sever other than the existing HTTP server
is required. An RSD stanza may also point to a ﬁle with conﬁguration informa-
tion about the weblog API, so that weblog editors can automatically conﬁgure
appropriate editing mechanisms.
<link rel="EditURI" type="application/rsd+xml"
title="RSD" href="http//domain.com/rsd.xml" />
Figure 6.11: Example of a RSD stanza
Enabling automatic conﬁguration for messaging clients, could dramatically
improve the usability and overall experience for the end-user. Recently email
clients such as MozillaǤunderbird and the iPhone Email application have be-
gin to include seǣings for popular email service providers. Ǥis design sub-
stantially increases the usability and simplicity of conﬁguring the email client
seǣings for most users. Figure 6.12 on the following page demonstrates an ex-
ample of the simpliﬁed conﬁguration menus on the iPhone Email client.
¹⁰RFC: Really Simple Discoverability 1.0 http://archipelago.phrasewise.com/rsd (accessed Jan-
uary 20, 2010)
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Figure 6.12: Pre-conﬁgured email set-
tings on iPhoneMail
Figure 6.13: Gmail conﬁguration with
iPhoneMail
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and FutureWork
7.1 Conclusions
Identiﬁers are essential components of online communication. Individuals
maintain multiple identiﬁers to negotiate multiple domains—using strate-
gies that include both segmentation and integration. In his book, Identity Crisis,
Jim Harper describes identiﬁers as “…facts that distinguish people and enti-
ties from one another. What we oǍen call a “characteristic” or an “aǣribute”
becomes an identiﬁer when it is used for sorting and organizing people and in-
stitutions in our thoughts and records” (Harper 2006).
Ǥis dissertation describes an interview-based study of forty-four individuals
drawn from two populations, which examines how individuals segment and
integrate aspects of their lives, with online identiﬁers. Ǥe ﬁrst population is
drawn from employees of a ﬁnancial service ﬁrmwith substantial constraints
on communication in the workplace. Ǥe second population is drawn from a
design ﬁrmwith minimal constraints on communication. Ǥe two populations
provide the opportunity to explore the social, technical, and policy issues that
arise from diverse communication needs, uses, strategies, and technologies.
Most individuals interviewedmaintained multiple online identiﬁers. Ǥey reg-
ularly switched identiﬁers and added new identiﬁers to their collection. Ǥis
research presents evidence that it is important for system designers and pol-
icy implementers whose work concerns identiﬁer management to take into
account social, technical, and policy factors that constrain individuals’ use of
multiple online identiﬁers. I provide a series of examples where these con-
straints cause behavioral changes. Some of these changes, such as workarounds
in corporate seǣings, could cause potentially serious security and privacy vio-
lations, even though the reasons for these changes may appear mundane.
Subjects separated both business professional roles by both business and pro-
fessional roles by communicating with separate email and IM accounts. People
may have diﬀerent identiﬁers for technical reasons, such as diﬃculties in con-
ﬁguring email seǣings.
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Ǥis research contributes to our understanding of the ways that identiﬁers
shape online self-representation and communication. Speciﬁcally, interview
data highlight the ways in which individuals’ preferences for the creation and
management of identiﬁers conﬂict with external factors. Ǥese conﬂicts lead
to frustration, arbitrary decisions, and complicated management issues. I dis-
cuss the problem of managing identiﬁers in user interface design and policy
implementation. I describe four broad categories of factors that enabled or con-
strained the use of multiple identiﬁers: (1) personal social factors, (2) external
social factors, (3) infrastructure factors, and (4) policy factors.
7.1.1 Social Factors
Awide variety of social factors constrain how individuals select, use, and man-
age identiﬁers. Common explanations included the desire to separate social
roles fromwork roles, the desire to gain status and prestige through aﬃliation,
the desire for more meaningful and memorable identiﬁers, and the desire for
privacy. Maintaining multiple identiﬁers also allowed some interviewees to fo-
cus on a single category of communications or tasks without being interrupted.
Spamwas continually mentioned as a major source of interruption.
Nippert-Eng’s research explores how people create boundaries around “Home
andWork” (Nippert-Eng 1996a,b). Her research on the segmentation and inte-
gration between home and work expands our understanding of the individual’s
use of identiﬁers. In Goﬀman’s dramaturgical perspective, people’s actions are
dependent on an audience in a place and time. Ǥis metaphor of the theater is
applicable to individuals’ use of multiple addresses. Subjects in my study dis-
cussed using identiﬁers to create a “personal brand” and sharing their online
identities to portray themselves in speciﬁc ways to speciﬁc audiences. Personal
branding is a type of impression management that is a modern example of what
Goﬀman describes as managing “face” (Goﬀman 1959).
“Identity” is an intimate and oǍen contentious topic. One common refrain
that interviewees mentioned was that people whomaintained multiple online
“identities” primarily used them for deviant purposes. Ǥese initial assump-
tions of deviance did not match my own ﬁndings. In this work, I focus on exter-
nal representations of identity, rather than internal representations. Not only
do people have multiple identities for diﬀerent public and private spheres, but
they may also conduct a substantial portion of their interactions, online as well
as oﬄine, in diﬀerent spheres. Ǥe combinations of public, private, online, and
oﬄine are oǍen intermixed.
Individuals oǍen chose identiﬁers they ﬁndmeaningful and memorable. In-
terviewees were proud of having usernames that “have no numbers.” Ǥey
viewed numbers in usernames as less desirable as they both clearly indicated
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secondary choices in the name selection, and were harder to remember and
communicate to others. When services have highly saturated namespaces,
users have diﬃculty obtaining an identiﬁer that is meaningful and memorable.
For example, I found that users were more likely to remember their password
than the username, because they faced far fewer restrictions when selecting
the password.
Individuals created multiple identiﬁers that supported their everyday activi-
ties. Several individuals maintained private addresses for their mobile devices
to reduce the volume of email received on the device allowing them to limit in-
terruptions. Identiﬁers allowed people to segment communications of known
and trusted sources from unknown and untrusted sources. For example, when
interviewees did not trust a company’s motives for collecting an email address,
they provided a secondary address that they checked very infrequently, if ever.
7.1.2 Technical Factors
Technical factors such as infrastructure used by the individual including com-
puters, soǍware, peripherals, network equipment, network connectivity, and
mobile devices had a major inﬂuence on that person’s use of identiﬁers—both
enabling and constraining some behaviors. Infrastructure typically fell into
three categories: (1) the infrastructure that they owned or managed, (2) the in-
frastructure owned or managed by their internet service provider, and (3) the
infrastructure owned or managed by a school or employer.
Numerous technical factors aﬀected how people interacted with systems. For
example, email individuals are oǍen limited in the address they choose by their
ISP and in how they are allowed or prevented from sending and retrieving
email. Ǥis leads to decisions made as workarounds, satisﬁcing, and ﬁat. Seg-
mentation, then, cannot solely be understood based on classiﬁcation of space,
time, and rhythm it must also include technical factors that people may have
liǣle to no control over, but that still may have substantial inﬂuence on the seg-
mentation. OǍen, an unknown or misunderstood technical mechanism could
resolve the limitation. However, just as oǍen, technical limitations are pur-
posefully added to the network to reduce the potential for the misappropriating
sensitive information.
I discuss authentication—the process through which credentials presented by a
person, program, or a computer are veriﬁed against an authoritative source—and
authorization—the mechanism that determines which resources a veriﬁed
identity may access. I then discuss the common situation where individuals
must provide credentials—typically a username and password combination—to
access the resources of one system from another. A common situation is when
an individual aǣempts to move contacts from one service to another. I describe
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how this situation is typically insecure, irrevocable, unlimited in scope, results
in poor behavioral training, and reduces privacy. In section 5.4 on page 95, I de-
scribe how delegated forms of authentication such as OpenID and by delegated
authorization such as OAuth in section 5.5 on page 96 reduce some of the previ-
ously mentioned problems.
I present series of in-depth examples of common services used by individuals
to manage multiple identiﬁers. In section 5.1 on page 76, I discuss services of-
fered by Google and by Yahoo! in section 5.2 on page 89. Ǥese services are used
by hundreds of millions of individuals. I provide examples that demonstrate
how individuals may be exposed to complex underlying infrastructure without
the tools to adequately conﬁgure the services or diagnose problems.
Conﬁguring email clients to send email was a convoluted and nearly inscrutable
process for many interviewees, which oǍen resulted in behavioral changes to
avoid diﬃculties with conﬁgurations. For example, it was quite common for
people to use separate applications or webmail services with separate identi-
ﬁers as a satisﬁcing mechanismwhen they were unable or unwilling to spend
the time necessary to ﬁnd a technical solution to integrate their accounts.
Issues of identity management gain prominence as the number communication
channels increases. For example, the lightweight messaging service Twiǣer,
social networks Facebook andMySpace, and the Flickr photo sharing site, all
introduced new sets of unique identiﬁers that individuals must manage to ef-
fectively communicate with these services. I found social network identiﬁers
have four important aspects: (1) Findability. Is it possible to eﬃciently and
precisely locate an individual on the services?; (2)Addressability. Is it possible
to directly route a message to another user?; (3) Portability. Is the identiﬁer or
contacts transferable to another service?; (4) Interoperability. Can users com-
municate between services?
Services and protocols—such as OpenID, OAuth, Facebook Connect, Google
AuthSub, Yahoo! BBAuth, andMicrosoǍ CardSpace—aǣempt to help users ag-
gregate andmanage their identiﬁers, relationships, and permissions across
many services. Ǥe problem has become somewhat recursive. Ǥe services and
protocols designed to manage identiﬁers have added additional identiﬁers and
additional abstraction layers.
7.1.3 Policy Factors
Aside from social and technical factors, policy factors had a major inﬂuence
on a person’s use of identiﬁers. Policy inﬂuences typically derived from three
major sources—government, institutions and network providers. Ǥere were
two types of policies (1) wriǣen or stated policies and (2) policies embedded
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into and enforced by the infrastructure. Institutional security policies oǍen
place restrictions on personal communication, which inﬂuences how people
manage identiﬁers such as the restrictions on security howmessages could be
archived or deleted.
In addition to our private desires, social, technical, and policy forces constrain
our use of online identiﬁers. We only partially inﬂuence how our identiﬁers are
constructed. Even though identiﬁers are so critical that they aﬀect with whom
we connect and who connects with us (Gross and Churchill 2007). For example,
regulations, and the ways they are enforced technically, have a substantial im-
pact on the use of messaging and identiﬁers. Ǥese regulations originate from
governmental statutes and policy, institutional policy, technical enforcement
of policy, industry agreements, and professional codes of ethics. Policies are
then implemented in the system infrastructure and enforced through technical
mechanisms, such as email relay restrictions, ﬁrewalls, spam ﬁlters, archiving,
and retention.
Institutional policies oǍen force users to maintain multiple email addresses
and instant messaging accounts. In regulated workplaces, institutions com-
monly block access to external mail services. Ǥis eﬀectively forces people to
either use their work account for personal communication, which is oǍen pro-
hibited, or to maintain a separate account for personal communication when
they are not at work. To complicate maǣers, people oǍen have multiple in-
stitutional aﬃliations and are aﬀected by several interlocking or overlapping
sets of policies. For example, consultants, contractors, and vendors maymain-
tain email, instant messaging, and VPN services with each company they work
with—each with its own series of policy restrictions. In highly restricted envi-
ronments, there is a higher risk that individuals will search for “work arounds”
to the system restrictions to regain access to previously restricted communica-
tion tools. Several interviewees emphasized the eﬀort they allocated to ﬁnding
services or proxies that allowed them to use email and other blocked services.
Ǥe policy implications of multiple identiﬁers are important. Identiﬁers from
one system are oǍen used as identiﬁers in other systems and identiﬁers may
be used across multiple communications channels. For instance, a single iden-
tiﬁer used for both email and instant messaging. Many institutions, including
corporations and K-12 schools, have policy restrictions (or outright bans) on in-
stant messaging. Large service providers, such as Google andMicrosoǍ, now
integrate instant messaging with email and users share a common identiﬁer
across both channels. As a result, some institutions feel that they need to block
both services entirely to comply with their instant messaging policies. Ǥis il-
lustrates some of the diﬃculties in integrating services when policies designed
for one service must suddenly coexist with policies of another service. Another
example is the importance of usability—systems that rely on email addresses
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for authentication should make it simple for people to both change their email
address and addmultiple addresses in their proﬁle. Systems that base user-
names on email addresses, but do not allow the username to be changed cause
unnecessary support problems as users switch to new email addresses and for-
get which account was their original username.
Many interviewees clearly indicated that their ability to communicate using
their preferred identiﬁers aﬀected their quality of life, productivity, and work-
place satisfaction. Restrictions on the use of these identiﬁers were disruptive
to both their workplace productivity and personal lives. Ǥe extent of enforce-
ment of the regulations and restrictions was directly related to interviewees’
desire to work around them. Some of these workarounds, such as circumvent-
ing ﬁrewall restrictions, had serious security implications. (Gross 2009)
7.1.4 Lifecycle of Identiﬁers
Interviewees descriptions of identiﬁers frequently followed this paǣern (1) de-
siring the identiﬁer; (2) acquiring the identiﬁer; (3) increasing the use of the
identiﬁer (4) decreasing the use of an existing identiﬁer; (5) designating the
identiﬁer as primary.
People continually changed their identiﬁers and created new ones to match life
changes such as marriage, divorce, or a new Internet Service Provider (ISP).
Old identiﬁers were rarely completely discarded, unless dictated by external
forces, but rather their use slowly faded over time. Even when individuals wish
to discard one address in favor of another, they oǍen ﬁnd it diﬃcult without
potentially also losing access to email from old contacts. Ted describes the mix-
ture of social and technical problems he experienced trying to eliminate an old
email account.
I told people, please never, ever use this email address again, and I
said, okay, I sent out every two weeks like an email reminding them.
And I keep this email for half a year and then I get rid of it. But still
it didn’t work. Ǥey still send me—Imean, some people I have in
my friends circle, they are not really in the computer, and they don’t
even knowwhat a diﬀerent email address means or how they can
get rid of this, because email all the time—email contacts always ﬁll
things, and if you type in the ﬁrst three leǣers, then your name will
appear with the old email address. And then they don’t know how to
get rid of it, so they always use the old one or they can’t remember
your email address, so they just press the reply buǣon on an old
email. So, it’s diﬃcult.
A similar set of behaviors occurred with contacts in address books and social
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network. Irwin describes the problem of the unending acquisition of new con-
tacts enabled by technology, without the tools or social norms to cause old con-
tacts to fade away.
Ǥe problemwith the modern era was that you couldn’t get rid of
people. In the old days, you’d move through phases in your life, and
there was this natural drop oﬀ. But now, every person of your life
throughout time is intertwined and connected, and so you have this
scale of a network that historically was never sustainable. But now,
it just always just carries over.
7.2 FutureWork
My research demonstrates that people’s use of online identiﬁers is complex
and nuanced. Ǥis work also highlights areas that to explore in future research.
First, the process of user sign in and account management, particularly onmo-
bile devices, would beneﬁt from design recommendations based on an analysis
of user behavior. Second, creating models for the lifecycle of identiﬁers and for
valuing namespaces could improve the ability of designers to more accurately
predict the creation and use of identiﬁers.
7.2.1 ImprovingWeb-based Sign Ins
While there has been signiﬁcant research into diﬃculties with passwords and
password management, there is comparatively scant research on diﬃculties
with logins, particularly web-based sign in and login management. We know
that users have diﬃculty remembering their passwords, but even so services
commonly require individuals to conform to complicated requirements when
generating passwords, which make the passwords evenmore diﬃcult to re-
member. In a paper examining the eﬃcacy of passwords Florencio et al. argue
that complex passwords do liǣle to increase security when adequate policies
are in place to limit the number of password aǣempts. (Florêncio et al. 2007)
Poor implementations leave users vulnerable to phishing aǣacks, cross site
scripting (XSS) aǣacks, privacy violations, and identity theǍ. Ǥewide vari-
ety of sign in, sign up and account recovery implementations leave few clues
that even an educated user might employ to detect that something is amiss. Ku-
maraguru et al. found that typical security notices sent out in email were inef-
fective. (Kumaraguru et al. 2007) Egelmen et al. found that 97% users in their
sample were deceived by a target phishing message when there were no active
warnings presented. (Egelman et al. 2008)
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At times security and usability are at odds. For example, some sites provide a
sign in form on the front page. Ǥis theoretically makes it easier for users as
they do not have to visit a separate sign in page. However, a problem arises if
the site uses SSL/TLS to secure sign in process so that the individual’s user-
name and password are not transmiǣed in the clear. Delivering HTTPS pages is
far more resource intensive than delivering pages over HTTP. Typically a site’s
main page receives the greatest number of hits on the site. Ǥerefore deliver-
ing every request for a high volumemain page over HTTPS becomes a resource
issue.
Ǥere has been liǣle evaluation of the sign in process from non-desktop de-
vices, such as mobile phones and gaming consoles, that do not include either
full size keyboards or screens. User authentication frommobile devices is in-
creasingly relevant as mobile access services such as online banking and shop-
ping grows. Manymobile devices have compressed keyboards that require
multiple key presses for each character, which makes long complicated pass-
words extremely cumbersome and error prone. In addition, most mobile de-
vices have very small screens that may not allow the user to see the entire cre-
dential at , which creates additional diﬃculties for sign in and fewer options for
standard security indicators.
7.2.2 Identiﬁer Lifecycle and Namespace Valuation
A formalized model for the lifecycle of an identiﬁer would beneﬁt both the de-
sign and evaluation of systems. Understanding the phases and paǣerns that
the creation, uptake, and eventual replacement of identiﬁers would all system
designers to construct aﬀordances for the lifecycle. For example, many inter-
viewees described the diﬃculty and uncertainty of notifying contacts of an ad-
dress change. Ǥe amount of uncertainty about the mechanisms to announce
changes frequently meant interviewees did not notify contacts of changes.
Similar to tracts of land, namespaces have more and less desirable regions that
metaphorically range from luscious beachfront property to unaǣractive tracts
of wasteland far from populated areas. Generating a model to estimate and seg-
mented the namespace into regions or a gradient similar to valuations in real
estate could potentially allow for a more equitable distribution of the names-
pace. Currently, most namespace are allocated on a ﬁrst come, ﬁrst served ba-
sis that leads to a “land rush” with new namespaces.
Mueller describes the marketplace for domain names and he discusses how
people value their own identiﬁers in economic terms. Mueller et al. found that
email addresses were the most important identiﬁers and that there was a high
cost of switching to a new identiﬁer (Mueller 2006; Mueller et al. 2006).
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Forbes’ calculations of domain names registered in the dot com namespace
show that common names are desirable and the available namespace for com-
mon names, dictionary words, and short leǣer combinations are quickly de-
pleted. Forbes’ initial work on name data from the Census Bureau Population
Division is a productive starting point (Forbes 2006a,b). Combining ﬁrst names
and family names will further ﬂesh out the desirable portion of the names-
pace. Web-based tools can generate lists baby names, ﬁctional names, fantasy
names, or rank names according to popularity of names in the Social Security
Administration database. Ǥe census data provide frequency information for
ﬁrst and last names. Waǣenberg has analyzed similar data from the Social Se-
curity Administration and has developed a commercial product based on this
analysis. “Ǥe NameVoyager is based on a data set derived from public Social
Security Administration (SSA) information that tracks baby name trends in
the US. For each decade since 1900, the SSA publishes lists of the most popular
1,000 boys and girls names, along with the exact number of babies given these
names” (Waǣenberg 2005; Waǣenberg and Kriss 2006).
Frequency ordered lists of words such as the Brown Corpora could seed an ini-
tial list of desirable names (Kucera and Francis 1967). Common names diﬀer
widely by country, region, religion, ethnicity, and date of birth. Other likely
sources of words to seed the model include dictionary words, white pages, geo-
graphic place names, ﬁctional names from books, movies, and comic book char-
acters. Domain name registrars have developed the statistically informed name
generation tools the most aggressively.
Another ready made source of data are the word dictionaries used by auto-
mated password guessing tools. Ǥe technique, commonly called a dictionary
aǣack, uses large lists of words to automatically generate passwords that are
compared to a stored list of passwords on a system. Modern systems and soǍ-
ware store passwords as a one-way hash so it is not possible to reverse the pro-
cess and recover the original password (Morris andǤompson 1979; Klein 1990).
Ǥese tools encrypted the lists of words with the samemechanism the system
uses to encrypt passwords and compare them against an existing encrypted
password database. Newer variants of the dictionary aǣack, take advantage of
massive collections of words which are pre-computed into the hashed form
of the password—called rainbow tables—that are compared to the existing
database of hashed passwords. If the hashes match, then the password is the
same (Oechslin 2003; Narayanan and Shmatikov 2005). Dictionary aǣack tools
were used both to prevent individuals from creating poor passwords and auto-
mate to the process of aǣacking systems (Yan 2001).
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Appendix A
Interview Guide
Hello, my name is Ben Gross I am a doctoral student in the Graduate School of
Library and Information Science at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
I am conducting research on how people use multiple email addresses and in-
stant messenger usernames to segment and integrate your lives and would
like the opportunity to speak with you about your email and instant messen-
ger use. I would like to ask you how you came to have each of your active email
addresses and instant messenger usernames, as well as what you use them for,
especially how you use them to identify yourself.
All the information provided will remain conﬁdential. Any personally identi-
ﬁable information will be destroyed aǍer the analysis of the interviews. If you
are willing to participate, I would be happy to answer any questions youmight
have aǍer the interview.
A.1 Basic Demographic Information
• What year were you born?
• What is your highest level of education?
• How long have you been at this institution?
A.2 General Questions
• What year did you start using the following on a regular basis: a com-
puter, email
• Howmany email addresses do you have?
• Howmanymailing lists/forums do you subscribe to?
InstantMessaging
• Howmany instant messaging screen names do you have?
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Phone numbers
• Howmany phone numbers?
• Text messaging
Your own domain name
• What did you get it for?
Your ownweb page/web site
• What did you get it for?
Your ownweblog/blog/online journal
• Howmany blogs?
• Social networks (LinkedIn, Facebook , Flickr, My Space, Friendster, etc)
• Massively multiplayer games
Do you typically try to sign upwith the same username for all services?
• Is it similar to your email or instant messenger usernames?
A.3 Your First Email Address and Instant
Messenger Username
• When did you get the identiﬁer?
• Did you start using it right away?
• Did you choose the identiﬁer?
• If so what was your thought process to choose on it?
• If not, how did you end up with by that particular identiﬁer?
• Was it the one you wanted?
• What did you use it for?
Questions for all addresses
• What do you primarily use this identiﬁer for? Who contacts you using
this identiﬁer and who do you contact with it?
• How important is this identiﬁer to you?
• Would you pay to have an identiﬁer you liked beǣer?
• Howmanymessages do you received a day to this identiﬁer? For email,
please count spam andmailing list messages separately.
• Howmanymessages do you send a day from this identiﬁer?
• Does your use of this identiﬁer vary by location? If so why?
• If you remember, I would like to know about any identiﬁers that you no
longer use and why you no longer use them.
• Who would you give this identiﬁer? (friends, online stores, business
cards, etc.) Who would you not give it to?
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A.4 Uses of Identiﬁers
• What application(s) or site(s) do you use to access your messages with
this address or instant messenger username?
• Why do you use this application or webmail service? Would you prefer a
diﬀerent one?
• What portions of the day do you have your messaging application loaded
or running in a browser window?
• How oǍen do you check for new email messages? How quickly do you
look at IM notiﬁcations?
Do youmanagemore than one email address or instant messenger user-
name from a single application or webmail service?
• If so, why? What value does it provide to you?
• Do you use this identiﬁer on any devices other than a computer? (mobile
phone, BlackBerry, etc.)
• Do you automatically forward messages from this address to another one?
If so, why?
Secondary questions
• Who is your internet service provider?
• Do you use the email provided by your internet service provider? Why or
why not?
• Do you set a reply to address? If so, what is it and why? Has it ever caused
you problems?
• Do you speciﬁcally set the address in the from line? If so, what is it and
why? Has it ever caused you problems?
• Do you use a signature ﬁle with this identiﬁer? If so, what is it why?
• Do you use a vacation message with this identiﬁer? If so, what is it why?
A.5 Addressing, Address Books and Buddy Lists
• I’m very interested in how you keep track of your email addresses and
buddy lists and how you use them to contact people.
• Howmany email addresses do you have in your address book?
• When do you add someone in your address book or IM buddy list?
• Do you sync it to a mobile phone or other device?
• How important is your address book or buddy list? What if it were acci-
dentally deleted?
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Please describe how you typically address an email message?
• By selecting a name from the address book.
• By starting to type an email address and leǣing the application automati-
cally complete the address.
• By starting to type a name and leǣing the application automatically com-
plete the name.
• By typing the email address in frommemory.
• By typing a person’s nickname you have deﬁned.
• By cuǣing and pasting the email address from another message.
• By querying a directory service integrated into your application.
• By querying a directory service and cuǣing and pasting.
• By replying to a previous message wriǣen by the person.
• Other?
• When you send or receive a message do you pay aǣention to which ad-
dress your are sending to or receiving on?
• Do you have friends with multiple addresses or instant messenger user-
names?
• What situations cause them to spendmore time thinking about which
identiﬁer to use?
• Please tell me about a problem you have had with addressing and address
books?
• Do you ever accidentally email the wrong person? If so, please describe.
• Do you ever respond to an entire mailing list when youmeant to respond
to a person? If so, please describe.
• Have you ever responded to a group of people when youmean to respond
to the sender? If so, please describe.
• Have you ever had problems receiving email from anyone because of
spam or virus ﬁlters? If so, please describe.
• Have you ever goǣen stopped using an identiﬁer due to spam, virus, ha-
rassment, errors, etc?
• If you have a spam folder, how oǍen do you check it?
• Have you or anyone you know received spam/viruses saying it came from
your email address? (Joe job)
• Have you ever had problems sending email to anyone because of spam or
virus ﬁlters? If so, please describe.
• Have you ever had problems with buddy lists? If so, please describe.
• Have you ever sent an IM to the wrong buddy on your buddy list? If so,
please describe.
• Have you ever wriǣen an IM to a group when youmeant to write to a per-
son? If so, please describe.
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Secondary questions
• How do you decide which identiﬁer to use?
• How do you select the identiﬁer to use in the application?
• Do any of your contacts have more than one identiﬁer? If so, please de-
scribe.
• Does your email application automatically add address to your address
book? Do you like this?
• Does your email application automatically select addresses from a direc-
tory server?
• Do you use nicknames/aliases for email addresses?
• If so, what causes them to use nicknames or aliases?
• Have you used your address book or buddy list to create groups or lists? If
so, why?
• Do you sendmessages to groups from your address books or buddy lists?
• Do you look up addresses a directory server? For example, an institu-
tional directory server or online white pages
• Do you ever Bccs messages? If so, for what purpose? Have you had any
problems with Bccs?
A.6 Regulation
• I’m very interested in any laws, regulations, policies, rules, professional
standards, etc. that you feel aﬀect how you use messaging.
• Do you think you there are regulations or policies that aﬀect your use of
messaging? If, so could you tell me how?
• Are there any technical restrictions that aﬀect your use of messaging? If
so, how?
• Do you believe that any of your accounts are actively monitored? If so, by
whom? Does it change your usage?
• Are your messages logged or automatically archived/backed up? If so, by
whom? Does it change your usage?
• Are your messages automatically deleted aǍer a period of time? If so, by
whom? Does it change your usage?
• Do you feel that any of the regulations aﬀect your performance at work?
If so how?
• Do you feel that any of the regulations aﬀect your personal life? If so how?
• Do any of the regulations cause you to segment or integrate messaging in
your life in any particular way? If so how?
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A.7 Access Control
• Do you need a login and password to send email? Has this caused you any
problems?
• Can you tell me about any situations where a speciﬁc email address or
instant messenger username is required to contact someone?
• Are there situations where you believe that someone will be more or less
likely to recognize or read your email if you use a particular address?
• Some people accept only messages from people in their address book or
buddy list. Have you or anyone you know done this? If so, why?
• Please describe any situations where you limit other’s ability to send you
email or IMs.
• Have you ever blocked any email address or ﬁltered it directly to the trash?
• Have you ever blocked an IM username? If so why? Have you been blocked?
• Have you ever created another IM username to check if anyone is block-
ing you?
A.8 Search and Organization
• Do you use folders in email? Do youmake folders for individual people?
• Do you ever search for an email address or instant messenger username
in your email collection or IM logs?
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Appendix B
Description of Interview
Codes
B.1 Access Control
Ǥis category covers the case where particular identiﬁers are required to access
a resource. For example, a particular email address is needed for an automated
request for resources or for a person to respond since the identiﬁer conveys
aﬃliation. For example, the Facebook social network service requires users
to conﬁrm an email address address from an institution before the user is al-
lowed to join that institutions group online. Ǥis category includes the process
of whitelisting where an email address or IM username is blocked until it is ex-
plicitly approved are validated through a challenge response system.
B.2 Additional Communication Channels
Ǥis category is an aǣempt to capture information about communication mech-
anisms that are not the direct focus of the study. Items in this category include:
mobile phone, Voice Over IP (VoIP), SMS, Twiǣer, Flickr, Facebook, andMyS-
pace as well as communication inMassively Multiplayer Online (MMO) games.
Ǥese services all have communication mechanisms that at least partially fall
outside of email and instant messaging. It is common for these systems to have
some interaction with email and instant messaging. For example, Facebook can
send the user notiﬁcations about waiting message via email. Ǥis category is
related to identity, identiﬁers, the segmentation categories,
B.3 Addressing and Address Books
Ǥis category is related to storing and routing messages to speciﬁc identiﬁers.
Examples, include address books in email clients, autocompleted addresses in
email clients, and buddy lists. It also includes explanations of the asymmetry
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of inbound and outbound addresses as well as descriptions of diﬃculties users
have in sending or receiving messages andmanaging multiple identiﬁers. Ǥis
category is related to identiﬁers, problems and errors, segmentation categories,
and personal branding.
B.4 Aﬃliation, Status and Prestige
Ǥis category aǣempts to describe when individuals choose, create, or empha-
size an identiﬁer because of it’s aﬃliation, status, or prestige. For example,
people reported selecting a new identiﬁer aǍer college graduation that is more
professional or using an alumni address from a prestigious institution or em-
ployer. Ǥis category is related to personal branding, segmentation of work,
personal, and social groups as well as permanence and continuity.
B.5 Cognitive Overload
Users aǣempt to reduce cognitive overload when the feel overwhelmed. Ǥey
employ strategies that range from forms of ﬁltering, to reducing or increasing
the number of identiﬁers as well as others. Reducing cognitive overload is re-
lated to focusing aǣention and limiting interruption as well as integrating and
simplifying. Originally, I had labeled this code reduce cognitive overload, but
renamed it to cognitive overload as many user mentioned cognitive overload,
particularly not being able to remember identiﬁers or passwords, but did not
aǣempt any strategies to actually reduce the overload.
B.6 Communication Channel Selection
Ǥis category includes situations where the interviewee described the circum-
stances that caused them to select one communication channel over another
andmethods they used to select the channel if they were presented a choice.
Ǥis category is related to control aǣention and availability, cognitive overload,
tools, technical constraints and strategies.
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B.7 Control Aǡention and Availability
Individuals may choose strategies to help them focus their aǣention on a par-
ticular task, or role such as work, or to simply limit the number of interrup-
tions such as receiving email, new email notiﬁcations, and IM requests. Ǥis
includes both strategies of turning oﬀ the notiﬁcations themselves as well as
well as separating communication channels. Spam is one of the primary inter-
ruptions and annoyances to users. Spam is also a primary motivator for indi-
viduals to create an additional account that they give out to people or institu-
tions that they feel may send them spam. Individuals make use of identiﬁers to
control their availability.
In most cases knowing someone’s online identiﬁer provides some type of direct
access to them. Email, instant messenger IDs, phone numbers (landline and
mobile phone) provide diﬀering levels of immediate access. Individuals may
control access to their identiﬁers to control their own accessibility or availabil-
ity. Ǥis includes both direct contact as well as the communication of presence
information through instant messenger. Ǥis category is related to the seg-
menting the known and trusted from them unknown and untrusted. Ǥis cate-
gory was formerly focus aǣention and limit interruption and was merged with
the a category called control availability which had a high degree of overlap.
B.8 Desiring an Identiﬁer
Ǥis category includes individual’s descriptions and reports of emotion of iden-
tiﬁers they wish they possessed. Ǥis includes descriptions of identiﬁers they
aǣempted to obtain and were unable to as well how they compromised when
obtaining an existing identiﬁer. Ǥis category is related to identiﬁer and his-
tory of an identiﬁer.
B.9 History of Identiﬁer
Ǥis category is comprised of descriptions from individuals of how they came to
posses a particular identiﬁer. It includes stories of active as well as accidental
acquisition. Ǥese stories oǍen provide insight in to how and why individu-
als came to have the identiﬁers they use on a regular basis as well as the con-
straints involved. It includes emotions individuals may have reported about
the identiﬁer in its use, acquisition, or eventual loss or disuse. Ǥis category is
related to identiﬁers, identity, role, and lose-gain an identiﬁer.
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B.10 Identiﬁability
Identiﬁability is an important nuance for privacy as well as the segmentation
of public and private spheres. Many people mentioned the phrase “my name”
or “my real name” in the context of their identiﬁers. For example, there are
three components of an email address where identiﬁably was an issue. First,
the free text ﬁeld that typically contains a persons ﬁrst and last name. Second,
the portion to the leǍ of the sign in an email address that oǍen is correlated to
a person’s name or nickname. Ǥird, the portion to the right of the sign that
typically identiﬁers a person’s employer, ISP, or personal domain.
Additional aspects to identiﬁability include the degree to which a person de-
sires anonymity. Also if a person has a strategy for progressive identity disclo-
sure where they may reveal more information about their themselves through
more identiﬁable identiﬁers. One common case is online dating or posting to
venues such as mailing lists, forums, and social networks.
B.11 Identiﬁer
Ǥis category is comprised of speciﬁc references to identiﬁers. Typically, these
are unique and in some way addressable, meaning that messages or communi-
cation can be routed to or from this identiﬁer. Examples include email address,
instant messenger IDs, phone numbers, as well as social networks ID such as
used on Facebook, Flickr, and Orkut.
B.12 Identity
Identity is a broad category encompassing internal and external notions of
identity such as psychological, technical, strategic, and instrumental aspects.
In the most general form it what deﬁnes and individual or and individuals con-
nection to a group. Ǥis category is related to identiﬁers, history of identiﬁers,
desiring and identiﬁer, lose-gain an identiﬁer, aﬃliation status and prestige
and personal branding.
B.13 Integrate or Simplify
Ǥis category is the logical opposite of the segmentation categories. It describes
circumstances were interviewees described combining identiﬁers, eliminating
identiﬁers to reduce the overall number, and otherwise simplify conﬁgurations
or communications. Ǥis category is related the segmentation categories, lose
or gain identiﬁer, tools, and strategies.
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B.14 Lose or Gain an Identiﬁer
Ǥis category is comprised of descriptions of users obtaining new identiﬁers,
loosing access to old ones, or purposefully ending the use of old ones. Examples
include forgoǣen passwords leading to loss of use, moving and obtaining a new
ISP, an old ISP closing, leaving an account due to too much spam, or want an
account with more features. Ǥis category is related to identiﬁers, history of an
identiﬁer, and desiring an identiﬁer.
B.15 Permanence and Continuity
Permanence and continuity is both a state of an identiﬁer (it’s my permanent
address) as well as a strategy individuals employ to maintain identiﬁers over
a long period of time. In some cases this is the result of explicit selection of an
identiﬁer that is likely to remain active over a long period of time. Many people
consider large public email services such as Google’s Gmail, MSNHotmail, or
Yahoo! Messenger to ﬁll this role.
B.16 Personal Branding
Personal branding is where individuals apply the modern notion of a brand to
themselves, their identiﬁers, and their constructed identity. Ǥis is oǍen an ex-
plicit and carefully constructed strategy although in some cases the process is
more organic. Some strategies of personal branding include selecting a set of
identiﬁers that communicate a particular aspect they wish to promote or make
the person identiﬁable. Ǥey then use them in a consistent way such that the
individual and their “brand” become intertwined. Personal branding is related
to segmentation public and private as well as segmentation of work, personal,
and social groups, aﬃliation, status, and prestige, and permanence and conti-
nuity.
B.17 Privacy
Privacy is a broad category of which includes the general notion is the right to
be leǍ alone and to control the ﬂow of information about oneself. Ǥis category
is connected to segment public and private, identiﬁability, focus aǣention and
limit interruption, and access control.
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B.18 Problems and Errors
Ǥis is a broad category is comprised of descriptions of problems, errors, and
annoyances users experience related to identiﬁers. Ǥese include technical
constrains, policy constraints, security constraints, namespace constraints,
and social constraints. Ǥis category is related to technical constraints, policy
constraints, security, addressing and address books, and lose-gain identiﬁer.
B.19 Regulation and Policy
Ǥis category consists of forms of regulation including law, policy, compliance
regulation that causes a user to alter their behavior. Ǥese constraints may be
enforced technically via monitoring or other restrictions in compliance system
or they may simply be stated andmonitored through other mechanisms. For
example, compliance systems which block access to external email systems in
the workplace.
B.20 Role
Ǥe role category encompasses and identiﬁer that is typically used for a speciﬁc
function, such as oﬃce manager, conference coordination point, teammanager,
a speciﬁc project contact point, or for a more broad category such as employee.
B.21 Security
Ǥis is a broad category that includes reasons that users employ particular
strategies, soǍware, and systems to be more secure or comply with security
requirements. OǍen security is enforced on users through technical mecha-
nisms or policies around handing information. Many of these technical mecha-
nisms such as ﬁrewalls, VPNs, access control systems are related to systems in
the category of regulation and policy, technical constraints, access control, and
problems and errors.
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B.22 Segment Known and Trusted From the
Unknown and Untrusted
Ǥe distinctions made in this category are separations of the known and trusted
from the unknown and untrusted. Known and trusted entities oǍen include
friends, family, colleagues, professional contacts, other individuals in one’s
social network as well as institutions such as one’s workplace, school, and busi-
nesses that have proven to be trustworthy. Unknown and untrusted entities
would be people who do not fall into the previously mentioned categories such
as people that are not known to the individual, not part of ones social network,
not connected to the institutions as well as individuals or business that have
either not been proven trustworthy or have been proven untrustworthy. One
common category are institutions (primarily commercial businesses) that peo-
ple think may send them spam or sell their personal information to spammers
or others whomight otherwise invade or abuse their privacy.
B.23 Segment Public and Private
Segmenting public and private spheres is related to Goﬀman’s distinction be-
tween front stage and back stage. Ǥis code is related to the themes of privacy,
the distinction between home and work-professional as well as other segmen-
tations where information passes from a small group (say family or close circle
of friends) to a larger group such as the workplace.
B.24 SegmentWork, Personal, and Social Groups
Segmentation is the process of making distinctions in “spheres” of ones life. I
draw on work from Goﬀman, Nippert-Eng, and Zerubavel for my segmentation
frameworks. Ǥemost common type of segmentation is separation from per-
sonal and work life. Additionally, there is a third category of professional life,
which may be complimentary, but distinct, from ones actual job, especially in
the high tech industry. Segmentation also includes deﬁning social groupings
(possibly social worlds) such as social organizations, groups of friends, family,
and other networks of aﬃliation.
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B.25 Social Constraints
Ǥis category includes circumstances where interviewees describes feeling
constrained with identiﬁers or altering behavior surrounding identiﬁers due
to social constraints such as in group or out group feelings.
B.26 Strategies
Ǥis is a broad category that describes users strategic behaviors for accomplish-
ing goals, avoiding unpleasant consequences. Examples include management
strategies, satisﬁcing, and abdication. Ǥis category is related to segmentation
categories, identiﬁability, cognitive overload, privacy, and focus aǣention and
limit interruption.
B.27 Technical Constraints
Ǥis category is comprised of technical limitations, problems, or other charac-
teristics that require a work around or limit usage. For example, it is still com-
mon for instant messenger systems to not be able to exchange messages with
one another. Ǥey are therefore incompatible so users must log on to several
networks each with its own identiﬁer to communicate. Even though some sys-
tems allow a user to connect to multiple systems simultaneously the user must
still have an independent identiﬁer for each one. Ǥis category also includes
user diﬃculties with VPNs, security soǍware, and mail relays.
B.28 Tools
Interviewees oǍen discussed the hardware, soǍware, and other infrastructure
they used as it related to their identiﬁers. Ǥis included email and instant mes-
senger applications, web-based services, and mobile devices. Ǥis category is
related to problems and errors, strategies, and technical constraints.
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Appendix C
Pilot Studies
For the ﬁrst pilot series, I informally interviewed approximately two-dozen
users for 20 minutes to an hour each. Ǥe participants were roughly split be-
tweenmale and female users and primarily involved in technical ﬁelds. I broadly
asked questions regarding the individuals behavior with email and the reasons
for this behavior. I asked basic information about their email use and nature
of their archives. Questions included howmanymessages they sent and re-
ceived each day, howmany email folders they had and howmanymessages
were in each folder; the methods andmechanisms by which they ﬁled their
messages; how they located their messages—whether they searched, sorted or
scanned—which email clients they used and whether they had switched from
another client for any reason. I asked users about howmany items of spam they
received each day and their methods of dealing with spam.
For the second pilot series, I interviewed twelve participants for approximately
an hour and a half each. Five participants were male and seven were female;
there were an equal number of novice and expert computer users, although
all participants had at least ﬁve years of experience with email. Ǥeir educa-
tion ranged from a high school diploma to a Ph.D. candidate; seven participants
were employed in the information technology sector and ﬁve participants were
in non-technical ﬁelds.
In the second pilot series, I asked a broader range of questions including ques-
tions about the time, frequency and reasons for email usage. For example, I
asked howmany addresses they actively maintained and their reasons for main-
taining them; howmanymessages they typically sent or received in each loca-
tion; where they used email and how this correlated to each address; the na-
ture of the messages they sent or received in each location; any diﬃculties they
might have sending or receiving email in each location and with each address.
I asked whether they used email while traveling; if the use of multiple email
addresses or diﬃculties they mentioned earlier changed when they traveled;
the methods andmechanisms that participants used to address messages and
whether and how they used an address book; if they used auto-completion and
how they navigated their email collections, both the inbox and the stored email.
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I conducted the third set of pilot interviews with ten participants as part of a
market research ﬁrm’s study exploring how users spent time with their email.
Each interview lasted an hour to an hour and a half. Ǥe participants consisted
of six males and four females who were largely academics and professionals in
technology-related professions, most of whom processed substantial amounts
of email. I primarily asked questions about howmuch time each task with
email typically took for the user such as sending email, reading email, address-
ing, looking up addresses, searching email, ﬁling email, processing spam, orga-
nizing folders, and starting up email. I also asked which email clients partici-
pants used and the number of addresses they maintained as well as the meth-
ods andmechanisms for maintaining multiple addresses.
I conducted the fourth set of pilot interviews with twelve participants as part
of a University of California at Berkeley study on the quality of information.
Each interview lasted approximately an hour. Ǥe participants were recruited
via a post on Craigslist a national online classiﬁeds service with an extremely
strong presence in the Bay Area. Ǥe participants were required to have more
than one email address and not be students or employees of UC Berkeley. Ǥe
participants did not have any unifying characteristics other than they tended
to live a short distance from the UC Berkeley campus. Ǥe questions included
more detailed questions about a broader ranger of online identiﬁers includ-
ing email, instant messaging, SMS, andmassively multiplayer online games.
I asked questions about behaviors reading, sending, and forwarding email as
well as behaviors and practices with managing multiple identiﬁers. In addition
I asked questions about how users chose their current identiﬁers and how they
valued or did not value them as well as how this value translated into usage.
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Appendix D
Epilogue
D.1 Inﬂuences inǢeory and in Practice
Ǥe analysis presented in this dissertation is result of both theory and practice.
I consider myself fortunate that my research and theoretical framework co-
evolved with practice. I feel evenmore fortunate that my research inﬂuenced
functionality in a mainstream consumer service.
Ǥis work greatly beneﬁǣed frommany early pilot interviews, both formal and
informal, which resulted in a far more nuanced set of research questions. Ǥe
early interviews had an unexpected side eﬀect of exposing my research topic
to a broader social and professional circle that seemed to strike a chord with
many and resulted in a quite a few of the aforementioned informal interviews.
Ǥe early interviews, especially the informal ones, demonstrated how online
identiﬁers oǍen opened a window to intimate aspects of everyday life–aǣitudes
towards friends, family, and colleagues, daily routines, lifestyle choices, tech-
nical sophistication, workplace habits, and presentation of self.
Several iterations on developing a survey did not result in a data set that was
signiﬁcant enough to publish, but helped to to crystallize the base of the in-
terview guide. Ǥe surveys illustrated the how interviews elicited important
details from participants as they tried to discuss behaviors correlated with arti-
facts of technical infrastructure that they neither fully understood nor had the
vocabulary to describe.
Ǥe research questions themselves have continually evolved for nearly a decade.
Ǥis work has taken far longer than average, and has involved manymore iter-
ations than is typical. However, each of these iterations, combined with course-
work, literature review and industry experience is what has made it possible
for my to consider the data from so many angles. For example, it was the expe-
rience in industry that provided me with a clear set of examples of the impor-
tance and inﬂuence of policy as well as the eﬀect of technical decisions on pol-
icy and the eﬀect of policy (and politics) on technical decisions. In many ways
these experiences clariﬁed andmagniﬁed the importance the socio-technical
systems literature and coursework leading up to the dissertation.
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D.2 Pilot Studies
Early pilot interviews for this study interviews only considered multiple email
addresses in the broader context of the organization, navigation and analysis of
email collections. Instant messaging was far less prevalent when this research
began in 2000, particularly in the business seǣing and outside of the AOL net-
work and academia in general. SMS, social network services andmassively
multiplayer online games began to rise in popularity only aǍer 2003.
I conducted four sets of exploratory pilot interviews between 2001 and 2005.
Ǥese pilot studies were inﬂuential in deﬁning my current research questions
and provided the basis for the design of my dissertation interview instrument.
Each successive round of interviews helped to narrowmy research questions.
Over the course of the interviews, I dramatically reduced the number of vari-
ables I investigated. In the early interviews, I began with a broad range of ques-
tions about email use and behaviors surrounding email. I later narrowedmy
focus to multiple online identiﬁers in messaging. Further details of the pilot
studies are in appendix C on page 157.
I found far more complexity and variation in individual’s use, strategies, and
motivations of multiple online identiﬁers than I ﬁrst expected. I originally
framed the use of multiple identiﬁers solely in terms of role and identity. Af-
ter analyzing preliminary interviews, it became clear that role and identity
were but two factors of many and that overall the explanation was complex and
socio-technical. For example, technical artifacts that the user may have neither
been able to control nor understand inﬂuenced many behaviors. Ǥe eﬀects of
policy and technical enforcement of policy also became evident during the pi-
lot interviews when users would describe diﬃculties or frustrations with the
limitations imposed by these policies and their implementations.
Ǥe pilot interviews evolved substantially over the iterations. In the begin-
ning, I primarily asked questions about email use with desktop clients or web-
clients. Since the time of my original interviews, the use of instant messaging
as well as messaging onmobile devices rose substantially, particularly in the
corporate environment. Email and instant messaging clients are increasingly
uniﬁed, so it is no longer adequate to solely discuss email. It is no longer ad-
equate to leave out mobile devices, particularly when accounting for future
trends. Ǥe use of Short Message Service (SMS) in the United States rose from
24.9 billion messages is 2003 to 830 billion messages in 2009. ¹
¹ICMR 2009 statistical release http://www.ofcom.org.uk/research/cm/icmr09/stats.pdf (ac-
cessed January 20, 2010)
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D.3 Inﬂuence of Professional Experience
My experience working as a Unix systems administrator from 1992-2002 shaped
my perspective on technical infrastructure. Managing infrastructure, particu-
larly messaging infrastructure, gave me insight that was invaluable to under-
standing my research from both a system-management perspective and a social
science perspective. Ǥis experience is what allowedme to interpret many of
the technical diﬃculties that participants described, oǍen vaguely, but were
unable to full article due to lack of technical background.
I worked on identiﬁer management projects at both Google andMicrosoǍ. I
interned at Google for six month starting in 2005 and I lead a project to imple-
ment support for multiple identiﬁers in Google Accounts. Ǥe feature allows
multiple identiﬁers, both inside and outside of the Google namespace to be
associated with a single Google Account. Ǥis means that an individual could
manage multiple email addresses for Google Groups or Google Alerts from a
single account rather than creating a separate Google Account for each address.
It also allows users to retain the non-Gmail Google Account address if they add
the Gmail service to the account. Previously the original email address was re-
placed with the new Gmail address, aǍerwards both addresses remain associ-
ated with the account. Additional services allowmultiple identiﬁers within the
Google namespace may be associated with a single account. For example, this
feature allowed users to publish photos publicly without disclosing primary
identiﬁer and primary email address since the Google Account identiﬁer is an
essential part of public photo albums.
I began the project with requirements gathering, moved through a design stage,
then worked with developers on an implementation, and ﬁnally on to an in-
ternal launch. Multiple identiﬁer support is publicly available across produc-
tion Google services. Ǥe project required me to evaluate comparable systems,
write design documents, design user interface prototypes, document existing
user ﬂows and create new user ﬂows for multiple identiﬁer registration, sign
out, management, and account merging across Google services. Completing
the project required working with more than a dozen internal teams and was
completed in six months.
Ǥe project number of users, systems, connections, messages, and conﬁgura-
tions were far greater than I had experience with previously. Ǥis dramatically
altered how I conceived of many problems, the complex interactions between
the backend and frontend of the system and the diﬃculties in making this pro-
cess workable for users. For example, there were a staggering number of po-
tential permutations for user preferences. Previously I had assumed that many
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operations such as new account registration, account merging, and password
resets were straightforward rather than highly complex.
Ǥe project fell squarely in between low level portions of the system and public-
facing user interface components. Ǥe process of deciphering existing undoc-
umented system ﬂows and creating new ones allowedme to understand how
individuals could easily arrive at incorrect mental models for the system and
how unlikely they would ever arrive at a correct one. I aAnalyzed large sample
of Google Accounts to investigate problems with user experience in registra-
tion and sign-in ﬂows resulting from inability to ﬁnd desirable identiﬁers and
increased length of usernames.
I worked on theMicrosoǍWindows LiveID team as research consultant for
six months in 2008. I completed an analysis MicrosoǍ LiveID and compet-
ing systems’ account management, identiﬁer management, registration, and
sign-in mechanisms for web-based consumer services. I systematically created
accounts, recorded screen captures for points of user interaction and prefer-
ences to compare services, and analyzed the user ﬂow through the system. Ǥe
project helped me understand the range of identiﬁer management systems for
popular consumer services. Ǥis improved my ability to interpret participant’s
descriptions of their use and problems with these systems.
I gained insight that was useful for this dissertation frommywork as an in-
dustry analyst, journalist, and editor. I was an analyst at Ferris Research from
2003 to 2008 and the online editor for an industry publication, Messaging News
beginning in 2008. I evaluated commercial soǍware, hardware, and services
for messaging and collaboration. Ǥis work exposed me to the uses of and re-
quirements for messaging systems in larger businesses and enterprises dif-
fered from individual use of consumer services. Ǥis experience highlighted
how interactions in the ecosystem of business news, market research, public
relations, press, analysts inﬂuence both the development and perception of
products.
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